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Idaho State Bar
v.
Jay P. Clark
ISB Case No. FC 09-05

Volume I
Pages 1-256

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board
IDAHO STATE BAR
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500

IN THE SUPREME COURT

Of THE
STATE OF IDAHO
IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.

JAYP. CLARK,
Respondent.

For Respondent:
Larry D. Purviance
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden,ID 83835

)
)
)
)

)
)

ISB FC File No. 09-05
CERTIFICATE OF RECORD

)

For Plaintiff:
Bradley G. Andrews, Bar Counsel
Idaho State Ba r
PO Box 895
Boise, ID 83701

SUE NELSON, Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board of the Idaho State Bar, does hereby
certify and transmit to the Idaho Supreme Court true and correct copies of documents relevant to the
above-entitled matter.
Document
VOLUME I
Summons
Complaint
Notice of Assignment of Committee
Answer to Bar Complaint
Notice of Conference Call for Scheduling
Scheduling Order
Stipulation to Vacate Hearing and
Set a Scheduling Conference
Order (vacating hearing)
Notice of Conference Call for Scheduling
First Amended Scheduling Order
Notice of Service of Discovery
CERTIFlCATE OF RECORD- I

1
2-15
16-17
18-25
26-27
28-31
32-35
36-37
38-39
40-43
44-46

Motion to Dismiss Complaint
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss
Notice of Service of Discovery
Plaintiffs Opposition to Respondent's
Motion to Dismiss Complaint
(Filed Under Seal)
Order Denying Respondent's Motion to Dismiss
Plaintiff s Pre-Hearing Brief
Notice of Withdrawal and Substitution of Counsel
Plaintiffs Witness List
Plaintiff s Exhibit List
Notice of Appearance
Motion to Continue
Notice of Scheduling Conference Call
Second Amended Scheduling Order
Stipulation to Vacate Hearing and Set a
Scheduling Conference
Order
Notice of Conference Call for Scheduling
Third Amended Scheduling Order
Plaintiff s Witness List
Plaintiffs Exhibit List
Subpoena (Eric Haft)
Respondent's Witness List
Respondent's Exhibit List
Subpoena (J. Eric Cooper)
Subpoena (Mateo Varela)
Subpoena (Mitchell Egusquiza)
Subpoena (Brenda Wright)
Notice of Service of Discovery
VOLUME II
Proposed Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law & Recommendation
Memorandum of Proposed Finding of Facts
And Conclusions of Law
Hearing Transcripts Volume I
Hearing Transcript Volume II
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
And Recommendation
Memorandum of Costs
Notice of Appeal

~,

Dated this J ~ -day of

'rv\..a....

47-48
49-131
132-134

135-152
153-155
156-170
171-173
174-176
177-186
187-190
191-193
194-195
196-199
200-203
204-205
206-207
208-211
212-215
216-225
226-229
230-233
234-237
238-241
242-245
246-249
250-253
254-256

257-294
295-306
307-401
402-489
490-526
527-549
550-552

)
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Sue Nelson, Clerk, Professional Conduct Board
CERTIFICATE OF RECORD- 2

2011

Professional Conduct Board
Idaho State Bar
P. O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONvUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
IDAHO STATE BAR,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

Case No. FC 09-05

)

)

v.

SUM1VIONS

)

)
)
)

JAYP. CLARK,
Defendant.

THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR TO: JAY P.

CLARK, LA 'W OFFICES OF JAY P. CLARK, PLLC, P.O. BOX 1202, MOUNTAIN
HOME, ID 83647.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a Complaint has been filed against you by the
Idaho State Bar, and you are directed to file a wlitten answer or written motion in defense to the
said Complaint within twenty-one days of the service of this Summons; and you are further
notified that unless you do so within the time specified, the Plaintiff will take judgment against
you as prayed in said Complaint.
DATED this

;"' )h.-d
day of
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
1

/
.

/~'

UiN'

/}

,r( ,_ t:.,/,"

Diane K. Minnich, Acting Clerk

1

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.

JAYP. CLARK,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)

File No. FC 09-05

COMPLAINT

)
)
)

The Idaho State Bar (ISB), by and through its counsel Bradley G. Andrews, hereby
charges Jay P. Clark, an attorney admitted to practice before the courts of Idaho, with
professional misconduct as follows:

l.

Jay P. Clark, hereinafter referred to as "Respondent," was admitted to the practice

of law in the State of Idaho in 1996, at which time he took the oath required for admission,
wherein he agreed to abide by and follow the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct as adopted
and amended by the ISB and the Rules of the Idaho Supreme Court. At all times mentioned
herein Respondent has continuously been under the jurisdiction of the Idaho Supreme Court as a
member of the ISB on active status.
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2.

The Supreme Court of the State of Idaho has approved and adopted the Idaho

Rules of Professional Conduct, governing the ethical conduct of attorneys licensed to practice in
the State of Idaho, which Rules were in effect at all times relevant herein.

3.

Pursuant to Rule 511(a)(1) of the Idaho Bar Commission Rules, the Board of

Commissioners approved the filing of these charges against Respondent.

BRENDA

A~TJ)

PERRY 'VRlGHT
COUNT ONE
(Conflict of Interest/Conduct Involving Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit or
Misrepresentation)
4.

In 2005, Brenda and Perry Wright lived in company-provided housing next to the

Simplot feedlot in Grandview, Idaho, where Mr. Wright worked as a laborer. The Wrights were
not well-educated and were inexperienced in the law.

They both also had serious health

problems. In 2004, Mr. Wright had been ill with prostate cancer and kidney stones and had
become presCliption drug dependent. He also had a drinking problem. Mrs. Wright was on
psychotropic medications, was physically fragile and was not always lucid.

5.

On May 17, 2005, the Wrights paid Respondent $25 to review and explain an

amendment to the Wright 1993 Revocable Living Trust ("Trust") that Mr. Wright had been
asked to sign for his ailing father, Melvin E. Wright ("Melvin").

The Wrights spent

approximately one hour with Respondent discussing how Melvin came by his wealth and how
many children were in the family. Respondent also advised the Wrights that when they received
an inheritance from Melvin or distribution from the Trust they should cash in the stocks and
reinvest them. Respondent informed the Wrights that he had a friend, Eric Cooper, who was an
investment broker for A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc. ("A.G. Edwards") in Boise, and that Mr.
Cooper could assist the Wrights.
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6.

Melvin died in late July 2005.

The Wrights had a second meeting with

Respondent after Melvin's death to have him review and explain another amendment to the Trust
they had recei ved. They paid Respondent another $25 for that representation.

7.

In September 2005, Mr. 'Wright received his inheritance or distribution from the

Trust of $135,000 in stocks and cash from Melvin. He received $35,000 in PG&E stock and
$100,000 from the $600,000 sale of the family ranch. Based on Respondent's recommendation,
the Wrights opened a joint account at A.G. Edwards and retained Mr. Cooper to invest and
manage Mr. Wright's inheritance.

In December 2005, Mr. Cooper referred the Wrights to

Respondent when they inquired about buying a small farm. My. Cooper informed the Wlights
that Respondent was familiar with such potential properties.

8.

In December 2005, Mr. Wright was on the verge of losing his job and company

supplied housing with Simplot due to his illness and excessive drinking.

Mrs. Wright was

concerned about their housing and based on Mr. Cooper's recommendation, contacted
Respondent about buying property. Respondent informed Mrs. Wright that he owned property in
Elmore County that he would sell to them for $100,000.

9.

In late December 2005, !viIs. Wright went with Respondent to view the property

and the dwelling. Mr. Wright was unable to go with them. Mrs. Wright did not like the property
and so informed Respondent. A few days later Respondent contacted Mr. Wright and indicated
that he would make them a good deal on the property because Respondent owed his father
money. The Wrights discussed purchasing the property, but decided against it.

10.

Mrs. Wright later became upset with Mr. Wright's excessive drinking and tenuous

job situation, and decided to buy Respondent's property. On December 29, 2005, Mrs. Wright
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signed a Purchase and Sales Agreement ("Agreement") and wrote Respondent a check for
$30,000 as a down payment on the property. In the Agreement, Mrs. Wright was designated as a
malTied woman, purchasing the property as her sole and separate property. The funds for the
down payment came from the Wrights' joint A.G. Edwards account. The Agreement listed the
seller of the property as C&H Properties, LLC, a nonexistent limited liability company, for
which Respondent was designated the Manager.

11.

The Agreement provided that the closing would be on January 9, 2006, at

Guaranty Title, Inc. in Mountain Home, Idaho, and that the balance of the purchase price,
$70,000, was due at that time.

12.

The Agreement included a provISIOn "strongly encouraging" buyer to seek

independent legal counsel to assist in the sale. However, neither Respondent nor the Agreement
fully explained the terms of the transaction to Mrs. Wright in a manner that she could reasonably
understand.

l3.

Mr. \Vright was unhappy that Mrs. Wright had signed the Agreement.

On

January 2, 2006, Mr. Wright was alTested for domestic violence against Mrs. \Vright and jailed.
On January 5, 2006, Mr. Wright was released from jail with a no-contact order and he moved
into a local motel. On January 6, 2006, Mr. Wright confronted Respondent about the sale of the
house and demanded to know how the sale occulTed with only his wife's signature.

14.

Respondent then made arrangements to take Mrs. Wright to Boise to pick up the

$70,000 check from A.G. Edwards' office for the purchase of the property. On January 8, 2006,
Respondent's legal assistant drove Mrs. Wright to Boise to pick up the check.

Before they

arrived, however, Mr. Wright had phoned A.G. Edwards and placed a stop-payment on the
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$70,000 check. Given that and due to the apparent domestic dispute and protection order, A.G.
Edwards required that both account holders sign an authorization to release any funds from the
account.
15.

Thereafter, Respondent prepared an "Agreement to Disburse" the $70,000 for the

\Vrights' signatures. Before dawn on January 9,2006, Respondent and his notary legal assistant
awakened Mrs. "Wright at home to sign the Agreement to Disburse. When Mrs. Wright balked at
signing, Respondent informed her that she had better sign because the $30,000 down payment
was non-refundable.

Mrs. Wright signed the Agreement to Disburse.

Respondent and his

assistant then went to Mr. Wright's motel and attempted to persuade him to sign the Agreement
to Disburse, but he was too intoxicated and did not sign it.

16.

On January 10, 2006, Respondent and his assistant went to Mr. Wright's motel.

He was intoxicated, but signed the Agreement to Disburse.

Respondent then faxed the

Agreement to Disburse to Eric Cooper at AG. Edwards with the notation, "I believe this
document makes it very clear that they both want to purchase the home with these funds as
requested." Mr. Wright was admitted to the hospitallatet that day for alcohol abuse.

17.

On January 11, 2006, AG. Edwards disbursed $70,000 to Respondent from the

\Vrights' account. On that same date, Respondent executed a Warranty Deed conveying the
property to the Wrights as husband and wife. No closing at Guaranty Title ever took place. The
\Varranty Deed was recorded by Respondent in Elmore County on January 17,2006.

18.

On January 13, 2006, when Mrs. Wright received the disbursement notice from

AG. Edwards, she attempted to stop payment on the $70,000 check, but was informed by it that
it was too late because the check had already been issued to Respondent on January 11, 2006.
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I\1r. Wright was fired from his job at Simplot that same day and Mrs. Wright received notice to

vacate the company housing.

19.

The Wrights then moved to the new property. Mrs. Wright later discovered that

the plumbing was not functional in the new house and did not meet code. She also discovered
many other problems with the structure, electrical system, doors and the well.

When she

conveyed these problems to Respondent, he informed her that the sale was final and that she
bought the house "as is."

20.

Because Respondent's limited liability company, C&H Properties LLC, was not

licensed to transact business in Idaho at the time of the sale of the property, the Wrights were
unable to obtain title insurance for almost a year and a half. On June 18, 2007, Respondent
executed an Amended Warranty Deed which provided that C&H Properties LLC was a duly
registered Idaho limited liability company. Respondent recorded the Amended Warranty Deed
in Elmore County on June 21, 2007, and the Wrights were thereafter able to obtain title
insurance.

21.

The real estate transaction between the Wrights and Respondent was

commercially unreasonable for a number of following reasons, including:
a)

there was no appraisal of the property;

b)

there was no inspection of the property;

c)

there was no escrow;

d)

although the Agreement required a closing at Guaranty Title in Mountain Horne,

no such closing occurred, even though the Wrights did not waive it;
e)
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f)

there was no confirmation of title;

g)

there was no proration of taxes; and

h)

no homeowner disclosure statement was provided to the Wrights by Respondent,

dba C&H Properties LLC, as required by Idaho Code § 55-2501.

22.

The Wrights were current clients, or in the alternative, former clients of

Respondent. Through his representation of the Wrights, Respondent knew that they had or were
about to acquire an inheritance. Respondent also knew that the Wrights were unsophisticated
and vulnerable when he sold them the property.

Respondent took advantage of his

current/former clients for pecuniary gain.

23.

The real estate transaction and its terms in which Respondent gained a pecuniary

interest adverse to the Wrights, were not fair and reasonable to the Wrights and were not fully
disclosed and transmitted in writing in a manner that could be reasonably understood by them.

24.

Respondent used information relating to his representation of the Wrights (i.e.,

that they were going to inherit money) to their disadvantage without the Wrights' informed
consent.

25.

The conduct described in paragraphs 4 through 24 of this count constitutes a

violation of Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 1.8(a) and (b) [Conflict of Interest: Current
Clients:

Specific Rules]; or in the alternative, 1.9(c) [Duties to Former Clients}; and 8.4(c)

[Conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit and misrepresentation].
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MATEO VARELA
COljNTTWO
(Failure to Pursue Client's Objectives I Lack of Diligence/Lack of Communication)

26.

On May 28, 2005, Mateo Varela was cited with driving while under the influence

of alcohol. Mr. Varela was not physically inside the vehicle he was accused of driving at the
time of his an"est. According to the Mountain Home Police Department incident report, Mr.
Varela was intoxicated and had the keys to the vehicle in question. Mr. Varela initially denied
dliving the vehicle, but later told the officer, "Take me, I drank and drove home." :Mr. Varela
failed the field sobriety tests. He refused the breath test and was served a Notice of Suspension
for Failure of Evidentiary Testing ("Notice of Suspension").

27.

The Notice of Suspension stated that pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002, Mr.

Varela's Idaho driver's license would be suspended for refusal to submit to an evidentiary test
for alcohol concentration offered by the arresting officer.

The notice also stated that "[Mf.

Varela had} the right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Elmore County
Magistrate Court for a hearing to show cause why [he} refused to submit to or complete
evidentiary test and why [his} driver's license should not be suspended." Therefore, the request
for hearing was to be submitted to the Elmore County Magistrate Court no later than June 4,
2005. However, because June 4, 2005 was a Saturday, the request was to be submitted by
Monday, June 6,2005.

28.

On May 31, 2005, Mr. Varela retained Respondent to represent him in the DUI

case. Mr. Varela informed Respondent that he did not want to lose his driver's license and
therefore wanted to request a show cause hearing before the Elmore County Magistrate Court.
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29.

Respondent filed, on Mr. Varela's behalf, a plea of not guilty, requests for

discovery, responses to the State's discovery requests and a motion to continue.

However,

Respondent failed to submit a written request for a show cause hearing to the Elmore County
Magistrate Court by June 6, 2005.
30.

On June 10, 2005, Respondent faxed to the Mountain Home City Prosecuting

Attorney's Office a letter he had written to the Idaho Transportation Department (lTD). On the
fax cover sheet, Respondent stated to Prosecutor Phil Miller that the attached letter requesting a
hearing on Mr. Varela's license suspension was sent "in error to the Idaho Transportation
Department on June 6, 2005." Respondent asked whether the prosecutor would object to a
hearing even though Respondent had not requested a hearing with the Elmore County Magistrate
Court.
31.

On June 20, 2005, the Prosecutor responded to Respondent's request that he

consent to a hearing. The Prosecutor stated that "failure to properly present a request for a
refusal hearing before the

COUlt

results in the court losing jurisdiction over the matter." The

Prosecutor did not agree to waive the jurisdictional requirement.

32.

Shortly thereafter, Mr. Varela terminated Respondent's representation and

retained attorney Mitchell Egusquiza.

On June 28, 2005, Mr. Egusquiza filed a Notice of

Substitution of Attorney. On July 6, 2005, Mr. Egusquiza filed a Motion for Hearing in Elmore
County requesting a hearing pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002 to determine whether Mr.
Varela's license should be suspended for refusal to submit to an evidentiary test for alcohol
concentration.
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On July 22, 2005, the Court denied :Mr. Egusquiza's motion for a hearing on Mr.

33.

Varela's license suspension.

The motion was not granted because a hearing had not been

requested by June 6, 2005, pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002. The Court also ordered the
suspension of :Mr. Varela's driver's license and all driving privileges for 180 days.

34.

The conduct described on paragraphs 26 through 33 of this count constitutes a

violation of I.R.P.C. 1.2 [Failure to Pursue Client's Objectives], 1.3 [Diligence] and 1.4
[Communication].

COli'NT THREE
(Conduct Involving Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit or Misrepresentation)

35.

The matters set forth in paragraphs 1 through 3 and 26 through 33 above are

hereby realleged as if fully set forth.

36.

Following Respondent's failure to timely request a show cause hearing on :Mr.

Varela's Notice of Suspension, Respondent informed tv1r. Varela that the written request for a
hearing must first be filed with the ITD and that the lTD then notifies the court.

37.

In his June 10, 2005 fax cover sheet to the Mountain Home City Prosecutor,

Respondent informed him that the attached letter requesting a hearing on :Mr. Varela's license
suspension was sent "in error to the Idaho Department of Transportation on June 6, 2005."

38.

Following :Mr. Varela's filing of his grievance against Respondent with the lSB,

Respondent informed Bar Counsel that he requested a hearing on Mr. Varela's license
suspension with the ITD as a matter of "standard procedure."
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39.

The three statements in paragraphs 36 through 38 made by Respondent are

inconsistent and one or all are false and Respondent knew such statements were false when he
made them.

40.

In his response to Bar Counsel, Respondent stated that he met or spoke with Mr.

Varela on Friday, June 3, 2005, at which time he allegedly told Mr. Varela that he had no
defenses and that there was no point in filing the request for a hearing. Respondent's statement
was false. He did not meet or speak with Mr. Varela on June 3, 2005, and did not tell him there
was no point in filing the request for a hearing.

The conduct described in paragraphs 35 through 40 of this count constitutes a

41.

violation of LR.P.C. 8.4(c) [Conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation}.

COUNT FOUR
(Failure to Communicate Basis of FeelFailure to Return Unearned Fee)

42.

The matters set forth in paragraphs 1 through 3 and 26 through 40 above are

hereby realleged as if fully set forth.

43.

When Mr. Varela retained Respondent on May 31, 2005, he paid Respondent

$500 in cash. There was no wlitten fee agreement and Respondent did not communicate the
basis or rate of the fee to Mr. Varela.

44.

On July 19, 2005, Mr. Egusquiza wrote to Respondent requesting that he refund

the $500 retainer Mr. Varela paid on May 31,2005. Respondent responded to Mr. Egusquiza,
stating that the $500 retainer was earned upon receipt and nonrefundable. Mr. Varela did not
know the retainer was nonrefundable.
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45.

On September 2,2005, after I\1r. Varela filed his grievance, Respondent wrote to

Mr. Varela offering an itemized statement and a refund in the amount of $218.75, and informed
Mr. Varela that he could pick up the check at Respondent's office. On September 16, 2005,

instead of mailing the check to I\1r. Varela, Respondent wrote another letter to him asking that
Mr. Varela schedule an appointment to pick up the refund check.

As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, Respondent has failed to refund any

46.

une3111ed portion of the retainer to I\1r. Varela.

The conduct described in paragraphs 42 through 46 constitutes a violation of

47.

LR.P.C. 1.5(b) [The basis or rate of the fee shall be communicated to the client] and 1.16(d)
[Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to protect a client's interests, such
as refunding any advance payment of fee that has not been earned].

C01JNTFIVE
(Conduct Prejudicial to the Administration of Justice)

48.

The matters set forth in paragraphs 1 through 3 and 26 through 46 above are

hereby realleged as if fully set forth.

49.

In Respondent's October 11, 2005 letter to Bar Counsel responding to I\1r.

Varela's glievance, he included a proposed affidavit for I\1r. Varela's signature. Respondent
stated in his letter to Bar Counsel that it was being presented to I\1r. Varela "for him to review
and sign, which if he does might prevent him from being sued for libel and slander."

50.

The affidavit consisted of statements by Mr. Varela that Respondent had

essentially not erred in his representation.
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51.

The threat by Respondent in his response to Bar Counsel that he would sue :Mr.

Varela for slander and libel if he did not sign the enclosed affidavit is conduct prejudicial to the
administration of justice.

52.

The conduct described in paragraphs 47 through 51 constitutes a violation of

LR.P.C. 8.4(d) [Conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice].

WHEREFORE, based on the matters alleged above, Plaintiff prays for judgment against
the Respondent as follows:
That Respondent be suspended from the practice of law; that he be ordered to pay
restitution; that he be ordered to pay the costs and expenses incurred in investigating and
prosecuting this matter; and for other such relief as is deemed necessary and proper.

Dated this

'to

1::

day of

M"-l

2009.

Bradley G. And evJs
Bar Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

2-01?::- day of

!~

2009, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing COMPLAINT upon the following by U.S. certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage pre-paid, addressed and directed as follows:

Jay P. Clark
Law Offices of Jay P. Clark, PLLC
P.O. Box 1202
Mountain Home, ID 83647

(n&~

Bradley G. Andre
Bar Counsel
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PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208)334-4500

lBJEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STA T1E BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

v.
JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

ISB Case No. FC 09-05
NOTICE OF ASSIGN11ENT OF
COMMlTTEE

Pursuant to Rule 51ICc) of the Rules for Review of Professional Conduct, along
with the approval of the Idaho Supreme Court, this matter is hereby assigned to a Hearing
Committee consisting of Thomas W. Whitney (Chair), Linda M. Edwards and Richard G.
Clifford.

. '0.--

DATED this

&.

\

\

day of ---;,.=d-"l·'0.,"'~=-':::::---+-7--)_ _ _ _ ' 2009.

("J'

G

PROFESSIONAL CO~'DUCT BOARD
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

"-b-

~

day of

and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE

\

~ ~ ••

/

,2009, I served a true

O~ SSId~l\1ENT OF COMMITTEE by

depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed,
stamped envelope, and addressed and directed as follows:

Jay P. Clark
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1202
Mountain Home, ID 83647
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

SUE NELSON
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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.2rl0fESS!Or~",l ;..,ONDUCT

BOAR!'

IDAHO STftJE BAR

DAVID H. LEROY
Attorney at Law
1130 East State Street
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone: (208) 342-0000
Facsimile: (208) 342-4200

jUl 22 2009

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
IDAHO STA IE BAR,
Plaintiff,

v.
JA Y P. CLARK,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

File No. FC 09-05
ANSWER TO THE
BAR COMPLAINT

COMES Now Respondent Jay Clark, by and through his attorney of record David H.
Leroy, and for an Answer to the Complaint filed herein states, replies and avers as follows:
1.

The COJ;nplaint fails to state sufficient facts to constitute professional misconduct as to
each and all of the courts alleged and therefore should be dismissed.

II.
Each and every allegation of the Complaint not specifically admitted herein is hereby
denied.

III.
The Respondent admits the allegations of the follo"Wing paragraphs of the Complaint:

1,2,5,6,9,11,12,14,1 7,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,37,45,46,49,50.

ANS\\lER TO THE BAR COMPLAINT - 1
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IV.
The Respondent denies the allegations of the following paragraphs of the Complaint: 15,
16,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,34,36,39,40,41,43,44,47,51 and 52.

V.
The Respondent is without sufficient Imowledge to either admit or deny the allegations of
the following paragraphs of the Complaint and therefore must deny the same: 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 13,
18, and 38.

VI.
In further reply to Paragraph 8 of the Complaint, Respondent states that Mrs. Wright did
contact the Respondent about purchasing his property, but Respondent is \vithout sufficient
knowledge as to the remainder of said paragraph.

VIr.
In further reply to Paragraph 9 of the Complaint, Respondent states that he had
communications with the Wrights about the property, but does not know or believe that they
finally decided against said purchase.

VIII.
In further reply to Paragraph 16 of the Complaint, Respondent states tvfr. Wright signed
the Agreement, but denies the remainder thereof.

IX.
In reply to paragraphs 35, 42 and 48 of the Complaint, the Respondent reincorporates and
realleges the applicable responses stated in paragraphs III through VIII herein.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

ANSWER TO THE BAR COMPLAINT - 2
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FIRST AFFIR11.I~.TIVE DEFENSE - NON REPRESENTATION
As to Count I of the Complaint, Respondent asserts that he never undertook a general,
unlimited representation of Mr. and 1'.1rs.Wright, thus never had the duty of sUbsequently

discharging attorney-client responsibilities contrary to the allegations therein.

SECOND AFFIRMATNE DEFENSE - DISCHARGE OF DUTY
To the extent of any attorney- client relationship actually created under the facts
referenced in Count I of the Complaint, Respondent fully, competently and lawfully discharged
his limited scope of duties thereunder and had completed the same with no issues pending.

THIRD AFFIR.M.A.TIVE DEFENSE - NON-CLIENT RELATIONS
The Respondent,fully complied with and discharged all duties owed by an attorney to the
Wrights as

non~client

third parties.

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE - COMMERCL"-L REASONABLENESS
The transaction consillnInated between the Respondent and the Wrights was commercially
reasonable as to its terms~ result and procedures.

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE. LACK OF SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE
The Respondent neither had nor utilized special knowledge as to the Wrights in offering,
negotiating or consummating the transaction refened to in Count 1.
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE - LACK OF DIMINISHED CAPACITY
Upon infomlation and belief, the Wrights were competent, unimpaired, and exhibited and
utilized sufficient and appropriate capacities to allow and indicate their full Understanding and full
ability to consummate the transaction referred to in Count L
SEVENTH A.FFIRMATIVE DEFENSE - DUTY AS OffICER OF COURT

ANSWER TO THE BAR COMPLAINT· 3
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As to the allegations of Counts II, III, and IV, the Respondent states that his declination
and/or delay in filing documents as dem2!Ilded by Mr. Varela was consistent "\!'vim the responsibility
of an officer of the court not to file frivolous

Or

meritless pleadings.

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE - IMMATERlALITY
The alleged failure to timely or properly file the request described in Counts II, III, or IV did
not, under the facts thereof, materially or substantially affect the course or result of the proceedings
or increase the jeopardy of the Defendant thereby.
~TJNTH

AFFIRl'v1ATIVE DEFENSE - RECISSION AND REFUND

The Respondent has offered in good faith to refund an appropriate portion of the fees as
subsequei1lly claimed by 1A.r. Wright as described in Count IV of the Complaint.

TENTH AFFIRlvlATIVE DEFENSE - DILIGENCE
As to all matters alleged in all Counts of the Complaint, to the extent the Respondent had
duties under the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, the Respondent acted Vvith reasonable
diligence and promptness in representing said clients, in compliance \vith Rule 1.3.

ELEVENTH AFFIRIvfATIVE DEFENSE - COMPETENCE
As to all matters alleged in all Counts of the Complaint, to the extent the Respondent had
duties under the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, the Respondent provided competent
representation, in compliance with Rule 1.1.

TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE - ALLOCA TTON OF AUTHORlTY
As to Counts II, III, and IV of the Complaint, the Respondent's exercise of authority as to the
declination and/or delay in filing documents as demanded by Mr. Varela was consistent with the
allocation of authority to counsel as pennitted lL.'1der Ida..~o Rules ofProfesslonal Conduct 1.2 and

ANS\VER TO THE BAR COMPLAINT - 4
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t.h.e commentaries thereunder.

THIRTEEN AFFIRMATiVE DEFENSE - REASONABLENESS AND BASIS OF FEE
As to Counts Iun, IV and V of the Complaint, the Respondent asserts that his actions as to
Mr. Vare1a were consistent with the requirements ofIdaho Rule of Professional Conduct 1.5 and the
commentaries thereunder.

FOURTEEN AFFIRMATlVE DEFENSE - DUTY TO FOR.T\1ER CLIENTS
As to Count I of the Complaint, the Respondent asserts 'that he fully complied with the duties
owed the \Vrights as required by Idaho Rule ofProfessiona1 Conduct 1.9 (c)(l).

FIFTEENTH AFFIRlvfATIVE DEFENSE - CAPACITY
As to Count I of the Complaint, the Respondent states that, taking into account the capacities
of the Wrights, he fully complied with the requirements ofIdaho Rule of Professional Conduct 1.14.

SIXTEENTH .A.FFI~\1ATIVE DEFENSE ~ uNREPRESENTED PERSONS
In dealing with the \Vrights, as unrepresented persons as to the transaction described in Count

I, the Respondent fully complied 'with the analogous requirements Idaho Rule of Professional
Conduct 4.3, especially as to the advice to the Wrights to secure other counseL

SEVENTEENTH AFFlfu.\1ATlVE DEFENSE - BUSINESS TRANSACTION
Nothing about the transaction between the Respondent and the Wrights as referenced in
Count I is in conflict \\rith business disclosure and fairness requirements of Idaho Rule of
Professional Conduct 1.8 and the commentaries thereon, especially as to the advise to the Wrights
to secure other counsel.

EIGHTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE - LEGITIMATE DEFENSE
In reply 10 Count V of the Complaint, the Respondent states that he in good faidl believed

ANSWER TO THE BAR COlv[PLAINT - 5
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and believes that Mr. Varela was making untrutbfullibelous and slanderous statements against him
and believed t11.at bar counsel could and would consider an.d review the same 'With tv'lr. Varela
\1v'ithout such act constituting a violation of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct-

NINETIETH AFFIRMATNE DEFENSE - CLOSURE OF ACTIVE PRACTICE
The Respondent states that he has closed his Mountain Horne law office, is no longer actively
engaged in consulting with and counseling the public on legal issues and at present has no plans to
reopen the same.

WHEREFORE the Respondent urges the Board to enter an Order:
1. Dismissing the Complaint with prejudice.

2. Restoring his credentials to practice law to an unsullied condition and good standing by
the indication in aU applicable and maintained records of the unjustified nature of these al1egations.
3. For such other and further relief as may be justified and available herein.
Further, the Respondent through counsel requests an infonnal consultation Vvith Bar counsel
about a possible negotiated resolution of this matter.
DATED This

M

day of July~ 2009.

the Respondent

ANSWER TO THE BAR COMPLAINT - 6
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

q)t-

d.\

I hereby certify that on this
day of July, 2009, I caused a Lrue and correct copy of the
foregoing A.llSWer to Bar Complaint to be served by facsimile to the following:

Bradley G. Andrews

Bar Counsel, Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 334-2764

..

~

Davalee Davis, Executlve ASsIstant

ANS\VER TO THE BAR COMPLAINT - 7
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

'-\",\1~

I hereby certify that on the d d>

day of

\

n

\k B

and correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO

J

A' ~

, 2009, I served a true

R COMPLAINT by depositing

the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped
envelope, and addressed and directed as follows:

David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 East State Street
Boise, ID 83712
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

SUE NELSON
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Professional Conduct Board
Idaho State Bar
PO Box 895
Boise, ID 83701

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.

ISB FC No. FC 09-05

)
)
)
)
)
)

JAYP. CLARK,
Respondent.

NOTICE OF
CO:t\TFERENCE CALL
FOR SCHEDULING

A conference call for scheduling has been set for Thursday, August 13, 2009, at
10:30 a.m. (MDT).
Participating in the conference call will be Attorney for Respondent David Leroy,
Bar Counsel Bradley G. Andrews, Hearing Committee members Thomas W. 'Whitney
(Chairman), Linda M. Edwards and Richard G. Clifford and Sue Nelson, Clerk of the
Professional Conduct Board, who will initiate the call.

DATED this

dd~

day of

----,>r~-:-=,
~.~,..r..)-----,

2009.

~
,.~
.

'

SUE NELSON, CLERK
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

!J.p(l

day of

~,\, i ~L'

and correct copy of the foregoing NOTIC

,2009, I served a true

OF COl\TFERENCE CALL FOR

SCHEDULING by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in
a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed and directed as follows:

David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 East State Street
Boise, ID 83712
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

SUE NELSON
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further ceItify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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2

AUG 13 2089

3
4
5

6

7
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
8

OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
9

10

IDAHO STATE BAR,

11
12
13

Plaintiff,

Case No. FC 09-05
SCHEDULING ORDER

v.

JAY P. CLARK,

14

Respondent.

15
A telephonic scheduling conference was held in this case on 13 August 2009 at 10:30

16
17

~\1

18

members Thomas Whitney, Linda Edwards, and Richard Clifford, Bar Counsel Bradley

19

Andrews, Respondent's Attorney David Leroy, and Sue Nelson of the Idaho State Bar.

20

Pursuant to Idaho Bar Commission Rule 511(£), the schedule for this matter shall be as follows.

Mountain Daylight Time. Participating in the telephone conference call were committee

21

1. The hearing on the formal complaint shall occur on 17 December 2009 at 9:00 AM

22

at the offices of the Idaho State Bar in Boise. The hearing is scheduled for one day.

23

2. Discovery disclosures by each party shall be concluded by 13 November 2009.

24

3. By agreement of the parties, the Office of Bar Counsel shall file and serve upon
SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 1 OF 3
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Respondent its bench memorandum on or before 1 December 2009.
2
3
4

4. By agreement of the parties, Respondent shall file and serve upon Bar Counsel his
bench memorandum on or before 8 December 2009.
5. Each party shall file a witness list as follows: Office of Bar Counsel on or before

5

8 December 2009, Respondent on or before 11 December 2009. The parties are

6

encouraged to include known rebuttal witnesses in their submissions, recognizing

7

that the need for certain rebuttal witnesses may not become apparent until testimony

8

is received, and recognizing the need for each party to avoid compromise of its trial

9

strategy. Omission of a witness from a party's witness list shall not by itself be

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

grounds for exclusion of the witness at the final hearing.
6. Each party shall file an exhibit list and marked trial exhibits as follows: Office of
Bar Counsel on or before 8 December 2009, Respondent on or before 11 December
2009. Bar Counsel's exhibits shall begin with "1" and be numbered sequentially.
The Respondent Attorney's exhibits shall begin with "A" and be similarly labelled
in a sequential manner. Omission of an exhibit from a party's exhibit list shall not
by itself be grounds for exclusion of the exhibit at the final hearing.
7. The parties are encouraged but not required to enter into a written stipulation
regarding as many undisputed facts as possible prior to the final hearing.

19
8. The parties are encouraged but not required to apprise the Committee in writing
20
prior to the hearing regarding any known evidentiary objections or motions in
21
limine so that the hearing time may be efficiently utilized; however, neither party is
22
hereby limited regarding filing motions in limine or making evidentiary objections

23
at the final hearing.
24
SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 2 OF 3
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9. No final pre-hearing conference was requested.

2

10. There are no pending motions. If a motion is filed, the moving party shall be

3

responsible for coordinating a date for hearing with the Clerk of the Professional

4

Conduct Board of the Idaho State Bar. The hearing for any motion shall be by

5

telephone conference call unless otherwise ordered by the Committee.

6

DATED this 13 th day of August 2009.

7

8
Thomas W. Whitney
Committee Chairman

9

10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 3 OF 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
<

I hereby certify that on the

1>

I:)

/~.

Jl

day of (iL~"',

and correct copy of the foregoing SCHEDULING 0

.

' 2009, I served a true

. ER by deposItmg the same in the

U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and
addressed and directed as follows:

David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 East State Street
Boise, ID 83712
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

SUE NELSON
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar

P. O. Box. 895
Boise,lD 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CO}"Tf)UCT BOARD

OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff

v.

JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent,

)
)
)

ISB File No. FC 09-05

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STIPULATION TO VACATE HEARING
AND SET A SCHEDULING
CONFERENCE

--------.------------------~)
COMES NOW Plaintiff and ,Respondent, by and through their respective attorneys of
record, and stipulate to vacate the hearing in this case scheduled on December 17, 2009 at 9:00

a.m. at the offices of the Idaho State Bar in Boise. The parties also stipulate and agree that it is
appropriate for the Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board to schedule a scheduling conference
at the convenience of the Hearing Committee and parties to reschedule the hearing and the

Scheduling Order deadlines in this case.

The parlies' stipulation is based upon a number of items. The parties, until very recently,
believed that the case would be resolved by stipulation. Counsel were working toward that end,
but the parties have recently concluded they are unable to agree to a stipulated resolution.

STIPULATION TO VACATE HEARING AND SETA SCHEDULING CONFERENCE. 1
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Consequently, counsel do not believe that the cUITent hearing scheduled for one day is sufficient
time for hearing and anticipate that the hearing will require two days. In addition, there has been
recent activity between counsel for Ms. Wright and Respondent's counsel relating to the real
property that is the subject of Count One of the Complaint. If fruitfu~ this activity may result in

factors that Plaintiff would consider in mitigation. The parties have been advised however, that
these issues relating to the real property will not be addressed and resolved prior to the December

17, 2009 hearing date.

Finally, Respondent closed his law practice in 2009, adveltised the

closure in the newspaper and advised clients of the closure. Consequently. Plaintiff does not
believe there is any prejudice to rescheduling the hearing and cotTesponding scheduling items

contained in the Scheduling Order filed on August 13,2009.

Dated this

70::

-----, of

ihKJbQh~

Bra<lley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

Dated this

-=~_tk-",---" ~
of

.

2009.

1

David H. Leroy
Anomey for Respondent

STIPULATION TO VACATE HEA.RING AWD SETA SCHEDULING CONFERENCE. 2
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ORDER
The Hearing Committee has considered the foregoing Stipulation and based upon that
Stipulation vacates the hearing in this matter scheduled for December 17, 2009 and directs the
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board to set a scheduling conference at the earliest
convenience of the Hearing Committee and parties. Counsel are directed to provide the. Clerk

with their December 2009 available dates for purposes for setting the scheduling conference.

DATED this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _.

2009.

Thomas W. Whitney,Chainnan
Professional Conduct Board

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

STJPUI:ATfON TO VACATE HEARING AND SET A SCHEDULING CONFERENCE - 3
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I hereby certify that on the

_'l.!-"'C__ day of

~~

2009, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing STIPULATION TO VACATE HEARING Al\'D SET A

SCHEDULING CONFERENCE upon the following by first class mail, postage paid, addressed,
and directed as follows:
Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 837001
David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 East State St.
Boise, ID 83712
Thomas W. \Vhitney, Chariman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington St., Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
th
828 8 Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

STIPULATION TO VACATE HEAJUNG AND SET A SCHEJ)ULING CONFERENCE - 4
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ORDER
The Hearing Committee has considered the foregoing Stipulation and based upon that

Stipulation vacates the hearing in this matter scheduled for December 17, 2009 and directs the
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board to set a scheduling conference at the earliest
convenience of the Hearing Committee and parties. Counsel are directed to provide the .Clerk

with their December 2009 available dates for purposes for setting the scheduling conference.

DATED this

- - - dar of Vee~~ev-

9

2009.

~/!/f~
Professional Conduct Board

CERTIFICATE OF MA1LlNG

STJP(JT..ATfONTO VACAT£HEARINGANDSET A SCHEDUliNG CONFERENCE ~3
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MV'l

AO~l

CERTIFICATE OF }'1AILING

I hereby certify that on the

day of

~

,2009, I served a true

and con-ect copy of the foregoing ORDER by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at
Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed and
directed as follows:

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83702
David H. Leroy
Attomey for Respondent
1130 East State St.
Boise, ID 83712

L~

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board
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Professional Conduct Board
Idaho State Bar
PO Box 895
Boise, ID 83701

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

)
)
)
)
)
)

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.
JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

ISB FC No. FC 09-05

NOTICE OF
COI\TfERENCE CALL
FOR SCHEDULING

A conference call for scheduling has been set for Tuesday, December 29, 2009,
at 3:30 p.m. (MST).
Pm1icipating in the conference call will be Attomey for Respondent David H.
Leroy, Bar Counsel Bradley G. Andrews, Hearing Committee members Thomas W.
Whitney (Chairman), Linda M. Edwards and Richard G. Clifford and Sue Nelson, Clerk
of the Professional Conduct Board, who will initiate the call.

DATED this

II-¢--

dayof

~

,2009.

Sue Nelson, Clerk
Professional Conduct Board
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

"<>

\\
I hereby celtify that on the_-'--___
day of

".
. .. I ~ -'
~

,2009, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF CON'FERENCE CALL FOR
SCHEDl.JLING by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in
a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed and directed as follows:
David H. Leroy
Attomey for Respondent
1130 East State Street
Boise, ID 83712
Thomas W. \Vhitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington St., Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8 th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I fUlther celtify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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2
3
4

5
6
7

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD

8
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

9
10

IDAHO STATE BAR,

11

12
13
14

Plaintiff,

Case No. FC 09-05
FIRST AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER

v.

JAYP. CLARK,
Respondent.

15
16

A telephonic scheduling conference was held in this case on 29 December 2009 at 3:30

17

PM Mountain Standard Time. Participating in the telephone conference call were committee

18

members Thomas Whitney, Linda Edwards, and Richard Clifford, Bar Counsel Bradley

19

Andrews, Respondent's counsel of record David Leroy, and Sue Nelson of the Idaho State Bar.

20

Pursuant to Idaho Bar Commission Rule 511(f), the schedule for this matter shall be as follows.

21

1. The hearing on the formal complaint shall occur on 20 May 2010 at 9:00 AM at the

22

offices of the Idaho State Bar in Boise. The hearing is scheduled for two days.

23

2. Discovery disclosures by each party shall be concluded by 22 March 2010.

24

3. By agreement of the parties, the Office of Bar Counsel shall file and serve upon
FIRST AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 1 OF 3
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Respondent its bench memorandum on or before 3 May 2010.
2

3
4

4. By agreement of the parties, Respondent shall file and serve upon Bar Counsel his
bench memorandum on or before 10 May 2010.
5. Each party shall file a witness list as follows: Office of Bar Counsel on or before

5

10 May 2010, Respondent on or before 14 May 2010. The parties are encouraged to

6

include known rebuttal witnesses in their submissions, recognizing that the need for

7

certain rebuttal witnesses may not become apparent until testimony is received, and

8

recognizing the need for each party to avoid compromise of its trial strategy.

9

Omission of a witness from a party's witness list shall not by itself be grounds for

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

exclusion of the witness at the final heming.
6. Each party shall file an exhibit list and marked trial exhibits as follows: Office of
Bar Counsel on or before 10 May 2010, Respondent on or before 14 May 2010. Bar
Counsel's exhibits shall begin with" 1" and be numbered sequentially. The
Respondent's exhibits shall begin with "A" and be similarly labelled in a sequential
manner. Omission of an exhibit from a party's exhibit list shall not by itself be
grounds for exclusion of the exhibit at the final hearing.
7. The parties are encouraged but not required to enter into a written stipulation

18
regarding as many undisputed facts as possible prior to the final hearing.
19

8. The parties are encouraged but not required to apprise the Committee in writing

20
prior to the hearing regarding any known evidentiary objections or motions in
21

limine so that the hearing time may be efficiently utilized; however, neither party is

22
hereby limited regarding filing motions in limine or making evidentiary objections
23

at the final hearing.
24
FIRST AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 2 OF 3
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9. No final pre-bearing conference was requested.
2

10. Pre-trial motions shall be heard by telephone conference call on 8 April 2010 at 3:00

3

PM Mountain Time. If additional pre-trial motions are filed subsequent to 8 April

4

2010, the moving party shall be responsible for coordinating a date for bearing with

5

the Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board of tbe Idaho State Bar. The hecuing for

6

any motion shall be by telephone conference call unless otherwise ordered by the

7

Committee.

8

DATED this 29 th day of December 2009.

9

10
Tbomas W. Whitney
Committee Chairman

11

12
l3

14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
FIRST AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 3 OF 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

3o~

day of

~

, 2009, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing FIRST AMEl\TDED SCHEDULING ORDER by
depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed,
stamped envelope, and addressed and directed as follows:
David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 East State Street
Boise, ID 83712
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington St., Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

Case No. FC-09-05
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY

JAY P. CLARK,

)
)
)
)

v.

)

Respondent.

)

Pursuant to Rule 524(b) of the Idaho Bar Commission Rules and Rule 33(a) and
34(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, PlaintiffIdaho State Bar, by and through its
counsel, gives notice that this day, it has served on Respondent, Jay P. Clark the
following document:

Plaintiff's Interrogatories and Requests for Production of

Documents.

~

DATED this

t \ '-

\

\

day of ~

2010

IDAHO STATE BAR

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

Notice of Service of Discovery - 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERV1CE
I hereby certify that on the

\

l~

day of

~

2010, I served a true

and COlTect copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY upon the
following by first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed and directed as follows:

David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 E. State St.
Boise, ID 83713

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

Notice of Service of Discovery - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the _ _ _ __

~~~-";~~.L--'

and con-ect copy of the

2010, I served a true

OF DISCOVERY by

depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed,
stamped envelope, and addressed and directed as follows:
Thomas \V. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington St., Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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DAVID H. LEROY
Attorney at Law
113 0 East State Street
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone: (208) 342-0000
Facsimile: (208) 342-4200
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONi\L CO~TDUCT
BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.

JA Y P. CLARK,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

File No. FC 09-05
MOTION TO DISMISS COMPLAINT

COMES Now Respondent Jay P. Clark, by and through his attorney of record David H.
Leroy and pursuant to applicable constitutional, statutory and case law and the Idaho Rules of
Professional Conduct, moves to dismiss the Complaint filed herein and each and all of the Five
Counts contained therein, upon the grounds and for the reasons as follows:
A All Counts: for unjustified failure to timely prosecute, violating Respondent's due
process guarantees.
B. Count 1: for lack of the creation of an attorney client relationship and for lack of
evidence of material misrepresentation by or pecuniary gain to Respondent.
C. Count 2: for the Respondent's compliance with ethical standards because ofthe
absence of legal and factual merit of the Client's requested procedure.
D. Count 3: for lack of evidence that the Respondent made material misrepresentations
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of fact.
E. Count 4: for lack of evidence of any failure to adequately communicate with the
Client, or failure to attempt to return an unearned fee.
F. Count 5: for a lack of evidence that Respondent's proposed communication to the
Client was delivered or violated legal or bar standards.
A telephonic hearing is requested on the Motion.
DATED This lLbK-day of February, 2010.

for the Respondent
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l~

Of~'

I hereby certifY that on this
day
2010, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Defendants Motion to Dismiss Complaint to be sent by L~ail to the
~.J k~~~"
following: .
Bradley G. Andrews
Idaho State Bar Counsel
P.O. Box 895
Boise, Idaho 83701
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DAVID H. LEROY

Attorney at Law
1130 East State Street
Boise, Idaho 83712
TeJepbone: (208) 342-0000
Facsimile: (208) 342-4200
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
File No. FC 09-05
Plaintiff,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO DISMISS

-vsJAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

COMES Now Respondent Jay Clark, by and through his attorney of record, David H.
Leroy, and submits this memorandum in support of his motion to dismiss.
l.

Respondent's constitutional due process guarantees were violated by the Bar's
unreasonable delay in initiating the proceedings.

The respondent initially replied to the substance of the Bar's allegations found in Count's
two, three, four, and five of the complaint on October 7, 2005, which reply included twenty five
(25) attached documents and is pmi of the record in this file. No response from the Bar to the
Respondent was made whatsoever following the Bar's receipt of Respondent's letter and
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documents, until the fonnal filing of the complaint in this case dated May 20,2009. During that
three year four month period there was no further communication whatsoever between the Bar
and the Respondent concerning this matter.
Approximately two years after Respondent believed he fully responded to the allegations
made by the Bar, Respondent discontinued his office practice. A publication was made in the
local newspaper, The Mountain Home News, stating that all client files would be destroyed
within thirty (30) days if they were not picked up at the Respondent's office. This notice was
published on January 9, 2008, January 16,2008, January 23,2008, and January 30, 2008:
Attention
All former clients of Jay P.
Clark. If you are a former client and would like your file,
please contact the office or
pick up within the next 30
days. AU remaining files will
be shredded after January 31,
2008. Call 208-587-4500 for
further information.

See Paragraph 15 of Erin Rembert's Affidavit filed herein and the attached copy of the described
publication (Exhibit A).
The Bar has not provided any explanation for the approximately three and one-half year
delay in the preparation and filing of their complaint as to counts two through five. The
allegations as made are very similar if not identical to the issues presented by the Bar's original
letter to the Respondent back in September 2005. Based on that, it does not appear that any
additional investigation or fact finding of any kind was needed to account for the delay.
All attorneys are entitled to fair notice of charges and the opportunity to be heard in a
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timely fashion since the license to practice law is a constitutionally protected interest. Matter of

Kenney. 399 Mass. 431,435, 504 N.E.2d 652 (1987). The Idaho Supreme Court also cited
UI1j{ed States V Lovasco, 431 U.S. 783 (1977), when faced with the same issue in Idaho State
Bar

1',

Scotf Everard, Docket No. 30978 (2005), by stating that "delay in instituting criminal

prosecution does not violate due process unless the prosecutor delayed bringing the charges in a
deliberate attempt to gain an unfair tactical advantage over the defendant or in reckless disregard
of its probable prejudicial impact upon the defendant's ability to defend against the charges)." Id
at J0,

After notice to the public was published that Respondent's office was closing, the Bar
waited over another year and half to instigate these proceedings. It appears that an available
explanation was the possible gain of an unfair tactical advantage in this case, as there is no
evi dence of necessary fact finding by the Bar that was completed during that time. As Ms.
Rembert states in her affidavit, "Unfortunately, after the office felt that a satisfactory response
was given to the ISB in September 2005 on this matter, records were discarded, including some
that may have been helpful in this case. No other communication was made to the office until
J LIne 2009 and the Bar gave us no indication during those 3 Yz years that a case was still pending.
See Erin Rembert's Affidavit paragraph 15.
This was written in response to paragraph 43 of the complaint in this matter which alleges
that "no written fee agreement" was made with this particular client. Much of the evidence
showing that a written fee agreement was made in every case where hourly charges was made
could have been preserved and shown had the Bar made some communication with the
Respondent that the case was still open.
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Since the Respondent denies the allegations of the Complaint made in paragraphs 15, 16,
19,20,21,22,23,24,25,34,36,39,40,41,43,44,47,51 and 52, the actions of the Bar have
caused evidence to be lost that could have been used to refute those allegations. Therefore, it is
respectfully requested of this Board that the allegations as made in those paragraphs be stricken
from the Complaint and the relevant Counts be dismissed.
II.

No Attorney-client relationship was ever created between the Respondent and the
prospective client identified in Count One of the Complaint.
Paragraph 22 of the Complaint states as follows: "The Wrights were CUlTent clients, or in

the alternative, former clients of Respondent." Paragraph 25 of the Complaint alleges that the
Respondent violated IRPC 1.8(a) and (b) or in the alternative, 1.9c. These pmticular rules are
only applicable if an attorney-client relationship was once created between the Respondent and
the Wrights. Since no such relationship ever existed, those allegations must be dismissed.
The Idaho Supreme Court has decided a factually similar case concerning the issue of
the existence of a attorney-client relationship in Becker v. Callahan, Docket No. 29516 (2004),
which was also cited in Respondent's letter to the Bar in his original response to the allegations
made in Count One of the Complaint.
The facts of Becker v. Callahan, are as follows: The attorney (Defendant-Respondent),
met with the Plaintiff both in the attorney's office and the following week at the Plaintiffs home
for the purpose of preparing and executing a will for the benefit of the Plaintiff s wife.
Following the death of Plaintiffs wife, the attorney offered the Plaintiff a free consultation
concerning his wife's estate. The Plaintiff again met with the attorney at his office for a reading
of the will and to discuss probate proceedings. Jd at 3.
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The Idaho Supreme Court went on to affirn1 the District Comi's decision that no attorneycl ient relationship ever existed between the attorney and the Plaintiff. Jd at 4.
In the particular case at hand, Ms. Wright described the legal work that Respondent
completed for her in the "Complaint Form Cover Sheet" as provided by the ISB. At the bottom
of the first page of said Complaint Form it asks the following: "Type Of Legal Problem Attorney
Was Hired to Handle:" Ms. Wright's response was simply "read amendments on a will." This
was explained in the allegations made in paragraph 5 of the Complaint. Furthermore, the Bar
alleges in paragraph 6 that the Wrights had a second meeting with the Respondent but for the
same purpose, to read and explain another amendment to a Trust.
The facts between the case cited and the case at hand are strikingly similar. Both involve
the reading of testamentary documents and what probate or estate related issues might arise
because of them. The attorney in the Becker case is actually much more involved with the would
be client since the attorney there represented his deceased wife as his client and prepared the
testamentary document in question. Even so, the Idaho Supreme Court found that no attorneyclient relationship existed. Contrast this with the present case where the Respondent did not ever
represent any parties to the testamentary documents presented and it seems certain that in the
present case, no attorney-client relationship can be said to exist, so long as this analysis of the
Idaho Supreme Court is utilized.
The Respondent respectfully requests that all allegations contained in Count One
pertinent and necessary to an attorney-client relationship existing, be dismissed.
III.

Count One should be Dismissed since there is no evidence that the Respondent made
any material misrepresentation to the Wrights or that Respondent received any
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pecuniary gain as that result of the sale of his house
Even if we assume argunedo that an attorney-client relationship existed between the
Respondent and the Wrights, or in the alternative, that the Respondent violated Rule 8.4c as also
alleged, Count One of the Complaint must be dismissed since its factual basis arises only from
irregularities of the transactions, and has no factual basis in fraud, deceit or any other fraudulent
behavior necessary to support an ethical violation of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct.
The Bar is essentially alleging that the irregularities in this real estate transaction were
created by the Respondent so that he could take advantage of the Wrights by selling them a house
for an amount greater than market value. The evidence, however, shows that just the opposite is
true. While the Wrights only paid $100,000 for the house, there is an appraisal completed by a
licensed appraiser, Mark D . Young, showing that the real property's market value at the time of
the transaction, January 17,2006, to be $105,000. See attached Appraisal of Young (Exhibit B).
The presumption is now that the Respondent could have sold this house to anyone else on
the open market for more money, with or without a title company's involvement and with every
thing we know now about this house's condition. Where is the harm or foul? Every allegation
of Count One implies an unfair gain by the Respondent, yet there is no evidence that one ever
existed.
Each and every allegation of Count One that implies unethical conduct cannot be
suppOlied by evidence. Paragraph 7 on the Complaint alleges that the Respondent used
confidentially obtained information concerning the money that the Mr. Wright inherited to their
disadvantage. However, the allegation when read in its entirety is factually impossible, since the
Wrights' last communication with the Respondent was well before his father's estate had been
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I iquidated. Therefore, before the extent of the inheritance was known.
Paragraph 10 alleges that Respondent had Mrs. Wright execute a contract to purchase the
house from a seller which did not exist. The specific allegation states precisely as follows: "The
Agreement listed the seller of the property as C & H Properties, LLC, a nonexistent limited
iiability company, for which Respondent was designated the Manager."
A minimal amount of due diligence is all that would have been needed for the Bar to have
found that the necessary documents for said LLC were filed with the State of Nevada on January
28. 2004. nearly two years before the real estate transaction was completed. See Paragraph 9 of
Erin Rembert's affidavit and the attached "Exhibit A". And as required under Nevada law, an
attorney, Mr. John Lambert of Elko Nevada, had executed the "Resident Agent Acceptance," and
all such infOlmation could have easily been located by the Bar with a simple online search prior
to the submission of this formal Complaint before this Board. See Exhibit C.
Paragraph 12 alleges unethical conduct because of Respondent's failure to" ... fully
explained [sic] the terms of the transaction to Mrs. Wright in a manner that she could reasonably
understand." The facts as contained in the record contradict this assertion by the Bar. The only
·'terms·· of the transaction were that Mrs. Wright pay the purchase price, after which she would
receive a warranty deed and the possession of the propeliy, which was fenced around the
residence located at 227 S. Davis Road, Hammett, Idaho. See Eric Haffs letter to the Wright's
dated .T anuary 26, 2006, and dated March 17, 2006 as part of the record of this matter and
attached (Exhibit D).
The sum of the record shows that Mrs. Wright always acted in accordance with those
essential ten11S ofthe transaction. This flatly contradicts the allegation that she did not
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understand those terms. Furthermore, the Bar has failed to make the allegation that any
particular language of the contract was confusing or misleading, or that the Wrights did not
adequately read the English language.
Paragraphs 15 and 16 of the allegation allege that Respondent used duress and harassment
to essentially force the Wrights to sign the documents necessary for the transaction to occur. The
material aspects of these allegations are specifically refuted by the affidavit of Ms. Erin Rembeli.
Ms. Rembeli in her affidavit refutes the allegation that Mr. Wright was intoxicated such that he
could not have understood what he was signing with the following:
I asked him [Mr. Wright] if he understood the documents and if he
had any questions and if he was sure he was ready and able to sign. He
told me that I was not going to tell him what he understood and what he
did not understand and that I was not in charge of his decisions. Also, he
said he was going to sign because all he wanted was for Brenda to have a
home of her OVvTI. He then signed the document and I left.
Paragraph 6 of Erin Rembert's Affidavit.
What is even more telling of the true state of the minds of the Wrights, in stark contrast to
the allegations, is the nearly three years of history since the Wrights have bought the house. The
letter written by the Wrights' own attorney shortly after the transaction took place infonned the
Wrights very clearly that they had the legal VvTite to rescind the contract and get all of their
money back if they wanted, yet there is no evidence that the Wrights ever pursued this-which
would have occurred had they really not wanted the house. This is unequivocal proof that the
Wrights really did want to purchase that house, continuing through two weeks after the date of
the closing. See Eric Haffs letter dated January 26, 2006. (Exhibit D)
FUlihermore, it was primarily the responsibility of the particular notary public that was
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present and acknowledged the execution of the relevant document to assure the viability of those
signatures, not the Respondent. A Notary has an independent legal duty to properly acknowledge
the execution of documents. I.e. 51-107. "In taking acknowledgments, a notary properly
discharges his duty only when the persons acknowledging execution personally appear and the
notary has satisfactory evidence, based either on his personal knowledge or on the oath or
affirmation of a credible witness, the acknowledgers are who they say they are and did what they
say they did. " Farm Bureau Finance Co. V Carney, 100 Idaho 745, 605 P.2d 509 (1980).
Emphasis added.
Essentially, the Bar has made the egregious allegation that the Respondent committed
fraud by forcing a couple to sign for a house they did not want, yet the record is completely
devoid of a reasonable presentation of facts that might support such an allegation. The most
basic of investigations would have included some attempt by the Bar to contact the person who
was legally required to certify and authenticate the validity of those signatures in question, a
person who was independently licensed and certified by the State of Idaho for the sole purpose to
prevent what the Bar claims to have happened. No such check was had here. See Rembert's
Affidavit. At all times relevant to these matters the State ofIdaho's Secretary of State
maintained a website viewable to the public that lists all vital infollnation available for each and
every Notary Public licensed in the state ofIdaho. A simple inquire using just Ms. Rembeli's
last name allows access to contact information, including the address and phone number of Ms.
Rembeli's insurance company who posted the necessary bond. See
hffp://www.sos.idaho.gov/online/notarv/notarySearch.jsp

If an investigation concerning the

validity of notarized signatures does not start with the Notary who notarized the signatures in
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question, then why does a State sanctioned system of notaries even exist?
The allegation in Paragraph 19 of the Complaint also claims that the "plumbing was not
functional in the new house and did not meet code." This allegation conflicts with the evidence
found in the record. The sum evidence of work that may have done on the property is contained
within the bid from Bowman's Plumbing of Mountain Home. However, there is nothing to
indicate from either the bid or from any invoice that there was anything about the existing
plumbing that inhibited the ability of the Wrights to enjoy and use their home. See Exhibit E.
The Bar's allegation that the home did not meet the standards of a particular building
code can only be relevant if the date of the particular work done on the house can be asceliained.
The State ofIdaho is only authorized to enforce building codes on homes as they are constructed
or remodeled. I.e. § 39-4107 limits the powers and duties of the Idaho Building Code Act to the
" ... construction of buildings or facilities ... " I.C. § 39-4107(1). By all accounts this home is at
least a half a century old which was apparent by viewing the doorknob hard vv'are and noting the
single pane windows which have not been used in new construction for many decades. See the
affidavit of the Respondent. Without knowing the dates when particular improvement work was
perfol111ed at the horne, it is impossible to know whether that particular work to the home or
propeliy was performed in accord with the building code in effect at the particular time when it
was completed.
Upon the question of whether the Respondent acted unethically, even if the house was
deticient from a modern building code standpoint, there is no allegation that a misrepresentation
of a material fact about the condition of the home was made. That would be necessary to suppOli
the Bar's allegation that fraud or deceit was involved in the sale of the home.
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Relevant also to the condition of the home, the Bar alleges in Paragraph 21 (h) that no
"homeowner disclosure statement was provided to the Wrights by Respondent, dba [sic] of C &
H Propel1ies LLC, as required by Idaho Code § 55-250l." However, the Idaho Supreme COUl1
held in Lindberg v. Roseth, l3 7 Idaho 222, 231 (2002), that the completion of this fonn acts to
I imit the liability that the seller or transferor (Respondent) has arising from the transaction. Yet

whether the fonn is filed out or not does not in any way limit recourse the Wrights would have
had in common law had they been able to show Respondent had committed fraud.
Section 55-2517 of the Act provides a cause of action for willfully or
negligently violating its provisions. [Footnote omitted] However, a cause
of action under the Act is not intended to provide the exclusive remedy.
Section 55-2514 specifically provides that other remedies provided by law
are maintained. [Footnote omitted]
Because the Act provides a nonexclusive cause of action for willfully or negligently violating its
provisions, the exemption from liability provided by Idaho Code s 55-2511
would only apply to the cause of action created by the act." Id.

For the Bar to prove with clear and convincing evidence that the transaction was the
result of some fraud and therefore unethical, the Bar must prove facts necessary to establish all
necessary elements of fraud: "Fraud requires: (l) a statement or a representation of fact; (2) its
falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity; (5) the speaker's intent that
there be reliance; (6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the statement; (7) reliance by the
hearer; (8) justifiable reliance; and (9) resultant injury. Maroun v. Wyreless Sys., Inc., 141 Idaho
604,615,114 P.3d 974, 985 (2005) (citing Lindbergv. Roseth, 137 Idaho 222, 226, 46 P.3d 518,
522 (2002). Partout v. Harper, 183 P.3d 771, 776, (2008).
Here the Bar has alleged simply that there was fraud and deceit. No detailed allegation
has made that the Respondent made any particular representation of material fact that was false
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and that Respondent knew was false. Furthermore, the Bar has not shown, even if any such
statement existed, that it was justifiably relied upon by the Wrights, and said reliance caused
lllJury.
As to the allegations made in Paragraph 20, the Bar alleges that the Wrights were not able
to get title insurance for "almost a year and a half' because C & H Propeliies LLC was not
licensed to transact business in Idaho. Included in the record is a copy of the title commitment
and record from Guaranty Title, Inc., of Mountain Home. The cover letter is dated January 27,
2006. and is addressed to Brenda Wright. Included is an instruction to "have signed and return"
the affidavit of title and indemnity. The cover letter is signed by "Mariaha" from Guaranty Title,
Inc. The cover letter does not suggest in any way that the title insurance policy as offered in the
commitment would not be immediately available. In fact, the actual "Commitment for Title
Insurance" as signed by Joanne Martinez from Guaranty Title, states under Paragraph 1 of
"Schedule A" that the effective date of the title insurance policy is "January 24,2006 at 7:30
am." Nothing in the title insurance policy states that there are pre-conditions that must be
complied with before the title insurance policy could be in effect, contrary to the Bar's allegation.
Furthermore, as Ms. Rembert states on paragraph 13 of her affidavit, C & H Properties LLC, the
Idaho company, came in to existence on November 21,2006. This was effected because Idaho
does not charge reoccurring annual renewal fees as Nevada does. Because the Respondent chose
not to keep the Nevada LLC in good standing, he felt that it was prudent to subsequently amend
the deed to specifically name the LLC as an Idaho Company. See Respondent's affidavit and
Exhibit F.
The allegations in Paragraph 21 make an attempt to define what a commercially
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reasonable transaction should include. I.C § 28-9-627 is the only Idaho statute which gives
some description of a what is deemed commercially reasonable. However, it only is applicable
to define whether or not goods were marketed to obtain a reasonable retum in a default situation.
This is completely irrelevant to the case at hand. Without relevant or controlling legal authority
for the requirement of those things listed in a) through g) of Paragraph 21, the existence of any of
those pmiicular items listed cannot be legally determinative as to whether or not pmiicular
conduct is ethical.
In summary, the record is devoid of evidence, and especially of clear and convincing
evidence, to support the Bar's allegations necessary to support Count One, that the Respondent
defrauded the Wrights by selling them a house they did not want, or by selling them a house that
was worth less than the reasonable market value of the home at the time. The crucial evidence in
the record in this case actually supports an opposite conclusion with the following facts:
1.

The Wrights contacted the Respondent to purchase a home which they desired and
needed.

2.

The Wrights retained capable legal counsel within days of purchasing their home
and were fully informed in writing at that time of their right to rescind the sale, yet
no legal action by the Wrights against the Respondent was ever pursued.

3.

At no point from the time the Wrights purchased their home until the present did
the Wrights take any action to attempt to sell their home either by listing their
home with a real estate agent or by advertising their home.

4.

Brenda Wright has had exclusive and peaceable possession of her home and
property since January 13,2006 to this day. No claim by any other party has been
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made during this same time concerning the ownership of land as fenced.
4.

The fair market value of the Wrights' home has been established by a licensed and
certified appraiser to be significantly more than the Wright's purchase price for
their home.

5.

The Wrights purchased title insurance for their home from the title company of
their choice. No claims against the title insurance on the Wrights' home have
been made or are pending regarding any defect of title.

6.

No evidence exists that the Respondent has ever made any material
misrepresentation of fact concerning the condition of the Wrights' home or
concerning the transaction with the Wrights.

IV

Count Two of the Complaint must be dismissed since following "CHent's
Objectives" would have required Respondent to pursue a claim without merit in
either law or fact.
The Bar alleges that Respondent violated his ethical duties to his client, Mateo Varela, by

failing to timely file a request for a hearing to the Elmore County Magistrate Court no later than
Monday, June 6, 2005. (Paragraph 27 of the complaint.) However, the Idaho rules of ethical
conduct would have forbidden this filing if there was no good faith argument in either law or fact
to support such a motion. Since this motion was not relevant to the criminal case of driving with
under the influence, but was only for the purpose of seeking reinstatement of the client's drivers
license, which was suspended for the client's refusal to submit to mandatary evidentiary testing, a
factual or legal basis to obtain reinstatement would have been required as follows:

RULE 3.1: MERITORIOUS CLAIMS AND CONTENTIONS
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A lawyer shall not bring or defend a proceeding, or assert or controvert
an issue therein, unless there is a basis in law and fact for doing so that
is not frivolous, which includes a good faith argument for an extension,
modification or reversal of existing law. A lawyer for the defendant in a
criminal proceeding, or the respondent in a proceeding that could result
in incarceration, may nevertheless so defend the proceeding as to
require that every element of the case be established. (Idaho Rules of
Professional Conduct Rule 3.1)

The question of whether the driver's license suspension should be upheld or not, was not
an issue where incarceration was a possibility. Thus Counsel is compelled to adhere to the
requirement that a motion not be frivolous pursuant to the ethical rules. The client, subsequent
to the Respondent's withdrawal from the case, again pursued the same issue of suspension with
his new legal counsel, Mitchell L. Equsquiza, who filed the requested motion on July 6, 2005.
Therein, Mr Varela, swore in his "Amended Affidavit of Mateo Varela in Support of Motion for
Hearing regarding License Suspension" in paragraph 5. as follows: "That no law enforcement

officer or any other witnessed [sicJ actually observed your Affiant in the physical control
a/1d/or operation of a motor vehicle at the time of said citation;"

Mateo Varela's affidavit

dated July 6,2005. (Exhibit G)
The State responded with several objections including the
following:
The State will produce testimony at hearing of this matter which will show
that the Defendant's arrest was based on his admission as well as other witnesses
testimony that he had been driving a motor vehicle and the police had reasonable
suspicion that he was doing so while under the influence of alcohol. Contrary to
the assertion made in Defendant's Motion, there was no traffic stop made by
officers. Police Officers were investigating a report of a vehicle that had been
wrongfully taken and made contact with Mr. Varela in the course of investigating
a repOli.
Motion by Philip R. Miller, Mountain Home
City Prosecuting Attorney filed July 11,2005. (Emphasis added.)
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While these issues were later framed and explored in the context of a motion to suppress
;:videllce and thus dismiss the criminal case, the same question as to whether or not the law
enforcement officer had probable cause to believe that Mr. Varela was driving and under the
influence of alcohol was relevant to the driver's license suspension (I.C. 18-8002). While Rule
3.1 contemplates the use of every possible defense in a case where a client is subject to
incarceration, the Rule does not allow for this sort of speculative or unfounded claim if not
grounded in law or fact to be made simply for the preservation of a driver's license. Here, all
evidence suggests that Mr. Varela's reasons for refusing to submit to a Breathalyzer exam had
more to do with avoiding a conviction for an underage DUI rather than refusing to do so for some
legally excused reason. Mr. Varela had already been convicted as a minor in possession of
alcohol after a breathalyzer exam he submitted to showed an alcohol concentration of .18, or nine
rimes the legal limit ofthe .02 alcohol concentration needed to be convicted of an underage DUI.
This clearly shows he was familiar with the procedure and well aware of the consequences of his
actions.
Both the Probable Cause Affidavit in Support of Arrest filed on May 31, 2005, and the
Affidavit of Probable Cause for Arrest unambiguously support a contention that Mr. Varela was
well aware of the quantum of proof necessary for probable cause. Importantly, there were no
contrary contentions to refute or dispute these facts as already sworn to by Officer Peter Burton:
I was dispatched to 1102 Maple in Mt. Home for a vehicle taken without
permission. While at this residence I contacted Mateo C. Varela. Mateo was seen
around victim's vehicle before it was taken. I detected an odor of an alcoholic
beverage emitting from his person. In Defendant's own admission, Defendant
admitted to having consumed alcohol and driving a motor vehicle. Defendant was
given field sobriety tests which were not performed [by the Defendant]
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satisfactorily. Defendant was advised of his Notice of Suspension, advised of
consequences for refusal but still refused to take breath test by stating no, he
wanted to talk to his lawyer.
Officer Pete Burton, Affidavit of Probable Cause for Arrest dated May 28,2005. (Exhibit
H)

The Bar also alleges in Count Two that Respondent was not diligent. There is nothing in
the record to support this allegation. The Court docket in the case of State v. Mateo Varela,
indicates that Respondent had made a request for discovery to the State on May 31,2005; that
Respondent was able to receive the State's discovery response via hand delivery from the
prosecutor's's office also on May 31,2005; that Respondent was able to prepare and promptly

fi Ie a notice of appearance and plea of not guilty on the behalf of Mr. Varela, on May 31, 2005.
These steps, by all accounts, were all done on the same day of Mr. Varela's initial consultation
wi tl1 the Respondent. (See the Respondent's contemporaneous billing statement dated Sept. 1,
:2005. as originally sent to the Bar on October 7, 2005.) (Exhibit I)

From the record it appears that the Respondent had acted with sufficient diligence to
obtain the necessary documents to allow him to decide in good faith whether to pursue a motion
and hearing to attempt to reverse the driver's license suspension before the deadline to file that
request on June 5, 2005. Furthermore, no new facts came into existence after that date which
would have supported a good faith argument either in fact or in law relevant to the issue of the
driver's license suspension. Mr. Egusquiza's later boilerplate allegation in his Motion to Dismiss

ti led on .T uly 6, 2005, which states: "That arresting officer had no probable cause for the traffic
stop which led to the evidence complained of, ... " was not an accurate statement to the Court.
As the Officer swore to in his affidavit, the questioning of Mr. Varela arose as the result of a call
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about a stolen vehicle, not because of a traffic stop.
Although the Bar cites "Lack of Communication" as another part of the allegations found
in Count Two, Rule 3.1 does not cite any specific requirement that an attorney must make any
specific communication at any time certain regarding an attorney's decision not to pursue a claim
on the basis that it would not be meritorious.
Since there is no evidence to support a claim by the Bar and Mr. Varela that a nonmeritorious motion to reverse the driver's license suspension for Mr. Varela's failure to submit to
a Breathalyzer exam could be brought with a good faith argument in law or fact, the Bar cannot
show by clear and convincing evidence that the Respondent acted in violation of the rules of
ethics by not timely filing such a notice of hearing. Therefore, Count Two should be dismissed.

V

Count Three should be dismissed because the Bar's allegations that the Respondent
made misrepresentations to the Bar may be based on the Bar's misunderstandings
of standard procedures relevant to the defense of DUI cases.
The Bar has flatly stated that nearly all statements that the Respondent made in regards to

the Respondent's office sending a request for a hearing relative to a DUI are false. The Bar may
have made this allegation because of the Bar's own misunderstanding of what typically transpires
in a DUI case. In the approximately ten other DUI cases in which Respondent was attorney of
record during the time period from 2003 to 2005, records could be found of only one other case
which involved a situation where the client refused to submit to a breathalyzer exam.
Under I.e. 18-8002A, any person who has had their driver's license suspended because
theyfailed a Breathalyzer exam, must request a hearing to challenge that suspension, not to the

court in which their DUI case is being prosecuted, but to the Idaho Department of Transportation.
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Conversely, in the instance of a refusal, a show cause proceeding must be filed in the Magistrate
Court. In both proceedings it is relevant whether a person had legal cause to refuse a evidentiary
exam and whether the officer had legal cause to administer the evidential), exams, if a suspect
could have or did fail such a test.
The Respondent's explanation to the Bar and to the Mountain Home City Prosecutor that
a Ietter to the Idaho Transportation Department was sent from his office "in enor" (since this was
a refusal case) and was a matter of "standard procedure " (only in a suspension case) is factually
and statistically correct based on the many other DUI files that the Respondent handled around
that time frame. Approximately ninety percent (90%) of those DUI cases involved similar
suspension case letters being sent to the Idaho Transportation Department, and all were timely
sent completely as required under Idaho Code. However, the Respondent acknowledges that
"standard procedure" letter was sent in error in Mr. Varela's case and that the correct refusal
show cause filing was not made by him with the Magistrate Court.
The Bar's allegation that the Respondent did not speak to Mr. Varela on Friday, June 3,
2005, contrary to the assertions made by the Respondent, are also not suppOlied by the record.
The fact that Respondent received the State's discovery responses on June 3, 2005, and the
Respondent has provided documentation to show that those documents were sent to Mr. Varela
on Friday, June 3, 2005, makes it doubtful that the Bar could prove by clear and convincing
evidence that the Respondent did in fact not make any communication with Mr. Varela on that
date. The affidavit of Respondent's staff also supports his contention that since the reading of
discovery took the Respondent. 75 hours instead of the nOl1nal .2 or .3 hours that he normally
would charge for reading discovel)' responses. The extra time which the Respondent spent on
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\1r. Varela case that Friday, June 3, 2005, was most likely to communicate to the client the
details found in those discovery responses. See Exhibit 1.
The Bar cannot support its allegations that the Respondent committed fraud or purposely
engaged in deceit by way of the Respondent's explanation of the letter sent to the Idaho
Department of Transportation since the record clearly supports the Respondents explanation that
the letter was sent by mistake but that it is a form which is sent in most test failure DUI cases as
"standard procedure."

VI

Count Four should be dismissed since the Respondent did communicate his basis of
fee via contemporaneous billing statements which were provided to the Bar on Oct
7,2005.
The Bar's allegation that the Respondent did not communicate the basis or rate of his fee

to Mr. Varela is also without merit. While the Idaho Rules of Professional conduct do not
require that an attorney and his clients must have a signed contract between them in regard to fee
arrangements, Respondent did provide an example ofthe typical fee agreement that would have
been presented to Mr. Varela - which is nearly identical to the executed fee agreements as found
in all the other DUI cases in which the Respondent was involved in during that same two year
time period.
More importantly, the Bar's allegation that the Respondent did not communicate the basis
or rate of the fee to Mr. Varela, which is required by the rules, directly conflicts with the
contemporaneous billing that was referred to and attached to the Respondent's response to the
Bar dated October 7,2005 - nearly four years before the Bar filed its formal complaint in the is
action. This billing statement is referred to on page two of Respondent's letter as follows: "24.
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Billing statement prepared by myself, dated September 1, 2005." As is clearly marked by each
entry under "transaction", there is an indication of the exact amount of time charged to the client
for each day, as well as the fee per hour with the calculation of what that particular entry cost the
client in dollars and cents. See Exhibit J.
The Bar cannot explain how this is not a direct and timely communication to the client of
the basis or rate of the fee being charged. Therefore, Count Four must be dismissed.

VIII. Count Four must also be dismissed because the Bar's allegation that the Respondent
failed to return the unearned fee is false.
Respondent made a direct and timely attempt to return Mr. Varela's unearned fee which
was documented in the Respondent's letter to Mr. Varela, dated September 2,2005. The letter
states as follows, "Even though you have not requested a refund of the unused pOliion of your
retainer, I am willing to do so." See Exhibit K.
Subsequently, the Respondent sent to the Bar a check of $218.75 made to Mateo Varela
to be forwarded to him by Bar Counsel. This was specifically described on page two of
Respondent's letter to the Bar as enclosed with the letter. No record has been shown of any
further communication from the Bar to the Respondent as being made in regards to this matter
until the Respondent received the Formal Complaint nearly four years later. Consequently, it
was fair for the Respondent to assume that the Bar had properly delivered these funds to Mr.
Varela. There was no other communication to the Respondent concerning that payment
whatsoever. Not only should this allegation be dismissed, the Bar should be compelled to give an
explanation of what it has done with this bank instrument, ifit was not timely presented to Mr.
Varela. Dismissal of Count Four is thus compelled.
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IV

Count Five should be dismissed because the Bar cannot show how the Respondent's
preparation of a proposed affidavit sent to Bar counsel can in anyway be in
violation of LR.P.C. 8.4(d) since the Bar has no evidence that the statements
prepared for Mr. Varela's review were attempts at indirect coercion or were
knowingly false statements.
The "Affidavit of Mateo Varela" was prepared by the Respondent in response to Bar's

letter to the Respondent in September 2005 in an attempt to clarify or avoid factual confusions
Respondent believed to exist. It was not offered to Mr. Varela directly, but was sent to Bar
Counsel for such use, if any, as that officer deemed appropriate. Apparently, it was not ever
presented to or discussed with Mr. Varela. The Bar has not produced any evidence to show that
any of the statements found in the proposed affidavit are false. Furthennore, the Bar has not
presented arguments based in fact or law to support the Bar's allegation that any statement by
the Respondent that he would sue Mr. Varela for libel and slander if Mr. Varela had in fact made
a false statement about the Respondent could be conduct prejudicial to the administration of
.justice. Since there is no evidence or allegation that either the Bar or the Respondent ever
offered this proposed affidavit to Mr. Varela the coercion concern must fail. It would have been
up to Bar counsel to weigh its value and offer it to Mr. Varela, ifhe had thought that was
prudent. This was the thinking of the Respondent as to why he only offered it to Bar Counsel
and not to Mr. Varela.
Furthennore, if this contention of the Bar were to be true, attorneys would be completely
unable to defend themselves from false statements made by clients or fonner clients. Given that
an attorney's reputation, especially in the small towns of rural Idaho, can be destroyed with just
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one false, but highly inflammatory remark, the thought of attorneys having no legal recourse for
any such event is untenable.
The Bar also runs afoul of certain Constitutional guarantees via the First Amendment by
asserting that sending a demand type letter ( knOVvl1 as a "pre suit" letter) to a former client made
in the context of settlement in lieu oflitigation is an ethical violation. In the 2006 opinion from
the Ninth Circuit COUli of Appeals decision of Sosa v. DJRECTV, Inc., 437 F. 3d 923 (9 th Cir.
2006). the Court held that legal action could not be taken against DlRECTV even though the
facts it had asserted in its demand letter were entirely false, which involved wrongly accusing a
multitude of customers of theft of its services. The COUli held that any interference with access
to the cOUlis would be the far greater evil:
While responding to demands to settle unfounded claims is burdensome, it
is likely less burdensome than if the opposing party, fearing liability in tort for
demanding settlement of a possibly weak claim proceeded directly to litigation ...
[12] We conclude that restrictions on pre suit demand letters may therefore raise
substantial Petition Clause issues if, on examination, such restrictions could
impair the right of access to the courts protected by the First Amendment. .. First,
preceding the formal filing of litigation with an invitation to engage in
negotiations to settle legal claims is a common, if not universal, feature of modern
litigation. Even if it does not result in a final resolution of the dispute and
vindication of the legal rights at issue, this practice permits p2l1iies to frame their
legal positions, often streamlining any subsequent litigation, and thereby reducing
legal costs and facilitating access to the courts. Restricting such prelitigation
conduct when the same demands asserted in a petition to the court is protected
would render the entire litigation process more onerous, imposing a substantial
burden on a party's ability to seek redress from the courts. Jd at 1691. 1692.

The Bar seems to be suggesting that to be an attorney in Idaho one must give up a most
fundamental of Constitutional Rights. To so impede one's ability to seek justice, cannot and
should not be a sacrifice that must be made to serve or meet an ethical duty.
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Since the Bar does not have any evidence or rationale to support the allegation that the
offering of a proposed affidavit to Bar counsel is conduct that prejudicial to the administration of
justice, and since the allegation seriously interferes with a fundamental Constitutional Right,
Count Five must be dismissed.
V. Conclusion

For each and all of the above stated reasons, this proceeding should be dismissed in the
entirety, without the necessity of a hearing, as to all count or as to these counts preliminarily
dismissed. A telephonic hearing is requested on this motion.

DATED February

M,

2010.

Respect

y Submitted,
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BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
File No. FC 09-05
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT
-vsJAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

I, Erin R. Rembert, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows:
1.

I have been the office assistant for Jay P. Clark, Respondent named in the above-entitled
case. I make this Affidavit in SuppOli of said motion based upon my personal
knowledge, information and belief

!

I met Brenda Wright in the office in late December of 2005 after she had decided to
purchase one of Jay's rental homes in Hammett owned at the time by C&H Propeliies,
LLC, a Nevada company. She seemed excited at the prospect of owning her own home
and talked of fixing it up and making it hers.

3.

This home had been previously rented by Donna Smith of Glenns Ferry. In the time that I
had been employed by Jay, Donna had been very happy with the home since it had been
recently remodeled. I recall her always being friendly and not having any complaints
about the house. Her rent was $700 per month.

4.

I was requested to drive Mrs. Wright to Boise to pick up the check from A.G. Edwards.
was told that her vehicle was packed for moving and that it was necessary to get the
check right away, as Pen), was trying to stop the deal. We did not go all the way to
Boise, because we received a call that there had been a hold placed on the funds due to a
call that Mrs. Wright had placed herself to A.G. Edwards that moming requesting the
funds be released. This had led A.G. Edwards to the discovery of the domestic violence
caused by Pen-y. I do not know ifMr. Wright also placed a call to the firm. I recall Mrs.
Wright being upset about the possibility of not getting the house and of being asked to
leave the company housing they were living in.
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5.

While I do not recall the exact dates, I do remember Jay asking me to accompany him to
Grand View to get the signatures on some documents as a courtesy to Mrs. Wright. We
aITived in Grand View at Brenda's home in the early evening. Mrs. Wright signed the
agreement under her own free will, and also told us where Perry was staying. We did
attempt to see Mr. Wright the same evening at the motel in Grand View, but I did not
speak with him nor see him that evening as Jay decided at Perry's request that we would
return in the morning.

6.

After an-iving to work the following morning, I drove to Grand View where I met Peny at
the motel. When I arrived he was speaking to Jay in his room and I was invited in. I
asked him ifhe understood the documents and ifhe had any questions and ifhe was sure
he was ready and able to sign. He told me that I was not going to tell him what he
understood and what he did not understand and that I was not in charge of his decisions.
Also, he said he was going to sign because all he wanted was for Brenda to have a home
of her OVv'n. He then signed the document and I left.

7.

Later the same day I received a call from Brenda that Perry had been taken to the hospital.
She had a no-contact order against him, but wanted to find out his condition and she
asked me if I would help her. I agreed, and called the hospital to find out about his
condition for her. She was upset that he was in the hospital, but seemed relieved that he
was getting help and expressed hope at him being able to come home with her to their
new home.

8.

I do not recall hearing from or seeing Mrs. Wright again until she came into the office
some days later visibly upset and wanting to see Jay. I told her that he wasn't in the
office and she said he needed to call her because she wanted her money back due to
something a plumber had told her. I relayed the message to Jay.

9.

Additionally, I have located the paperwork showing that C&H Properties did exist as a
Nevada LLC at the time of this transaction, contrary to what is stated in the Complaint.
This is shown as Exhibit A, attached herein.

10.

I have also attached Exhibit B, which is the 2006 property taxes, which were paid by Jay
for the entire year and Exhibit C, the King Hill Inigation bill that was paid by Jay for
2006.

11.

Jay owns another home in the same Hammett area, next door to the home purchased by
the Wright's. Since the time of this transaction, Brenda has harassed every renter that Jay
has had in the home, forcing one family to move out due to the constant verbal
harassment. See Exhibit D, an email I V\'fote to Jay in March 0[2007, after receiving a
disturbing call from the renter at that time.

12.

I do not recall Mrs. Wright ever asking for an appraisal or an inspection. I also do not
recall that she requested a closing at Guaranty Title or any other title company.
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13.

C&H Properties, LLC was accepted as an Idaho LLC on November 21,2006 (see
attached Exhibit E), as the redesigned fees to continue as a Nevada LLC were not feasible
as compared to having an Idaho LLC.

14.

While I was not employed for Jay when Mr. Varela was a client, I can attest that letters to
the Idaho Transportation Department were routine protocol, as most clients charged with
DUI failed testing and were therefore entitled to a hearing with the IDOT.

15.

All clients discussed and signed a fee agreement. Unfortunately, aftel' the office felt that a
satisfactory response was given to the ISB in September 2005 on this matter, records
were discarded, including some that may have been helpful in this case. No other
communication was made to the office until June 2009 and the Bar gave us no indication
during those 3 Y2 years that a case was still pending.

16.

I can also attest that Jay has never, since I have been employed by him, entered his own
charges into our billing system. A typical discovery reading was routinely billed at .1-.3
hours. Additional time and charges for discovery could have come from speaking with
the client regarding what was found in the discovery as it was very common for Jay to
call his client after receipt and review of discovery.

17.

At no time throughout any of these ISB proceedings, has anyone from the ISB contacted
me to discuss anything related to either of these two matters.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT.

Lt>~~
ERIN REMBERT

VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Elmore

)
:ss.
)
1191\

~~o~h

Erin Rembert, appeared in person before me this ~ day of February, 2010, and states that
she has read the foregoing Affidavit, knows the contents thereof, and believes the facts therein stated
to be true and correct to the best of her knowledge.
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DEAN HELLER

Secretary of State
206 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4299

(775) 6845708
Website: secretaryofstate .biz

Articles Of Organization
Limited-Liability Company
(PURSUANT TO NRS 86)

ABO VE SPAC E IS FO R OFFIC E USE ONL Y

Impo rtant: Read attached in stru ctio n s b efore co m p leting fo r m .
1. Name of LlmHed-

Liabilfty Compan'L •C & H PROPERTIES, LLC
.-...........-......... .....-.--- .. -~." .. - ~:::.:::.:.:~:::.:::.:.:~.:..........:.........~.:.........------------------------JOHN LAMBERT - ATTOR..'NEY AT LAW
2. Resident Agent
Name· qq····.... .. q·· q · q p
" '..

-

Name and Street
Address:

663PIill:S-rREEi ....

·· EL KO

NEVADA :89801

" . City'" .

Physlcal SfreetAddress"

(my.~!.P.!'_~.!:!'ll!§gi'.-'!.r:jIi[!;;;;;_
r!!mrn.P.ml'.li-'i$.m.~x.".~.

.... Zip Code

wmtL
Additional Mailing Address
City
State
Zi p Code
1------..::..----------------=----------...:----

• ·• •• • •• •••• •• · . ... •... · M W . · ... . •... , · .· .· . . .· · , , ·.. ··,···. . ··, ........ . . ... .

3. Dissolution Date:
(OPTIONAL·see

io§Jf.I!.QUWl1'l . ,............ '..........
q... .......................

m

. ........

4. Management.

Latest date upon which the compa ny is to dissolve (if exis tence is n ot perpetua l):
j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company shall be ma naged by

lr;:J)§l9K.Q{!!!,1..

IKl

o

Manager(s) OR

Membe rs

5. Names Addresses,
of Manager(s) or

Members:

MTNHOME

(fI!!ftr'.!L?Psl.iJf::!D,i'!/'
p8o e.~

as npc esss rv)

Address

.83647

City

Sta te

.. ZipCode

City

State

Zip Code

State

Zip Co de

City

_

."',.............."'........,.. "...............,." ..... -j-.---==.:..-----:-:-------------~--...,----.:::::.::.::::....---=.:!::..:::.::.:.:~
6. Names, Addresses
and Signatures of
OrganIzers
{jl.lI!.QI!UI].gDJlIJ.~

P.O.

QITlIJfli1.flC
.1!((1!r;lUH!sJ!JLQa1![p.JW.tJl •
... _

. _ . .... w....., ........ __•• _._ ......,,_. _ . _

7. Certificate of
Acceptance of
Appointment of

JAYP. CLARK
'fj·aii'iEi····· .. ······.. ······

... _ ..

-(~: X ' .;.r:. .'~:....
; · ·-;'

Signature - ·.. .. "'--7•

B.9.J:CP02

.

.. :...
· -----....:::.....-_ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

· .. ..

MTNtIC}!V1E

83647

r-A~dd.:.;r~e.::..ss;;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---.:C
::::i:ty
l__________..:S:.:.:ta~te::-._ _..:Z:!!ip:...C::::::Od
::..:e=-_

"u......-..,.
' ",-above named limited·liability company .

Resident Agent:

This form must be accompanied by appropriate fees. See attached fee schedule.

Exhibit A
Z:"CLSL8S8 0Z:
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DEAN HELLER
Secretary of State
202 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4201
(775) 684 5708
Website : secretaryofstate .b iz:

Resident Agent Acceptance

General instructions for this form:
ABOVE SPACE IS FOR OF FICE USE ONLY

1. Please print legibly or type; Black Ink Only.
2. Complete all fields.
3. Ensure that document is signed in signature fie ld .

In the matter of
(Name of busine s s entily)

I, JOHN LAMBERT
(Name Of re sident agent)

hereby state that on

jANUARYig;io'04 .q : I accepted the appointment as resident agent
(Dale)

for the above named business entity. The street address of the resident agent in this
state is as follows:

Physical Street Address

Suite numbe r

NE VADA

ELKO
City

89801
Zip Code

Optional :
........ ....... ......

,

.. .... .. .... ... ................ .,

.-. ... ...

'

"

Additional Mai ling Address

Suite number

City

State

Z ip Code

//i..iib..ii.. .. .
Date
Nevada Secrelary of Stale RA Acceptan ce 2003
Revl.ed on: 11104103

600 'd

wd~0:S0

v0/8Z/t0

Zt ~ S~8S 80Z
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Law Offices OJ

Office Administrator/Paralegal
Monica Zelley, BS

Jay P. Clark
160 North 3rd East Street

Administrative/Legal Assistant
Katherine M. Bear

P. O. Box 1202
Mountain Home, Idaho 836-,\7

Telephone
(208) 587-4500

F{cc
(208) 587-5712
E-Mail

j aypclark@att.net

FAX COVER SHEET
TO:

NEVADA SECRETARY OF STATE

FAX NO:

775-684-7138

FROM:

JAYP. CLARK

DATE:

Jan uary 28, 2004

RE:

C & H PROPERTIES, LLC
Articles of OrganizationlResident Agent Acceptance

for JAY P. CLARK

TOTAL PAGES (INCLUDING COVER SHEET):
REMARKS:

3

Please see attached

This fax cover sheet and any accompanying documents are private and confidential,
covered by attorney-client privilege and/or the right to privacy, and intended solelyfor
the addressee. If you have received thisfax in error, please call us immediately
(collect ~rnecessary) at (208) 587-4500, and destroy the documenfs. Thank you.
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Office Administrator/Paralegal

Law Offices Of

Monica Zelley, BS

Jay P. Clark

AdministrativeiLegal Assistant
Katherine hi. Bear

160 North 3d cast Stre:::(

POBox 1202
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647

Telephone
(208) 587-4500
F([\'

(208) 587-5712
E-Mail
-jaypclark@3tt.net

FAX COVER SHEET
TO:

JOHN LAMBERT

FAX NO:

775-753-8600

FROM:

MONICA ZELLEY

DATE:

January 28, 2004

RE:

RESIDENT AGENT FOR1\1S

for JAY P. CLARK

TOTAL PAGES (INCLUDING COVER SHEET):
REMARKS:

3

Please see attached

Please sign and return. Thanks I

This fax cover sheet and any accompanying documents are private and confidential,
covered by attorney-client privilege and/or the right 10 privacy, and intended solely/or
the addressee. If you have received this fax in error, please call us immediately
(collect ifnecessary) at (208) 587-4500, and destroy the documents. Thank you.
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.<F.!:,;I.i~~;;it~W~jMis;'if<~~Jim.W

2006 TAX BILL RECEIPT
BILL#
1ST HALF DUE
TAX
LATE
INT
COST
TOT

1639

RP00086032001CA

10361

RPO 00 860 32 0 0 J.CA

2ND HALF DUE

184.80

TAX
LATE
INT
COST
TOT

PARCEL NUMBEH

184.80

FULL DUE

369.60

TAX
LATE
INT
COST
TOT

L
I

23,340
14,239
37,579

TOT MY

TOT ACS

1,960

***5-DIGIT SCH 83647

11"1",11"11",1,,11,,,111,11,,1.111," •• 1,111 ••• ,.1.1.1.1.1
C & H PROPERTIES LLC
PO BOX 1202
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647-1202

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
ELMORE COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR
ROSE PLYMPTON 587-2138 #501
150 S 4TH EAST SUITE 4
MTN HOME 1083647-3094

***
tn
><

_.
r::::r

::r'

*

22-0000

CODE AREA
TAXING DISTRICT

STATE
COUNTY
SCHOOL #192
#192-M&0

RATE

.000000000
.003840454
.000000000
.000000000

#192 -BOlID

..

#192-SUPP
#192-0THER
GLENNS FERRY HW
KING HILL FIRE
EEC REC DIST
HOSPITAL DIST
AMBULANCE DIST
DISTRICT TOTAL
SOLID WASTE FEE
AMOUNT DUE

O

AMOUNT

144.32
45.1C

n'1""""""1I'\~O

V..t.~.r::;,,\.<..JV

.000000000
.000130877
.001378857
.000810547
.000480161
.001092392
.000294557
.009254903

4.92
51. 82

30.46
18.04
41. 04
11.06
347.76
21.84

369.60

* * "*

* * IMPORTANT
PLEASE READ BOTH FRONT AND BACK
MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED -r-b';;;--A-

VAC LOTS 1-6 BLK 32
VAC LOTS 3-6 BLK 33
MEDBURY TNST

TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS MUST BE
RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.

-.
rl-

to

" Note: Tax Collector Accepts Additional Payments Anytime.

165

S

DAVIS RD

83623

?? QUESTIONS ?? PLEASE READ PERTINENT INFORMATION

ON REVERSE. 'NOTE-CALL 1ST, IF DELINQUENT AMT DUE
[: -{'

00

o

. "\.~~::I'·'· i'.":~:",,,·.:,\..
~~
\

,I-

\'

~

•

.

~~ 'I;;~"~~/'::':":: ~

~G ffiLL

IRRlGA TION DISTRICT

ANNUAL ASSESSMENT

]PO BOX 428

4+ 18 3 N l'vfERID LAN
1K1NG ffiLL, ID 83633

II

I

DATE

[

2117/2006

II
II

INVOICE #
770

I
I

BILL TO

1«= & H Properties LLC
\!PO Box 1202
Home, ID 83647

flMtn.

11 USER NUMBER

1

104

I

ITEM

"')Acre

SERVICE ADDRESS

165 S Davis

DESCRIPTION

Per Acre Charge

ADD'L LOTS

OVER ACRES

o

o

QTY

RATE

3

AfVlOUNT

70.00

210.00

,,

I

I)
I
1

J

I
This 0 & M Assessment is due and payable UPON RECEIPT. Assessment will be cOi1sndered
delinquent and will draw a penalty of 2% per annum and interest o,f 'I % per month as of
5:00 P.M., April 20, 2006
Water will NOT be delivered until bin is paid in full or other arrangements are made.
PLEASE INDICATE USER # (5) ON YOUR PAYMENT TO ENSURE PRm'ER POSTiNG TO YOUR
ACCOUNT(s).

AMOUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT

$210.00
Exhibit C
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Page 1

From: Erin Rembert (erinjpc_law@yahoo.com)
To: Jay
Date: Wed. March 14,2007 10:53:53 AM
Subject:
Hi .Jay -

iust wanted to give you a heads up - Tasha Hopper (your renter) called and said that Brenda Wright is
digging for a well in your yard. Brenda told her that you had a plumber come out and since that time
she has had no pressure in the field. She said that since she probably owns the land (your yard) she can
dig on it. She said she is in a lawsuit with you because you paid her taxes ... what a train wreck. Tasha
said she tried to call your eel phone but you didn't answer. I told her that i would give you the message.
PS - I DON'T want to deal with this.
Anyway!! Everything else here is fine - I am just working away, getting my desk cleared off and
working a little with
file and with
file.

II I

Tcalled - said he would call your eel or you could call him at your convenience.

Talk with you later.
Erin

Erin R. Rembert
Office Manager/Paralegal
Law Offices of Jay P. Clark, PLLC
Phone: 208.587.4500
Fax: 208-587-5712
We won't tell. Get more on sbows you hilteJo 19ye
(and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's GuiltyPleas~lres list.

Exhibit D
ht;
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1ll?!ilvahoo.com/dc/launch? .gx=l &.rand=66ibs3h12flno
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ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPAN'f;/d<i"}JjJl;J: .~l.f~UV
n. ' 2 /

Il-

I

·"·.·n \/

L: {'
0. :. ·.
L.vi
a\r "",_

(Instructions on back of application)
1. The name of the limited liability company is :
C&H Properties , LLC
2. The street address of the initial registered office is:
160 North 3rd East Street, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
and the name of the initial registered agent at the above address is:
Jay P. Clark
3. The mailing address for future correspondence is :
P.O. Box 1202, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
4. Management of the limited liability company will be vested in:
Manager(s)

11]

or Memb~r(s)

0

(please check the appropriate box)

5. If managemenfis to be vested in one or more manager(s), list the name(s) and
. address(es) of at least one initial' manager. If management is tobE{ves't~din the
member(s), list the name(s) and address(es) of at least one initial member.
Address

Name

Jay P. Clark

P.O. Box 1202, Mountain Home, .1083647

6. ~ignature of a eas one/p~responsible for forming the limited liability compa~y :
Signature·.>'v
•.

.

\l3

Secretary of state use only

.~

Typed Name: Ja P. -Clark
Capacity: _M_a_n~a~g_e_r_ _---,-_ _-----'_ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~c

'"
E

jN
§~

.2-

(.)8;
-!-o

Typed Name: _ _ __

IDAHO SECRETARY OF STATE

11/2~/2006

05:00

CK: 6482 eT: 113485 BH: 1.014848
1 @100.00 = 100.00 ORGAN LLC fi

2

Capacity:

Exhibit E
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Rx JatelTime
12/18/2883

13:d~

l:EC-10-2
28858-

FlU) 13:53
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?AGE

Attention
All fonner clients of Jay P.
Clark. If you are a fonner client and would like your file,
please contact the office or
pick up within the next 30
days. All remaining files will
be shredded after January 31,
2008. Call 208-587-4500 for
further information.

JAn

q~ \Gt~ l~\~

d

)D'0-

J-
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A
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APPRAISAL OF REAL PROPERTY

LOCATED AT:
227 S Davis Rd
See the attached legal description.
Ham mett, ID 83627

FOR:
David H. Leroy
PO Box 193
Boise, ID 83701

AS OF:
August 25, 2009

BY:
Mark D Young
10894 W. High Rock Drive
Boise , ID 83709
(208) 322-1400
Ap praisal Type: Summary Appra isal

Respondent's Exhibit
B
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Mark D. Young

10894 W. High Rock Drive
Boise, Idaho 83709

September 22, 2009

David H. Leroy
PO Box 193
BOise, ID 83701

Ro' Property:
Borrower:

227 S Davis Rd

Hammett, ID 83627
NIA

File No.:

In accordance with your request, I have appraised the above referenced property. The report of that
appraisal is attached.
The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the market value of the property described in this appraisal report,
as improved, in unencumbered fee simple title of ownership.
This report is based on a physical analysis of the site and improvements, a locational analysis of the
neighborhood and city, and an economic analysis of the market for properties such as the subject. The
appraisal was developed and the report was prepared in accordance with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice.
The value conclusions reported are as of the effective date stated in the body of the report and contingent
upon the certification and limiting conditions attached.

It has been a pleasure to assist you. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of additional service to
you.

Sincerely,

86

Young Appraisal Services
Pr

..

r- ileNo
UNIFORM RESIDENTIAL APPRAISA L REPORT
State 10
ZiD Code 83627
Gii\! Hammett
PrODertv AOdress 227 S Da vis Rd
Countv Elmore
Leoal Deseriation See the attached leaal descriolion.
$oecia! Assessments $
R.E. Ta xes $ 272.60
Ta x Year 2008
Assessor's Parcel No RP00085032001 DA
Occuo ant IXI Owner
Tenan! f l Vacant
Currenl Owner W riQht
Borrower NJA
~I Condominium (HUDNA only)
HOA $
n~o
Proiect TIDe ! l PUD
IX1 Fee Simole I i Leasehold
Prooertv rio his aoorais ed
Census Tracl 980 1.00
Man Reference
Neiohborhood or Proieci Name Medburv Townsile
DescriDtion and S amoun! olloarl charoeslconsession to be oald bv sell er
Date 01Sale N/A
Sale Price $ N/A
Address PO Box 193, Boise . ID 83701
Lender/Clienl David H. Lerov
Address 10894 W. Hiqh Rock Drive, Boise, 10 837 09
Mark D Younq
APIlraiser
SinoIe family housing
Present land use "'Ie
Land use change
Predominanl
Suburban
Rural
Location
~urban
PRICE
AGE
occupancy
Onelamily ~
No I likely
Likely
25-75%
Under 25%
Built up
D Over 75%
$(000)
(yrs)
In process
~ Owner
~LDW~ 2·4Iamily_
Stable
Slow
Growth rale
Rapid
750+ Hioh 70+ Mulli-Iamily _
To:
U Tenanl
Declining
Stable
Property values
Increa sing
iPredominanti
Commerci al
5
VacanIIO·5%)
Demand/supply
Shortage
In balance
Over supply
45
20+
;50
Vae .lover 5%)
Marketino lime
Under 3 mos.
3-6 mos.
Over 6 mos.

ert ' De scril:ltion

n

r

b!

!Ql
I8J
I8J
I8J
I8J

o
0
0

n

o

o
o

t'Sl
n

0
fX1

n

o

I8J

0

Note:: Race a nd the racial composition of the neighborhood are not appraisal facto rs.

---

..

Neighborhood boundaries and charactenstics: Interstate 84 is the NOl1h boundary and the neiohbDrhood extends aopro ximalelv 1. 5 miles Soulh Easl
and West from the Hammett exil.
Factols !hat aNect the marketability of !he properties in !he neighborhood (proximity 10 employment and amenities, employment stabilily, appeal to market, etc.):
See the allached addendum for com ments on the subiect neiqhborhood .

Markel conditions in the subjeci neighborhood (including support lor the above conclusions relaled to the trend 01 property vatues, damand/supply, and marketing time
.. such as dala on competitive propenies lor sale in the neighborhood, description otthe prevalence ot sales an d linancing conc essions, etc.):
See the at tac hed addendum for comments concernino oeneral market conditions in the subject a rea .

i

Project Information for PUDs (II applicable) . • Is the developer!builder in control of the Home Owners' Association (HOA)?
DYes D No
Approximafe lolal number 01 units for sa~ in the subject projecl
Approximate lotal number 01 units in the subject project
Describe common ~ements and recreationaltacililies:
Leve l
Topography
Dimensions 170 x 490 (aDrox)
Tvoical of the area
Size
Corner l ol
Yes
No
Site area 1.91 acres +/Reclanale
Aaricultural 8
Shape
Specific zoning classification and description
Appears Adeauate
Drainage
No zoning
Zoning compliance
Legal
Legal noncontorming (Grandtathered use)
illegal
View
Neiahborhood/Averaae
Other use (eXIllain)
Hiohest & besl use al imoroved: ~ Present use
None
Off-sRe Improvements
Public Private Land scaping
Type
Utilities
Public
Olher
Gravel
Driveway Sun ace Gravel/Din
Etectricity
Street
Apparent easemenis Utilitv-I-Jormal
Curblgu tler None
Gas
None
FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area
Shared Well
Sidewalk
Waler
DYes ~No
fEMA Zone X
Septic Tank
Map Date 6/ 19/1989
Street iights None
Sanilary sewer
Alley
FEMA Mao No 1502120775B
r"one
Storm sewer
Commenls (apparent adverse easements. encroachments, special assessmenls , slide areas, illegal or legal nonconforming zoning use, etc .):

0

I8J

0

o

0

h

I8J

I8J

0
0

0

o

o

:

-

Ii'

m

-

0
0
0

RR

n

GENERAL OESCRIPTION
One
No. ot Units
One
No. 01Stories
Del.
Type (DeUAtl.)
Ranch
DeSign (Slyle)
E~slin9/PropDsed Exist
79
Age (Yrs.)
Efleclive Ace (Yrs .) 20
ROOMS
fover
Livino
Basement
1
Levell
Level 2

t'Sl

FOUNDAnoN
EXiERIOR DESCRIPTION
Concret e/Avo
Slab
foundalion
Wood/Hrdbrd/G Crawl Space
EXlerior Walls
Comp/Metal/A+ Basemenl
Roof Surt ace
Sump Pump
Guners & Dwnspfs. None
Vin I/Good
Da mpness
Window Type
NolYes
Seniemenl
Siorm/Screens
Intestanon
Manufa ctured House No
Familv Rm.
Dinino
Kilchen
Den
1

INSULATION
Root
Ceiling _ __
Wa lls
Floor

BASEMENT

No

__ 0
0
_ _ 0
_ _ 0
None _ _ 0
Unknowo_ _ _ 0

Area SQ. FI.
% Finished
Ceiting
Walls
fl oor
Oulside Entry

100%

No
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Rec. Rm. Bedrooms # Baths

,

3

1

Laundrv

I

Olher

Area So FI.

Area

1.200

3 Bedroomls):
6 Rooms'
1 Ba th's l'
, ,200 Scuare feet ot Gross LiYin Area
AMENITIES
HEATING
KITCHEN £OUIP.
ATTIC
CAR STORAGE:
Fireplace(s) # _ _ _
8aseboar Relrigerator
None
Type
None
Electric
Fuel
Range/Oven
Siairs
Patio Slab
Garage
# 01 cars
Condition Averaoe Disposal
Drop Stair
Deck
Anached
COOUNG
Dishwasher
Porch
ScuWe
Delached
Central None
Fan/riood
Floor
Fence Pasture
Buill·ln
None
Olher
Healed
Microwave
Pool
Carpon
Condilion
Finished
Washer/Drver
Drivewav
Additionallealures (special energy efficient items , elc .):
The materials and condit ion of the ilems above are assum ed based on the verbal description
and cooies of receipts provided bv Jay P. Clark. orevious owner of the sub'ect Dropertv.
Condilion ollhe improvements, deprecialion (phySical, lunctional, and eXlernal), repairs needed, Quality of cons truction, remodeiing/additions , etc.:
No deferred
ma intenance or other advers e physical depreciation are known to exist. Based on receiots and a verbal decriDlion orovided by Jay P. Clark Ihe
home included the followinq updates' The hom e has been well maintained and is in aood condilion. No func tional Inadeaua cies were noled
No adverse externat infiuences were noted .
Adverse environmental conditions (such as, but nollimiled to, hazardous wastes, t o~c substances, etc.) present in the improvements , on the site, or in the
immediale vicinily of lhe subjecl property.:
Finished area above orade contains:
INl1RIOR
MaterialS/Condition
Carpet-Vinyl/Good
Floors
Drywall/Good
Walls
Wood/Good
TrifT\IFinish
VinyVGood
Balh Floor
Bath Wainscot Fiberolas s/Good
WdH.Core/Good
Doors

Freddie Mac f orm 70 6/93

0
t'Sl
0
0
0
0

n

0
0
0

0
0

R
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UNIFORM RESIDENTIA L APPRAISAL REPORT

Valualion Seclion
ESTIMATED SITE VALUE
ESTIMATED REPRODUCTION COST-NEW-Of IMPRJVi:MENTS:
1,200 SQ. fl @' _ _ _ = •
DweiUng
SQ , FI @$ _ _ _ =

-

...

-

FileNo
Commenls on Cos I Approach (such as , sou r~e 01cosl eslimale, sila value,
square 1001calculalion and lor HUD, VA and fmHA, Ihe esomaled rer..aining
economic Ule of the property): See the altached addendum for
comment s concerning the cost a oproach

=

Garage/Carporl ~ SQ Ft. @$ _ _ _ =
= $
Tolal Estimaled Cosl New .. .
External
Funcoonal
Physical
Less
=$
Depreciation
I
I
=$
Deprecialed Value 01Improvemenls
...... . . .. . . .. . ...
. .. =$
"As-is' Value 01 Sile Improvemenls .. .
- $
INDICATED VALUE BYCOST APPROACH
COMPARABLENO. 1
SUBJECT
ITEM
180 NW Wilson Cir
227 S Davis Rd
Mountain Home 1083647
Address Hammell Idaho
18.89 miles NW
Proximilv to Subiecl
110 ,500
N /A
I.
$
Sales Price
tP$
109.62 tPl
Price/Gross Livino Area
MLSlnt & Exterior Observation
Data and/or
Aoent
Verilicalion Source
+( - IS AdjusL
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS
FHA
Sales or Financing
:
Concessions
3/1 6/D9( 17 dom
Date 01 SalefTilTl€
MtnHome/Super
Hammett/Avq
Localion
Fee Simple
Fee Simple
:
Leasehold/Fee Simole
+5 ,000
19200 sf
1.9 1 acres +/Sile

•

COMPARABLE NO.3
1950 Lincoln
Mountain Home 10
16.28 m iles NW

COMPARABLE NO 2
148 W 3rd Ave
Glenns Ferry. 10
8.75 miles E

J$

124 .000

•

10/8/08(236do
Glenns Ferry/Eq
Fee Simple
21,000 sf esl

3/27/09(187do
MtnHome/Super
Fee Simple
:
11 500 sf

+10000

Averao e
Averaoe
AveraQ8
View
Ranch wi Bsmt
Ranch
Ranch
Design and .4ooeal
:
Averaoe
Avera qe
:
Quaiity 01Conslruction Averaoe
:
98 yrs
32 vrs
79 vrs
Aoe
:
Good
Average+
RemodeVGood
Condition
Tolal :Bdrms : Baths
Total: Bdrms: Ba1l1s Tolal :Bdrms: Baths :
Above Grade
5
3 : 1
6 : 3 : 1 :
6 : 3 : 1
Room Count
+6700
1 226 Sa fl :
1,008 Sa. Ft. :
1 200 Sa. Ft
Gross Uvinjl Area
726 sf
None
None
Basement & Finished
:
-7 000
Unfinished
l>Jone
None
Rooms Below Grade
F,; Fu..:;tional Ulililv
Average
Averaqe
Averaoe
-1000 GF AlCentral
-1000
EBB/None
EF AlCentral
Healino/Coolino
:
Typical
Typical
Tvpical
- ' nerov Ellicienl Ilems
:
-7,000 2 Ca r Garaoe
-7 ,000
None
2 Car Garaoe
Garaoe/Caroor1
-1,000
Patio ,Deck
-1 ,000 CovPatio
Patio
PorCh, Patio, Deck,
:
Wood Stove
-1 DOD Wood Stove
-1,000
None
Fireolace(s], elc.
Fence
Fence Landscape:
-2500 Fnc Sprktrs Ldsc
-5 ODD
fence Pool. elc ,
:
:
None
None
Misc.
None
-800
-12 ODD
Net Adi. (tolal
+
+ IX] -$
. Nel
Adjusled Sales Price
....
,Net
0.7
' ~';A;H~: I ' Gross 21,9%.
9.7.
109,700
11 2,000
Gross 25.8 %,$
01 Comparable
See the attached
Commenls on Sales Comparison (including the subjeci property's compatibi li~' to the neighborhood, ele.):

-

-

.

rl

fXi -.

":Ii

1$

129000
85.69 cb I
ML S-Exterior Observation
Agenl
DESCRIPTION
+(-)$ Adjust
VA

101.14 cbl
$
MLS-Exterior Observation
Aoent
DESCRIPTION
+ (-)$ AdIUSt.
Cash

i1

~I:

+5,000

Averaae

Ranch
Averaqe
:
55 yrs
Good
Tolal :Bdrms: Ba lhs
6 : 3 : 2 :
-3 ,000
1 488 Sq Ft :
-10,100
None
None
Averaoe
GF AlCentral
-1000
Typicat
2 Car Garaoe
-7 ,000
Cov Patio
-1,000
:
None
Fnc Sprklrs Ldsc :
-5 DOD
:
None
-22,100
i 1 + IX] - .$
Net
17.1
Gross 24.9 % $
106,900
addendum for comments on the

:1,

sales compa rison.

COMPARABLE NO. 1
ITEM
SUBJECT
COMPARABLE NO.1
COMPARABLE NO.3
No Previous
No Previous
No Previous
Price and Dala
No Previous
Sale Verified
Source, lor prior saies
Sale Verified
Sale Verified
Sale Verified
in prior 12 mos
in prior 12 mos
wilhinyear 01appraisal in prior 36 mos
in prior 12 mos
Analysis 01 any currenl agreemenl 01sale, oplion, or listing 01subiecl property and analysis of any prior sales 01subjecl and comparables within one year ol lhe date 01appraisal:
There is no current agreement of sale oplion or curren I listing of the subject property. The sub ' eel ha s not been liS led within the pasl 3years
prior 10 the eHect ive dale of this report. Ida ho is a non-disclosure state and real estate Iransaclions are nol a m atte r of public record
INDICATED VALUE BY SALES COMPARISON APPROACH
$
110 ODD
INDICATED VALUE BY INCOME APPROACH (il Applicable)
-$
Estimated Market Rent $
IMo. x Gross Rent Multiolier
This appraisal is made [g] "as is" l] subject to lhe repairs, alteralions, inspections or condilions lis led below
subjecllo complelion per plans & specilications
Da~,

o

GondiIJons 01 Appraisal:

Final Reconciliation: The "Sates Comparison Approach" is "liven the most weight as it is more reflective of the attitudes of buYers and sellers in this
market. The cost approach and income approach are not applied as they do not provide meaninofui value indications for existina single-family
homes as thev are not utilized by purchasers in this market. The fina l estimated value for the subject is $110 000.
The purpose 01 this appraisal is 10 estimate the markel value 01 the real property thai is the subiecl 01 this report, based on the above condilions and the certilicalion, conlingenl
and limiting conditions, and market value definition that are staled in the attached freddie Mac Form 439/FNMA form 10048 (Revised
).
6/93
I (WE) ESTIMATETHE MARKET VALUE, AS DEFINED, OF THE REAL PROPERTY THATIS THE SUBJECT OF THIS REPORT, AS OF
Auoust 25, 2009
(WHICH IS THE DATE OF INSPECTION AND THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS REPORn TOBE
110,000
$
SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ONLY IF REOUIRED):
APPRA';!J2
Signature
ODid
Sigoatu' L
Did Nol
Name ark 0 Youn
Name
Inspect Property
Date ReQort Sioned September 22, 2009
Date ReDort SiQned
Siale Certilicalion # CRA-2230
Slate 10
State Certificalion #
State
Or Slate License #
Or Slate License #
Sta le
Stale
PAGE 2 OF 2
Freodle Mac Form 70 6/93
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Additional Listings
FEATURE
I
MOress 227 S DaVIS r(d
Hammell, Idaho
I
Pro~mitv to SUDlecl

US: Price
1$
Usl Price/Gross Liv. Are2 1$
Las! Price Revision Daie I
Data Source!s)
Verificalion Sourcels)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Days on Markel
Localion
Leasehold/fee SimDle
SHe
View
Desion (S tvle)
Quality Df conslruclion
Aclual Age
Condilion
Above Grade
Room Counl
Gross LlvinO Area
Basemenl & Finished
~ooms Below Grade
Funclional U\ility
Healino/~oolino

I

I

USTING 1/,

SUBJ:Ci

i515 E Elmore
I

I

'$
111.22 solLI

II
,,I

Ferry ID
18.50 miles E
',09,000i
I.
1$
'129.63 so.!!.
INJA
IMLS

i 40,000

+ 1-' , Adiust.

DESCRIPTION

,
I

DESCRIPTION

+'-' $ Adiust.

I

I

I

IHammetUAvo
IFee Simple
1.91 acres +J,
jAveraoe
Averaae
Ranch
Ranch
Averaoe
Averaae
184 vrs
79 vrs
Averaoe+
Remodel/Good
TDial I Borms. I Balhs TOlal I Bdrms.1 Balhs
4 I 1 I 1
6 I 3 I 1
1 200 sq.l!
980 so.!!.
I
None
INone
None
None
IAveraoe
IAveraoe
IEFAINone
IEBB/None
ITvpical
,TvPlcal
h Car Garaoe
None
IPalio
Palio
Fence
ILdsCD.Sorklrs
None
INane
None
None

50.11.

I

!
1244 davs
iGlennsFerrylEoual
Fee Simple
2.59 acres

I.

,'$

I
DESCRIPTION

USTING # 3

i

l~~:n~s Moore Ave

Glenns Ferr. 10
18.54 miles E

so.fL$
NIA
IMLS

File 1/
LISTING 1/ 2

,182 days
IGlennsFerrvlEouai
IFee Simple
I
!2 acres
!Averaqe
IRanch

DESCRIPTION

+ (-) $ Adiusl.

I,
I

!Averaae
145 vrs
IGood
Total I Bdrms. I Baths
6 I 3 I 1
1.080 so It.
I

Total

INane
IN one
,Averaqe
GFAlNone
Tvpical

I Bdrms
I

I Baths
I
so.!i.

i

Energy EHicien! Items
None
Garaoe/Carpon
Palio
Porch/PalioJOeck
Fence Spnnklers
SHe Improvements
,
None
Fireolaces
,
None
Misc.
$
n+ ""Flfl + 0Nel Adjustment (fotal)
[J + [J- $
%
Nel
%
%
Nel
I
Nel
Adiusted Lisl Price
% 1$
140,000 Gross
% $
ro $
109,000i Gross
Gross
01 Comparables
Reponthe results of Ihe research ana analysis of Ihe prior sale or transfer history of the subject Drooertv and comparable saies IreDon addilional orior sales onpaoe 3).
LISTING # 1
LISTING 1/ 2
LISTING 1/ 3
SUBJECT
ITEM
I
No Previous
Date 01 Prior SaleiTransier
f N 0 Previous
No Previous
Sale Verrned
Price 01 Prior Sale/Transler
Sale Verif,ed
I Sale Verified
in nrior 12 mas
Data Source(sl
in prior 36 mos
I in prior 12 mos
,91812009
Effective Dale 01 Data Source(s)
9/8/2009
19/812009
Commenls:

.

•

March 2005
Form UA2.(ALI- "Win TOTAL" appraisal sottware by a la mode, inc. - l-BO[)-ALAMODE
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Addendum

INTENDED USER, PURPOSE and INTENDED USE of the APPRAISAL:
The intended user of this report is David H. Leroy, the Client. The Intended Use is to evaluate
the property that is the subject of this appraisal for legal matters pertaining to the former owner;
Jay P. Clark. The purpose of the appraisal is to estimate the value of the subject property as of
the effective date of the report in order to assist the client in the legal matters pertaining to Jay
P. Clark, the former owner of the subject property. The appraisal is subject to the stated scope
of work, purpose of the appraisal, reporting requirements of the appraisal report form, and
definition of market value. No additional intended users are identified by the appraiser. There
are no other intended uses of this report.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, Block 32 and Lots 5 and 6, Block 33, Plus vacated streets, Medbury
Townsite, Elmore County, Idaho.

SCOPE OF WORK:
The improvements valued in this report are assumed to be located within the perimeter lines
described within the provided legal description. The legal description was obtained from the
EI more County records and also provided by the client. No survey was made. No title
documents were examined.
The appraiser has viewed the subject site and the exterior of the improvements for valuation
purposes only. The inspection was made from the street in front of the home. The term
"inspection", when referring to the appraiser, found in the computer generated forms and/or any
other areas of this report shall be deemed as "observed and/or viewed" and shall carry no other
connotations. The appraiser has made a cursory viewing said improvements of the subject
property from the street in front of the home and any deficiencies (no more and no less than is
obvious to the typical casual observer) are noted, adjusting the value as necessary to
compensate or calling for repair of the same. The appraiser is not, nor does he represent
himself as a building inspector nor as a structural engineer and as a result has not completed an
in-depth inspection of the subject improvements. It is recommended that the beneficiary, reader
and/or user of this report retain the qualified personnel to render a professional opinion of the
integrity of the structural improvements, roof, electrical, heating/cooling, wood stove, fireplace,
survey, well, septic environmental, pest and any other aspects of the subject property. The
appraiser's opinion of value may change once a professional finding and recommendations are
made available.
Additional information regarding the physical components and condition of the home as of
January 17, 2006 was provided by Jay P. Clark. The living area was obtained from Elmore
County records. This date is the closing date of the sale from Jay P. Clark to Brenda Wright.
The sale date was verified with Guarantee Title. This additional information was provided by
Jay P. Clark and is in the form of receipts for labor and materials purchased by Mr. Clark in
performing a remodel on the subject home. Mr. Clark also provided a brief verbal description of
the remodeling completed. The description of the interior and exterior components that is
contained within this appraisal is based on these receipts and the verbal description of the
completed remodeling.
(continued on next page)
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Addendum

In this appraisal assignment, the existence of potentially hazardous materials used in the
construction or maintenance of the subject property, including, but not limited to, the presence
of urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, and/or the existence of toxic materials or toxic waste,
which mayor may not be present on this property, was not observed by me; nor do I have any
knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The appraiser; however, is
not qualified to detect such substances. The existence of urea-formaldehyde insulation, radon
gas, or other potentially hazardous materials may have an adverse impact on the value of the
subject property. I urge the client to retain an expert in these fields, if so desired.
The site observation included viewing the subject site from the street in front of the home. This
site observation revealed no adverse site condition or environmental hazards. The appraiser is
not an expert in the identification of hazardous substances or detrimental environmental
conditions. The appraiser's routine, cursory observation of this site did not develop any
information that indicated any apparent significant hazardous substances or detrimental
environmental conditions which would have an adverse impact on the subject property. It is
possible that tests and inspections made by a qualified hazardous substance and environmental
expert could reveal the existence of hazardous materials and environmental conditions on or
around the subject property that would have an adverse impact on the subject's estimated
value. It is recommended that the beneficiary, reader and/or user of this report retain the
qualified personnel to render a professional opinion of the environmental status of the subject
property, if so desired.
The appraiser has made a cursory observation of the subject neighborhood by driving through a
sampling of the streets within the general area. No all streets have been observed; however,
the sampling has provided a general knowledge of the market area surrounding the subject.
This observation did not include driving every street within the neighborhood. The observation
did not reveal any adverse neighborhood conditions that would adversely impact the subject
property or neighborhood.
The appraiser has observed each comparable sale from the street in front of each home. The
photographs included in the report were taken by the appraiser.
The data regarding the listing comparables was obtained from the Multiple Listing service. The
photographs were also obtained from the MLS listings.
Data regarding the phYSical characteristics of the comparable sales was obtained from the MLS.
This data is believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed to be so. Sales data for each
comparable was obtained from the MLS and verified with the selling agent. Idaho is a
non-disclosure state and for this reason real estate transactions are not a matter of public
record. Private transaction not reported on the multiple listing service are not available.

HIGHEST AND BEST USE ANALYSIS:
Highest and best use may be viewed as the reasonably probable and legal use of a vacant site
or improved property, which is physically possible, legally permitted, financially feasible, and
maximally productive resulting in the highest value.
The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate market value. Highest and best use analysis
identifies the most profitable, competitive use for the subject property. An objective of the
property analysis for the subject is to develop a conclusion about the highest and best, or most
probable, use of the subject site and of the improved property. Highest and best use reflects a
basic assumption about real estate market behavior. It assumes that the price a buyer will pay
or a seller will accept for a property is based on his or her own conclusion about the most
profitable use of the site or property. (continued on next page)
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Because the use of land can be limited by the improvements currently constructed on the site,
highest and best use is determined for both the site as though vacant and available to be put to
its highest and best use as well as for the property as improved, The first determination (highest
and best use of land as though vacant) reflects the fact that land value is derived from potential
land use, The second determination (highest and best use of property as improved) refers to the
optimum use that could be made of the property considering the existing improvements, The
highest and best use of the improved property mayor may not be the same as the highest and
best use of the site,

HIGHEST AND BEST USE OF THE SUBJECT SITE AS IF VACANT:
The highest and best use of the subject site as if vacant is considered the present use as a
single-family, residential property, There are no other legal uses of the subject property under
current zoning, There are no other uses that would produce a higher value. There are no
known plans to change the land use in the subject subdivision.

HIGHEST AND BEST USE OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY AS IMPROVED:
The highest and best use of the subject property as improved is considered the present use as
a single-family, residential property. There are no other legal uses of the subject property under
current zoning. There are no other uses that would produce a higher value. The typical
purchaser will purchase this home as a primary residence. The improvements, in their present
use contribute more than the value of the site (as if vacant and available for alternative use).
There are no known plans to change the land use in the subject subdivision.

NEIGHBORHOOD COMMENTS:
The subject is in a rural neighborhood located approximately 20 miles Southeast of Mountain
Home in Hammett, Hammett is a small, town approximately 55 miles Southeast of Boise on
Interstate 84. It is a typical, rural town that is primarily supported by farming and ranching,
There are many large row crop farms that grow a variety of crops. The farmers and ranchers
provide the economic base for the area. There are limited services available in Hammett. Major
shopping and services are in Mountain Home or Glenns Ferry. All schools are 10 miles East in
Glenns Ferry.
The subject's immediate neighborhood extends south to the Snake River and approximately 2
miles north, east and west from the Hammett exit on Interstate 84. It is in the central portion of
the town of Hammett.
There are a few, older commercial properties such as a small general store. The old Hammett
school is located 2 blocks west of the subject. There is also a farm equipment sales business
and post office near the interstate. Most of the commercial properties are vacant and not being
used. The general store, post office and the farm equipment business appear to be the only
businesses operating at this time. These nonresidential are typical of rural towns such as this
and are not considered to be an adverse factor. There is a wide age and value range for
residential property in this area. This is typical of this market area and not considered to be a
adverse factor. No adverse neighborhood factors were noted.
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CURRENT MARKET CONDITIONS:
All types of financing are available in this area. Sellers are typically paying up to 3% in financing
concessions. Rates have been relatively stable over the past 12 months. Interest rates are
currently at attractive levels in the 5% range for a 30- year, fixed- rate mortgage. Market
conditions have slowed over the past 12 months but remain at reasonable levels. Supply and
demand appear to be in balance. Marketing times have increased over the past 12 months but
are considered reasonable. Financing options have also been Significantly reduced which has
made it more difficult for certain purchasers to obtain finanCing. These factors have all
contributed to the slower market conditions.
The following market data was obtained from Intermountain Multiple Listing Service (lfVlLS):
IMLS Area 1500 (subject market area)
Sales Period (6 months)
2/26/2008 - 8/25/2008
8/26/2008 - 2/25/2009
2/26/2009 - 8/25/2009

Total Sales

Average Price

200
120
164

$166,589
$153,938
$155,616

Median Price
$161,045
$153,950
$149,750

This data indicates a decline in sales volume. There has also been a slight decline in the
average price as well as a small decline in the median price over the past 6 months; however,
this appears to be due more to the decline in sales volume than to any significant decline in
prices. The average and median prices show no significant fluctuation over the past 6 months.
Values are considered stable at this time ..
There are currently 348 listings on the market in the subject market area. The total number of
listings reflects 14.7 months (441 days) inventory based on the absorption rate over the past 12
months. Absorption rates are increased in those instances where homes are priced significantly
above market value. The estimated current average market time for the general market area is
300 days.
The current market conditions are expected to continue into the near term.

DEPRECIATION AND CONDITION:
No deferred maintenance or other adverse physical depreciation are known to exist. Based on
receipts and a verbal description provided by Jay P. Clark (previous owner) the home included
the following updates; new interior drywall, updated plumbing and electrical systems, new floor
coverings, new interior and exterior paint, new doors, new windows, new kitchen appliances,
new patio. These items were completed within the months prior to the sale of the home on
January 17,2006. The home is assumed to have been in good condition at this time based on
the information provided but could not be verified personally or by other sources. The structural
and mechanical systems are assumed to be functioning as intended with no adverse conditions
present. Based on these updates the effective age of the home is substantially lower than the
actual age. The home is assumed to be in good condition. No functional inadequacies are
known and none were noted.
There is a railroad located less than 1/4 mile north. There is some railroad noise from these
tracks; however, this does not appear to be a significant, adverse factor for the subject site.
there are a number of homeowners located within the same proximity of the tracks in this
neighborhood which indicates that homeowners are willing to accept the level of railroad noise
that is created from the rail traffic on these tracks. The adverse influence from the railroad is
considered minimal and not considered a significant, adverse influence. No other adverse
external influences were noted.
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COMMENTS ON THE SALES COMPARISON:
I

The comparables used injthis report represent alternatives to the typical purchaser in this
market. There have bee1 very few homes of this size, age,. and quality that have sold on sin;ilar
size acreages in the Hammett or Mountain Home area within the past year. This made It difficult
to find good comparables i After consideration of all the comparables available these are
r
considered the best.
All sales are a substantial distance from the subject. There are no comparables available in the
Hammett area as this is dn area of low population that has few sales in any given year. The
Hammett area is closely tied to the Mountain Home market and was a substantial number of
purchasers from that market area. Glenns Ferry and Mountain Home are the nearest market
areas where comparable ~ales could be found. Mountain Home has similar market appeal for
purchasers of acreage pr?perties based on an analysis of market data for vacant land and
improved properties alike! The distance to the comparable sales could not be avoided due to
the lack of comparable sales in Hammett.

I

Comparable #2 sOldmor~ than 6 months ago but is used because it is more similar to the
subject than alternative sales that have sold more recently. Market conditIOns have not
changed significantly sinde the date of this sale and it is considered reflective of current values.

I
Sales #1 and #3 are located in Mountain Home. Mountain Home generally has superior market
appeal; however, these skies are on much smaller sites. The site adjustments reflect the
estimated difference in site values and take into consideration the locational difference. There
were no reasonable com~arables found that were on similar-size acreages.
Sale #2 is on a smaller sileo The location in Glenns Ferry is considered equal to the subject's
location in Hammett. Th~ site adjustment reflects the estimated difference in site values.
I

All sales include landsca~ing. The subject site has fencing but no landscaping or sprinkler
I
system.

I
I

Bathroom adjustments ar,e estimated at $1,500 for a half bathroom and $3,000 for a full
bathroom based on avail~ble market data.

!

All sales have been updafed like the subject and are in similar, overall condition. sale #1 has
less updating than the otryer sales; however, it is a much newer home and the effective ages are
similar.

I

These sales includedonlt typical.financing concessions. Sellers are typically paying up to 3%
of sale price In finanCing concessions. None of these sales Included concessIOns/closing costs
that exceed 3% and are therefore considered typical.

I

All sales include landscaping. Sale #1 also includes fencing. Sales #2 and #3 also include
fencing and sprinklers. T~e subject site has fencing but no landscaping or sprinkler system.
Adjustments for these items are a "token" adjustments and reflect only an estimate of the
contributory value of thesb items.

hav~

also been included in this report as additional support to the sales
Listing comparables
data. No adjustments haye been applied so as not to mislead the reader Into assuming that
these listings are closed sales or that the indicated list prices reflect the final sale price for these
units. The listings may o~ may not sell for the indicated list prices and for this reason should
only be viewed as an indipation of what these particular market partiCipants view as a current
market list price. (contin~ed on next page)
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The indicated value range for the subject based on the sales comparables is $106,900 to
$112,000. The range is small and the sales are given equal weight. The estimated value for
the subject by the "Sales Comparison Approach" is $110,000.

COST APPROACH:

The cost approach has not been applied in this report as it does not produce a reliable or
meaningful value indication for a home of the subject's age. It is difficult to accurately estimate
accrued physical depreciation for a home of this age and for this reason the value indication
produced by the cost approach is not reliable. Purchasers in this market do not rely on the cost
approach when making purchase decisions for properties in the subject market segment. The
cost approach is not necessary to produce a credible appraisal for a home of this age.

INCOME APPROACH:

The income approach is not used due to insufficient rentallsales data on single family
residences. Single-family homes of the subject's estimated value are not primarily purchased
as income producing properties and for this reason the income approach does not produce a
meaningful value indication. Idaho is a non-disclosure state and for this reason real estate
transactions are not a matter of public record, The reported MLS sales data does not provide
adequate information to be able to reasonably determine which single-family homes were
purchased as investment properties.
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Subject Ph otos
Borrower/Clienl
Property Address
City
Lenoer

N/A
227 S Davis Rd
Hammett
David H. Lerov

Counly Elmore

Siale 10

Z,p Code 83627

Subject Front
227 S Davis Rd
Sales Price
Gross living Area
Tolal Rooms
TOlal Bedrooms
Tolal Baih;ooms
Localion
View
Site
Quailly
Age

N/A
1.200
6
3
HammelVAvg
Average
1.91 acres +1Ave rage

79 yrs

Subject Rear

Subject Street
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Comparable Photos 1-3
IBorrower/Clien!

Nil\
IProperlY Address 227 S Davis Rd

lCity

Hammett

ILender

David H Leroy

County Elmore

Zip Code 83627

Stale ID

Comparable 1
180 NW Wilson
ProK 10 Subjecl
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Tolal Rooms
Tolal Bedrooms
Tolal Ball1rooms
Location
View
Sile
Quality
Age

e ir
18.89 miles NW
110,500
1,008

6

MlnHomelSuper
Average

19,200 sf
Average

32 yrs

Comparable 2
148 W 3rd Ave

PrOK 10 Subjeci
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Tolal Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Tolal Ball1rooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

8.75 miles E
124,000
1,226

5
3
Glenns FerrylEq
Average
21,000 sf est
Average

98 yes

Comparable 3
1950 Lincoln

ProK 10 Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Tolal Rooms
Tolal Bedrooms
Tolal Ball1rooms
Location
View
Sile
Quality
Age

16.28 miles NW
129,000
1,488
'5

3
2

MtnHome/Super
Average

11,500 sf
Average

55 yrs
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listing Photo Page
[Borrower/Clienl
!Propeny Aodress
ICily
ILender

N/A
227 S Davis Rd

Hammell
David H. Leroy

Counly Elmore

ZIP Code 83627

Listing 1
515 E Elmore
Pro~mity 10 Subjecl
Lisl Price
Days on Markel
Gross Living Area
Tolal Rooms
Tolal Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Age

8.54 miles E
109,000
244 days
980

84 yrs

Listing 2
50B W Moore Ave
Pro~mity 10 Subjecl 8.50 miles E
Lisl Price
140,000
Days on Markel
182 days
Gross Living Area 1,OBO

Talai Rooms
Tala! Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Age

6
3

45 yrs

Listing 3
Proximity 10 Subjecl
lisl Price
Days on Markel
Gross living Area
Tolal Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Tolal Balhrooms
Age
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location Map
IBorrower/Client
rPraoeriv Mdress 227 S Davis Rd
!Cily
Hammett
David H. Leroy
ILender

County Elmore

Slate ID

ZIP Code

83627
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Comparable # 1
IIlD IliW W~ron Cir
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I
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I

Comparable t: 3
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'

1950 Lin::nln
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,

o

R

BrunoiJU

Subject
227 S Davis Rd

DUflC's Stale

p.,rk.

D

A

H

Cmnpara\)Je II 2
l"lD W 3rt! Ave

~.75 miles E

0

j

:5 miles
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DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE:

The most probable price which a property sho~ld bring In a competitive and open market

urder all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seUer, each acting p,udenUy, knowledgeably and assumin~ the pr'tce is not

affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from
seller \0 buYer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated: (2) both parties are well Informed or well advised,
and each a~ting in what he considers his own best Interest: (3) a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market: (4)
payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dofiars or in terms of financial arrangements comparable thereio: and (5) the pnce represents
the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions' granted by anyone
associaled with the sale .
• Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessbns. No adjustments are
necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law In a market area: these costs are
readily Identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Specla! or creative financing
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons 10 finanCIng terms offered by a thtrd Darty
Institutional lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a
mechanical dollar for dollar cost of the iinancing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate
the market's reacUon to the financing or concessIons based on the appraiser's judgement.

STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS ANO APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION
CONTINGENT AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:

The appraiser's certification that appears in the appraisal report IS subject to the

following conditions:

1 The appraiser will not be responsible .for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title to it. The
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and, thereiore, will not render any opinions about the title. The property is
appraised on the basis of il being under responsible ownership.
2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in the appraisal report to show approximate dimensions of the improvements and the skelch is
included only to assist the reader of the repori in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser's determination of its size.

3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (or olher
data sources) and has noted in the appraisal report whether the subject site is located in an identified Special Flood Hazard Area
Because lhe appraiser is not a surveyor,'he or she makes no guara;'Jtees, express Dr implied, regardIng this determination
4. The appraiser will not give testimony or a;Jpear i'l court because he or she made an appraisal of the DrD;)erty in Question, unless

specific arrangements 10 do so have been made beforehand.

5. The appraiser has estimated the value of the land in the cost approach at its highest and besl use and the improvements at their
contributory value. These separate valuations of the land and improvements musl not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal
and are invalid if they are so used.

6. The appraiser has noted in the appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as. needed repairs. depreciation. the presence of
hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etd observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or she became aware of
during the normal research involved in perorming the appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in the appraisal report, the appraiser has no
knowledge of any hidden or unapparent conditions of the property or adverse environmental conditions (including the presence of
hazardous wastes, loxic substances, etc.) that would make the property more or less valuable. and has assumed thai there are no such
conditIons and makes no guarantees or warranOes, express or implied, regarding the condition of the property. The appraiser wiH not be
responsible for any such conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such
conditions exist. Because the appraiser is not an expert ',n the field of environmenlal hazards, the appraisal report musl not be
conSidered as an envrronmental assessment of the property.

7. The appraiser obtained the informati0fj. estimates. and opinions thai were expressed in the appraisal report from sources that he or
she considers to be reliable and believes them to be true and correct. The appra'lser does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of
such items that were furnished by other parties.

8. The appraiser will not disclose the cont;'"!s of the appraisal report except as provided for in the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice.

9. The appraiser has based his or her apwaisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal thai ',S subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that completion of the improvements will be performed in a workmanlike manner.
10. The appraiser must provide his or her prior written consent before the lender/client specified in the appraisal report can distribule
the appraisal report (including conclusions about the property value, the appraisers identity and professional designations. and
references to any profeSSional appraisal organizations Dr the firm with which the appraiser is associated) to anyone other than the
borrower; the mortgagee or its successors:and assigns: Ihe mortgage insurer; consultants; professional appraisal organizat'lons; any
state or federally approved financial institution; or any department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States or any state or the
District of Columbia; except that the lenderl,client may distribute the property description section of the report only to data collection or
reporting service(s) without having to obtairy the appraiser's prior written consenl. The appraiser's written consent and approval must
also be obtained before the appraisal can be conveyed by aClyone to the public through advertising, public relations. news. sales. Dr
other media
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APPRAISER'S GERTIFIGATlON:1,he appra;ser certifies and agrees that:
1 I have researched the subject markJt a:ea and have selected a minImum of three recent sales of properties most S!mi!ai and
proximate to the subject property for cor,sideration in the sales comparison analysis and have made a dollar adjustment when
appropriate to reflect the market reaction to those items of significant variation. If a significant item in a compara:::de property is superior
to, or more favorable than, the subject property, I have made a negative adjustment to reduce the adjusted sales price of the
comparable and, if a significanl item in ~ comparable property is inferior 10, or less favorable than the subject property, ! have made a
positive adjustment to increase the adj~sted sales price ot the comparable.
2. I have taken into consideration the fJctors that have an impact on value in my development of the estimate of market value in Ihe
appraisal report. I have not knowingly ..Jithheld any significant information from the appraisal report and I believe, to the best of my
knowledge, that all statements and inforatbn in tne appraisal report are Irue and correct.
I

3. I stated in the appraisal report only

I

. . . .
own personal, unbiased, and profeSSional analYSIS, opinions, and conclusions, whi~h are

rrjy

subject only to the contingent and limiting conditions specified In Ihls form.

4. I have no presenl or prospective inle!eS! in Ihe property thai is the subJecl to this report, and I have no presenl or prospective
personal interest or bias with respec! to ~he participants in the transaction. I did not base, either pactlally or completely, my analysis
andlor the estimate of market value in the appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national Origin of
either the prospective owners or occupahts of the subject property or of the present owners or occupants of the properties in Ihe vlcintty
of the subject property.

I

5. I have no present or contemplated fulure interest in toe subject property, and neither my currenl Dr future employment nor my
compensation for performing thiS appraisal is contingent on tne appraised value of fne property.
6. I was not required to report a predet~rmined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client or any related party, the
amount of the value estimate, the attalnrpent of a speCific result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event In order to receive my
compensationandior employment for p~rforming the appraisal. I did not base the appraisal report on a requested minimum valuation, a

specific valuation, or the need to approv"! a specific mortgage loan,

I

7. I performed this appraisal in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards IBaard of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place as of tne effective date of this
appraisal, with the exception of the departure provision of those Standards, which does not apply. I acknowledge that an estimate of a
reasonable time for exposure in the open market is a condition in the definition of markel value and Ihe estimate I developed is
consistent with the marketing time noted lin the neighoorhood section of Ihis report, unless I have othelWise slated in the reconciliation

I

seclion.

I have personally ins;:>ected the interiof and exterior areas of the subject property and the exterior of all prope11es listed as

compara~les in the appraisal report. I fu~her certify that I have noled any apparent or known adverse conditions in the subject
improvements, on the subject site, or on 'any site within the immediate vicinity of the subject property of which I am aware and have
made adjustments ier these adverse COlditions in my analysis of the property value to the extent that I had markel e.vidence to support
them. I have also commented about Ihe rffec! of toe adverse conditions on the marketability of tne subject property

I

9, I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in Ihe appraisal report. If I relied on
significant piOfessiona! assistance from a~y individual or ind!viduals in the performance of the appra"!sa! or the preparation of the
appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed the specifiC tasks performed by them in toe reconciliation section of this
appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named is Qualified to perform the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make a change
to any item in the reo art; therefore, if an uhauthorized change is made to the appraisal report, I wili take no responsibility for it.
Ii

I
I

I
SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CEF\TIFIGATION: If

a su~ervisory appraiser signed the appraisal report, he or she certifies and

agr.ees that: I direCtly. supervise the appr~iser who prepared the appraisal report, have reviewed the appraisal report, agree with the
statements and conclus'lons of the apprailer, agree to be bound by Ihe appraiser's certifications numbered 4 through 7 above, and am
taking full responsibility for Ihe appraisal ard the appraisal report.

AOORE SS

0F

I

PRO PERTY APPRAI~EO: -,2",2"-7-"S,-,0",a""v",is:..;R-"d"",-,-H:.=a",m.::.m",e,-,tt~10,-,8",3,,,6,,,2,,-7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

APPRAISER:

I

D. r
U.£..U..-l'1a1
Jl

Signalure:'?na.a.b
Name:
Young
Dale Signed: September 22,2009
:
Siale Cenificalion #: CRA-2230
I
or Slate License #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mfit

Siale: 10
I
Expiratron Dale of Certification or License:_1c=2o!.-11"'8!!..12"-1J)"'0"'9'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

!

I

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (only if required):
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name: _______________________
Dale Signed:
Stale Cenilicahon #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
or Stale License #: ________________________
Siale: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expirahon Dale of Gel1ification or License: ______________

o

Did

o

Did NOllnspect Property

I
Freddie Mac Form 439 6-93

Fannie Mae Form 100486-93
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INVOICE

FROM:
Mark D, Young

INVDICE NUMBER

Young ApDraisal Services

I

I

10894 W, High Rock Dnve

DATE

Boise, ID 83709

,

September 22, 2009
Fa, Number: 208-322-1170

Telephone Number: 208-322-1400

REFERENCE
Inlernal Order It:

TO:

Lender Case It:
Jay p, Clark

Client File II:

160 N 3rd East SI

Main File II on lorm:

Mounlain Home, 1083647

Other File II on form:

Telephone Number:

Fa, Number:

Federal Ta, ID:

Allernale Number:

E-Mail:

Employer 10:

Lender:
Purchaser/Borrower:
Property Address:
City:
County:
Legal Description:

David H, leroy

Client: David H, leroy

I

N/A

227 S Davis Rd
Hammett
Elmore
I
See the attached !egal description,

State: ID

Zip: 83627

SUBTOTAL

750,00

PAYMENTS
Check #:
Check #:
Check #:

Date:
Date:
Date:

Description:
Description:
Description:

SUBTOTAL
TOTAL DUE

$

750,00

I
Form NIV5

LI

'WinTOTAL' appraisal software by a 12 mooe, inc, - 1-800-ALAMODE
Young Appraisal Services
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DEAN HELLER
Secretary of State
206 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4299
(775) 684 5708
Website: secretaryofstate.biz

Articles Of Organization
Limited-Liability Company
(PURSUANT TO NRS 86)

ABOVE SPACE IS FOR OFF ICE USE ONL Y

Important: Read attached instru 9tions before completing form.
1. Name of LimitedLiability Company

.; ....

C & H PROPERJIES, LLC

..

HH H... .. . ... .

._...... .......... . ._. . . . ..................... . . . ....... ~===..::.==.:.:.:.:.
. H':',"'
:':':"::':'.:.:.:.:..:.:.::..:.:..:.:.::.:.:.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:..:.:.:-------------------..-....-HH-.... -.... -.. H - - :JOHN
LAMBERT - ATTORNEY AT LAW
Name' " ....

2. Resident Agent
Name and Street
Address:

H "

.•• •••

.•

• • • • '"

....

ELKO

.603 PThJ"'E STREET

(m'!."!.k<;_~.!Y.'!.'!.!!rt~..~.q.ri.'1'.;;~..

PhysTcalSfreelAddress '

City " .

Additional Mailing ;£I.ddress

City

NEVADA89801

. Zip Code

w.1]~~p.m(:1t~~/!J.~y.l?t:.

servedl
... ..... ....... ........... . . . . . . . . ... ................ w

........ ...............

3 . Dissolution Date:
(OpnONAL'oee
lQ§.t!.I.!.r;ll{?f!:'».

4. Management.

State

Zip Code

l------=::...:.-.-------------~--------~---

Latest date upon which the company is to dissolve (if existence is not pe rpetual) :

Company shall be managed by

IKJ Manager( s) OR

o

Me mbe rs

5. Names Addresses.
of Manager(s) or

Members:
(§ru:'-'~tLD.r;JsJjJiQD.9/.
p.sge" as necessary)

Name

P.O. BOX J 202 •

MTNHOME

Address

Name '

83647

City

State

Zip Code

City

Slate

Zip Code

State

Zip Code

..... .. .. ... ...

Address

.. .

... ....... .

Name

City

S;~"""" · c. ,>Sz7i~

6. Names, Addresses

and Signatures of
Organizers
liL(J).Q!~_tl].?-'l._QD.~.

QCYRlli1.l'I.(
<lcr~.r;!;_;tqS!f!!Qo."J.P.gs}f!l.

.__..__. _". ."._"...__........,,____. .
7. Certificate of
Acceptance of

P.O. BOX 1202 '

-(MTN HOME

:ID83647

Address
City
State
Zip Code
~=..;:=----,-----------....::::.:..L- _ _ _ _ _ _~:..:::.:..::. _ _.=::.!:...::::::~_
f

-above named limited-liability company.

Appointment of
Resident Agent:

Date

This form must be accompanied by appropriate fees. See attached fee schedule.

Z,LSL8S80Z

Respondent's Exhibit
C
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DEAN HELLER
Secretary of State
202 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4201
(775) 684 5708
,
Website : secretaryofstate,blz

Resident Agent Acceptance

General instructions for this form:
ABOVE SPACE IS FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

1, Please pri nt legibly or type; Black Ink Only ,
2. Complete all fields.
'
3. Ensure that document is Signed in signature field ,

In the matter of C & H ~R.()PE1\1'IE.S, ILC
(Name of business entity)

I,

JOH:N. .. .LAMBERT
.. .. .. ,.. .. ....,. ..,. . .. ..
(Name of resident agent)

hereby state that on JAl\'UARY n, 2004

I accepted the appointment as resident agent

(Dale)

for the above named business entity. The street address of the resident agent in this
state is as follows:
." . -. . .

....

. ........

.

:603 PINE STREET
Physica l Street Address

Suite numb er

NEVADA
City

8980 ]
Zip Code

Optional:
Additional Mailing Address

Suite number

City

State

Zip Code

Nevade. Secretary of State RA Acceptance 2003
RevIsed on; 11 /04f03

Z1:L5L8580Z
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Office Administrator/Paralegal

Law Offices Of

Monica Zelley, BS

Jay P. Clark

Admin istra tive/Legal Assis tan t

160 North 3rd East Street

Katherine M. Bear

P O. Box 1202
Mountain Home, Idaho 836.:17

Telepholle
(208) 587-4500
FCLI;

(208) 587-5712

E-Mail
.laypc]ark@att.net

FAX COVER SHEET
TO:

NEVADA SECRETARY OF STATE

FAX NO:

775-684-7138

FROM:

JAY P. CLARK

DATE:

January 28, 2004

RE:

C & H PROPERTIES, LLC
Articles of OrganizationiResident Agent Acceptance

for JAY P. CLARK

TOTAL PAGES (INCLUDING COVER SHEET):
REMARKS:

3

Please see attached

This fax cover sheet and any accompanying documents are private and confidential,
covered by attorney-client privilege and/or the right to privacy, and intended solelyfor
the addressee. Ifyou have received thisfax in error, please callus immediately
(collect ifnecessary) at (208) 587-4500, and destroy the documents. Thank you.
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Law Offices Of

Telephone

Monica Zelley, BS

Jay P. Clark

(208) 587-4500

Administrative/Legal Assistant

160 North 3rd East Street

Katherine M. Bear

P. O. Box 1202
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647

Office Administrator/Paralegal

FCLl:

(208) 587-5712

E-Mail

j aypclark@att.net

FAX COVER SHEET
TO:

JOHN LAMBERT

FAX NO:

77 5-7 53-8600

FROM:

MONICA ZELLEY

DATE:

January 28, 2004

RE:

RESIDENT AGENT FORMS

for JAY P. CLARK

TOTAL PAGES (INCLUDING COVER SHEET):
REMARKS:

3

Please see attached

Please sign and return. Thanks I

This fax cover sheet and any accompanying documents are private and confidential,
covered by attorney-client privilege and/or the right 10 privacy, and intended solelyfor
the addressee. If you have received this fax in error, please call us immediately
(collect ifnecessary) at (208) 587-4500, and destroy the documents. Thank you.
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Hyde & Haff, P~L . L"C~
Attorneys At Law
David W Hyde

Eric L Haff

Owyhee Plaza
1199 Main Street
Boise. Idaho 83702

P. O. Box 139
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone 208-343-1855
Fax 343-5200
ehaff@mindspring, com

Morch 17,2006
Brenda Wright
r1 N
"'3
r
t roDa f ,,00
D
0' ,
iU U
I orr:hP,'
,-,Ig rOO
Grondview. Idaho 83624
Dear Brenda:
The purpose of this letter is to confirm severai of the matters which we
have discussed over the lost 6 or 8 weeks. I think it helps to have a clear history
of what we have done, and what needs to be done, and submit this letter in on
effort to do so,
I reviewed the inspection report doted February 1, 2006 submitted by
"Handy Home Inspections" of Nampa, Idaho. We visited with Joanne at
Guaranty Title on February 22 nd and later that day on site (where we made an
effort to locate the property corners for the property which Clark's entity
deeded to you),
After revievving the inspection report I advised you to obtain actual bids
from an electrical and a plumbing contractor to be sure of the accuracy of the
inspector's estimate to repair the problems which he observed (I recall his
estimate as in the vicinity of 5 or 6 thousand doOars).
I understand that Bowman F'lun lb!ng spent 6 hours looking at the
residence and has submitted a bid, which I have reviewed. I also spoke with the
contractor this afternoon. It is importallt to keep in mind that his bid only covers
fixing the things which he sees; he cannot guaranty that he will not discover
other problems when he opens up walis, etc. I understand you will follow-up
with the electrician to get his bid as soon as possible 1.

I As a reminder. you are going to ask Thompson Electrical to look over the property to ascertain
whot elecn-ical problems may exisf. to give you a bid to fix the electrical problems and to see
why your bills- have been so high, when you have had the heating and other electrical utilities
tumed off. I witl hope to hear from him as well, in the very near future

Respondent's Exhibit
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3rendo Vv'right
Morch 17, 2006
Page 2

I contacted the Department of Water Resolirces and inquired abouT wells
in the vicinity and potential water rights associated with your home. A copy of
e information which I received is attached to this letter. The only application
which I recognized wos the one for CO;lrad and the other three were drilled in
i 998, 1996 and 1978 respectively (so I do not believe they pertain to the nevI"
'Neil north of the residence), It does not, therefore, appear that Jay obtained a
::>::rmit before oiocinQ the north well, but I am not sure of this conclusion at this
if'
'"
I"
. ~-.::::.
! olSC";f"·C'::;;-STonc °rom :ne p,.umcing
COnTraCTOr
mOi'.lh
I. 18 we! IS nOt
I

-

.

-,-"

.

,

t

~

r

l.l

L

too

<;coTed
dose to the surface of the soH and is therefor in danger of freezing.
! beneve that all of these conditions are in vIolation of code, per the plumbing
contractor, Given this afternoon's comment relative to the electrical bill, I
vJonder if Joy is taking power from your meter to run the well; I recoil seeing a
wire leading into the ground in the vicinity of the old well,

I have also worked wfth the Elmore County Development Services office
"Jnd we have a method which will allow you to resolve the illegal subdivision of
two of the lots at a relatively low cost. Vocation of the old roadwoys is
something which you and I con pursue once you decide whether or not you
\lv'ont to keep the property,
,As I mentioned earlier in this letier, we reviewed the title preliminary report
and discussed the same with Joanne at Guaranty Title 2 . I checked on the water
assessments and they were current, although the last 1;; of the real property
toxes for 2005 remained unpaid as of that date. The biggest issues which we
discussed was (i) the lack of any record relative to C&H Properties, LLC, (which I
\,A/i!! discuss in a minute); (iil the potential encroaching uses on the property
••
_'-:::F::;- 1'::::;1 insured Gooir!~t under 0 stcw,oord coverag. e ii~!e polic\/); (iiil the
,..;n,=,::;~o!n situation re!otive TO the wei! and (iv) the fact that the highway
deportment does not appear of record to have abandoned the road south of
the property, nor the road located between blocks 32 and 33.
~

~

'.

I

I

The failure of C&H Properties, LLC to file to do business in the state means
that there is an issue as to whether or not title has actually been conveyed to
you. This needs to be fixed, and I asked Clark to fix this when I first spoke with
him and again when I wrote to him. He told me that C&H was a Nevoda LLC,
2 The "lien" which you referred to in our earlier call in the amount of $10,000.00 is, in fact, not a
lien; it was the face amount of the policy of title insurance which Guaranty was committing to
issue for you.
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3rendo Wright
Marcil 17,2006
P8ge 3

but i could find no lecord of that. ) understand that he told you that it was a
Texas LLC, but the only one I found in Texas does not own property in Idaho. So I
de not know whether or not this entity even exists. This problem can probabiy
be solved with a quiet title action (0 type of lawsuit); which I can file for you if
you decide to retain the property.
When vie walked the property, we spent (] significcmt amount of time
7;y:ng (viithout success) to find p~'operty corners. r'Auki:-:g ~:'')l1le e:::rimQiior'-ls from
The observed indic')Tions :-:,f possession, em'.l· ,-:ifte:- visliirlg 'Nj~h the odjocent
property owner, we determined that the power poll located just south and a bit
east of the residence may well be located in the middle of the old (potentially)
abandoned road lying south of your property. If this location is correct, then our
measurements indicated that the residences located north of the residence
w"lich Jay sold to you may, in tact, be located on lOTS 5 and 6 'In Block 33, which
Joy attempted to convey to you. I will nOT know this for sure until I have a
surveyor look at The site, but it is on intriguing potential development. 1 have
encouraaed you not to discuss this wiTi} anyone at ihi) time. in any event, you
knew of the actual location of these residences wilen you purchased your
property, so i do not believe you can claim Titie to the residences, but the issue
may work to your benefit in other ways. However, until we know more about
this, mum's the word, ok?
We also discussed Perry's situation and the need to find out if he can
make decisions at this time or if he is unable to do so because of his present
medical condition. I \Jnderstand from today's conversation that he is improving
and that you hope to have on answer to this question in the next week or so. If
VOU v'/Of't to pursue revocatio:' of :Jcceptcmce cf t:ie purchase, we wi:1 need
r'sny's 0.glee;-'len+ arid, if lle is i'l'ot Cibj;_? 1,) con~,!ciE:;! n-ie :;i:uQiioi! Oi'l,J o8ciue
what he wQr.ts to do, we v!ill need to hove someone (potentially yourself)
appointed as his guardian.
Brenda, there are many significant problems with the transaction with
Clark and there are clearly significant problems with the condition of the
residence, etc. An action to rescind the some may be successful, if filed.
I ur.derstond at this time thot you have not decided whether to just fix-up
the house and stay, or try to rescind, und ask a judge to force Clark to give you
your money bock. It is important that the condition of the property NOT be
(J:cmged before you make this deci::ion: any materia: change in the condition
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Brenda Wright
March 17, 2006
Page 4

of the property may make rescission more difficult or prevent rescission entirely.
My actions on your behalf are dependant on your decision, so I am waiting for
you and Perry to decide what you want to do. I have encouraged you to come
to this decision before the end of the month and am happy to help you work
through issues associated with your decision.
:;'!ecse ceil with anv questions

Cf

comments. I will hope to hear about the

7Haff,
~/

P.L.L.c.

cLH/kj
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David W. Hyde
Eric L. Haff

Hyde & Hfu!f~ P.L.LGC~
Attornevs
At Law
""
Owyhee Plaza
1199 Main SITeet
Boise. Idaho 83702

p, O. Box 139
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone 208-343-1855
Fax 343-52uO
ehaff@mindsprinu.com

January 26, 2006
Brenda Wright
1030 North Big Foot 8ar Road,
Gicndv;e:vY, idGho C302~
Dear Brenda:
Confirming our initial conversations last week and earlier this week, you
have described to me a real estate transaction which raised questions on your
behalf and have asked me to review the same. In that regard, we met on
Monday and significant analysis was completed on Tuesday and Wednesday of
this week,

i wish to confirm that, at this juncture, I have agreed to represent you on a
limited basis, as necessary to determine if I can provide the assistance which
you require and, if not, to refer you on to someone who can provide that
assistance. In that regard, you have verbally authorized me to issue the letters
to Jay P. Clark and to A.G. Edwards which have issued from this office earlier in
the week.
As I stated last Friday, stopping payment on the A.G. Edwards check was
you decision, and once yoU made thot decision, I advised you to inform A.G.
Ed\'v'crd::; of that decision, i(1 vvTitii-lg, I unddskmd Eiis Cooper diu noi accept
your note to that effect last Friday, so we issued a confirmation on Monday of
this week.
I have also strongly encouraged you to :"efrain from speaking with anyone
about this matter in a manner in any way disparaging or saying bad things
about Eric Cooper, Jay Clark or others. While I represent you, please let me
speak for you. i understand that you have agreed to do so.
At this juncture, my analysis is set forth in yesterday's first letter to Clark.
have advised you to purchase a title preliminary report from Guaranty Title and
purchase a home inspection. I understand you are doing both at this time. I

11 2

Brenda Wright
January 26, 2006
Page 2

o!so understand that you have not decided whether you wont to pursue the
purchase or not at this time.
There are a few items which I need to cover at the inception of this
relationship. They are as follows:
Electronic Communicatron.
I routinely communicate by email or
teleohone. Hcwever. ~!ou_ should be aware th'Jt emc:! is not a secure method of
communication. My email address is set torth In ,lie letterhead end I encourage
you to use email to stay in touch, subject to the foregoing understanding. If you
provide me with your email address, I will assume that you authorize me to
communicate with you regarding the matter described above via email and I
do so (unless you request me to do otherwise). I will not routinely encrypt or
password-protect documents. Please keep me informed of any change in your
email address.
Cellular Telephone Communication. Similarly, communication by cellular
telephone is not a secure method of communication. You should keep this in
mind if you call from your cellular telephone.
Legal Fees and Other Charges. Brenda, until 1 can determine whether or
not 1 can assist, 1 have agreed to represent you without chame
this
arrangement will NOT chanae without advance notification to you and your
further aareement. However, costs and expenses incurred on your behalf will be
billed to you and interest at the rate of 18% per annum will accrue on amounts
not paid in the following monthly billing cycle. Travel is reimbursed at the then
applicable per mile 'ate under the federal tax code. Each bill becomes an
account stated it no objection to the amount charged is mode wiHlill 30 days of
the date of the bill.

=

Unilateral Contract. One of the purposes of this engagement letter is to
restate my understanding of the terms of my employment by you, and to state
the purposes and scope of the professional services that I have been engaged
to undertake for your. Performance of the work described above constitutes a
unilateral contract under the terms of this letter. Thus, please notify me
immediately if you believe that I have misstated, misunderstood, or failed to
include a material fact or condition related to this undertaking.
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Brenda Wright
January 26, 2006
Page 3

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to represent you. If you have any
questions abol:)t the terms of this engagement, our billing statements, or any
aspect of our representation, please do ~tc518TO/=all me.

r Hy~aff,
\~/~\
/

\

PL.L.C

(/
,

!

~EriCCHQft) ;y'" /(
V

ELH/kj

.1/--1----

'1 """- l
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80WMAN'S INC, OF M,K
2115 W, 6th S, e P, O, Box 850
MOUNTAIN HOME, IDAHO 83647
(208) 587·5129 • FM (208) 587·9655
TO:

~3/'17 / 200 6

Brenda 1tJright

i

1030 N , Bigf oot Rd .
Gr2n d View 1D . 836 24

227 S , D2vi s Rd.
10. 83627

H2a~ett,

I JOS PHOt·IE

I
\lVe h5[eby subm;t speciricatlo:1s and sstimates for:

~TO

supp ly all the equipment, materials, and 12bor to do the f ollowing:

BID #1: The ex isti ng domesti c wate r line from th e well is irrrporp erly instal led (12" to 30"
deep) 2nd not per plumbing code . We 'vlill ist al l a new 1 1/2" wa ter li n e from the well a;: d st.Jb
i t properly into the hou se. This includes all the excavati on to install the water li n e a pprox ,
48 " deep per code. Does not include any excavation of rock if we hit rock digging t h e tre nch
and it ~o~ld b e an extra charge. Includes core drilling the co n crete to i nst all the water st ub
in to the h ous e a nd a wat er shut of f v alve at the house and at the we ll. The va lve at Lhe well
was b uried in th e dirt, so we will ins tall a val ve ris er box to prevent this f rom happ e ning i n
'Che future.
I!'"icl ud es 'the pluIribing permit .
PRICE : $4 , 861 , 00

BID #2 : Install a pressure tank at the ho use for the well water supply. We will demo ~h~
improper drain lines a nd galvanized water lines and replace wit h new piping . Th e existl~g
plumbing fixtures are not plumbed right a nd do not h a-ve correct p-traps or v e n ts · fo!" p:c::per
draining . We will re - plumb per code. Includes the plurnbing permits. This proposel onl'i
includes the water and drai n pipin g th at we could phys ica lly get to end see . If there- ls any
problem with 2.ny plurnbing in the walls or in un accesibl e areas, th e re "iill b e an extra ch arge
for more work and materials . There will also be a n extra charge if any of the pl umb ing
fixtures / fa uc ets need replaced or repaired ( none of t h is was c h ecked ou t due to t h e other
problems we incurred)

)

Pav,.rnent to

be mac!.? as

JV "5 dOwll

follows:

anu the 'Dalan ce

d

ue upon completion of the job.

All m aierial is guar"nieed tD be as specifi ed. All work to be completed in " profession al
ma nner according to standard practiCeS. Any alteration or deviation from above spe cifi~
cations involving exira co sts will be e.ecuted only upDn written Drders . and will becDme
an extra charge OVer and abov-9 th ~ estimate. All agreeme nts continger'lt wpon strikes ,
acc id ents Dr delays beYDnd Dur conirol. C'Nn"r tD carr y fire. tornado, and Dther nscas'
sar,' insurance. O ur workers are tully cDvered by WDrke r's CDmpensatiDn Insurance:.

Acceptance of Proposal-

The above prices, so eciiicatiDns and
condil'lons are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. YDU are authDrized tD do the work
as specified. Pa y ment will be m2de as outlined above.

D3te of Acc8 Di a nc e: _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Actho<i,,'
Signature

/)1:;/

# .

--!,~;;;;r£if
A~-==--=__L/-=£r-~=
______---.:=~~___

Note: T hi s proposal may be
v:ithd~:;.wn by LIS it not accepted V'!ith in

Signature _ _ _ __

Signatur e _ __

_

_

45

days.
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ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY;nw
(Instructions on back of application)

I..U"tJ

t.:.. r

r t: G' d V E

/In,

t~ul 2/

AM 8: 31

1. The name of the limited liability company is:
C&H Properties, LLC
2. The street address of the initial registered office is:
160 North 3rd East Street, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
and the name of the initial registered agent atthe above address is:
P. Clark
3. The mailing address for future correspondence is:
P.O. Box 1202, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
4. Management of the limited liability company will be vested in:
Manager(s)

[2]

or Member(s)

0

(please check the appropriate box)

5. If management is to be vested in one or more manager(s), list the name(s) and
address(es) of at least one initial manager. If management is to be vested in the
member(s), list the name(s) and address(es) of at least one initial member.
Address

Name

Jay P. Clark

6. Signature of

P.O. Box 1202, Mountain Home, 1083647

a~onewresponSible for forming the limited liability compa~y:

L/..-'v

Signature:
Typed Name: Ja/P.Clark

Secretary of State use only

"<1)

113

Capacity: _M_a_n~a-=g,-e_r_ _ _ _ _ _~_ __

"c
ill,

E
g

j

!"

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IDAHO SECRETARY OF STATE

11/2~/200S
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Respondent's Exhibit
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MITCHELL L. EGUSQUIZA, ESQ.
EGUSQUIZA LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED
700 North Third East Street
P. O. Box 580
Mountain Home, ID 83647
Telephone:
(208) 587-4438
Facsimile:
(208) 587-4964
1. S. B. No. 3'701
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CLER-:UF THE COURT

Attorney for the Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH 0UDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-2005-22S2

Plaintiff,
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF MATEO VARELA
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR HEARING
REGARDING LICENSE SUSPENSION

-vsMATEO VARELA,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO

ss
ComITY OF ELMORE
MATEO VARELA,

Being first duly sworn upon oath deposes

and states as follows:
1.

That your Affiant

is the Defendant

in the above-

entitled action;
2.

That your Affiant was cited with Driving Under the

Influence on May 28,
Affiant

refused

to

2005.

submit

That the State has alleged that your
to

an

evidentiary

test

for

alcohol

concentration;
3.

On Tuesday,

May 31,

2005,

your Affiant

retained

attorney, Jay P. ClarK, to defend said charge of Driving Under the

AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF MATEO VARELA IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR HEARING
REGARDING LICENSE SUSPENSION - 1

Respondent's Exhibit
G
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That your Affiant paid Mr. Clark the amount of Five

Influence.

Hundred Dollars and No/Cents ($500.00) cash for his services;
4.
hearing

That Jay P.

regarding

Courthouse.

Clark failed to

license

That on June 10

Buspension
1

2005

1

with

file
the

a

request

Elmore

for

County

Jay P. Clark filed a request

for hearing with the Department of Transportation;
5.

That

no

law

enforcement

officer

or

any

other

witnessed actually observed your Affiant in the physical control
and/or operation of a motor vehicle at the time of said citation;
6..

That

due

to

Mr.

Clarkls

error,

employment is in jeopardy and in the interest of

your

Affiant's

justice

I

your

Affiant respectfully requests this Court for a hearing regarding
license suspension.
7.

Further Affiant sayeth not.

DATED This

Mtovarei
Defendant
2005.

AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF MATEO VARELA IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR HEARING
REGARDING LICENSE SUSPENSION - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I
foregoing

HEREBY CERTIFY That a true and correct copy of the
AMENDED

AFFIDAVIT

IN

REGA..'R.DING LICENSE SUSPENSION was

SUPPORT
this

OF

MOTION

FOR

HEF.RING

&-1--

day of

JulYI

2005

1

served by placement thereof in the united states mail in a postage
pre-paid envelope addressed to the following:
Phil ip Mi ller
City of Mountain Home Prosecutor
P.O. Box 506
Mountain Home Idaho 83647
I

Mitchell L. Egusquiza

AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF MATEO VARELA IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR HEARING
REGARDING LICENSE SUSPENSION - 3
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ASHCR"-FT & MILLER, PLLC
MOUNTAIN HOME CITY PROSECUTING ATTOR~EY
430 North 6 th East Street

P.O. Box 506
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
Telephone: 587-9797

IN THE DISTRlCT COlJRT OF THE FOURTH JUDICLU DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDARO, IN AJ'ID FOR THE COlJNTY OF ELMORE
M.AGISTRATE DIVISION

)
IN THE l\1A TTER OF THE
)
SUSPENSION OF THE DRIVER'S
LICENSE OF mATEO Co v/M2.£L/! ,)
)
Defi
,
DOB: ____~
_______ )
Tlr ,,~NN.
,l.."'.l-oJ

V,\

lo..JUJ..'.

Citation No.

AFFIDAVIT OF REFUSAL
TO TAKE ALCOHOL TEST

)

_ _

_ _ __

)
)

j/Vd- fTi;t-?LE.

ADDRESS:

/u n&~ 7

Inr 1/rrmL(:
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
)

)
)

COUNTY OF ELMORE

,

'\

ss.

)

_ _-_/....:c:-.'_n_=t::.::...:TF-!c../=-..;3,,-=,,--=-U_I2...::..fD,-1
...;.N-=-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , being

first duly sworn, states:

That I am an authorized Peace Officer, and on the~ day of

rrlAt

at~ o'clock

/Y1A-T£C)

P.M., I had reasonable grounds to believe that

,2 OO~,

c.. V~ s.~

(Hereinafter "defendant") had been driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle
while under the influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substance.

AFFIDA VTT OF REFUSAL TO TAKE ALCOHOL TEST - 1
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r asked

defendant to take an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration, informing hitnfber of

the consequences of refusal as stated in Section 18-8002(3), Idaho Code.
Defendant refused the test, as follows:

rive,r

Therefore, I advised the defendant that his/her driving privileges and license were seized and
hislher driver's license,
Was seized and is attached.
,\Vas not seized because it was not on hislher person.

Peace Officer

Commission Expires:

[C-J r)

/7 IYe-e ?ooj

AFFIDAVIT OF REFUSAL TO TAKE ALCOHOL TEST - 2

i

L-_____________________________________________________________
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ASHCRAFT & l\1ILLER, PLLC
MOUNTAIN HOME CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

~,t:

,~
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C: 30

430 North 6 East S t r e e t ; ) ! .

',;'

P.O. BOl: 506
Mountain Home, Idaho 8 3 6 4 7 "
Telephone: 587 9797

~.

' Lf'-/
_,' _,,~.', ,':,::.',-:;,

w

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOlJl{TH

JimIC~~ISTRI 'OF;~

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
MAGISTRATE DIVISION

..

. -.
In the Matter of the Arrest
of inA-TEO C.J u/1'K.£L-A-Defendant.

,

)
)
)

)

Citation No.
AFFIDA VIT OF PROBABLE
CAUSE FOR ARREST

."

-- * --'it

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

COUNTY OF ELMORE

ss.

)

_I--t:.(_H_I-_,1?:_-==__b-'--U_A2_fl9,_yV
____, being first duly sworn, deposes and states:
That I am an authorized Peace Officer, and on the ,;)'-0 day of_M
__
./1_'ft--_ _ __
2 00 y- ,at ;2.53 <ci3
o'clock (> .M., I had probable cause to believe that

MATF--O (,. u;V2-~LA-

,the defendant herein, committed the following crime:

(f-t:fv S~Df2-( l!JfJ.~~rvYJ

7J f-£

INrCM-£;VG L

/IJ goof
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The probable cause for the defendant's arrest was as follows:
j

?v:f15

{)/s,:JA-Tc-rf;£(}

?V /(Od-. n7~L-C
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Departmental Report # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.. -... i _.

OF:'

TH

IN THE DISTRICT COITRT OF THE 4 JUDICIAL DISTRICT
THE STATE OF IDAHO, INA.",,'O FOR THE COlJNTY O~ ELl\j9Rf) E: 30

F

~~~b7Y·;?T

THE S:::ti: IDAHO,

1

COURT CASE

)

PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT

Defendant,

)

IN SI.JPPORT OF ARREST

DOB

)
)

SSN

)

DL#:
State

)
)

------~~----------

State of Idaho,

)
)

County of Elmore

)

:;; ~TE

ss

3u;2.(DAJ

, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say
[bat:
,/
~
,
I am a Peace Officer employed by !nCJVt1//?t/1'./ fTI7rn£ I cJ(-(Gr;£. DE,/JT

The defendant was arrested on
0<9 at d~3~ a.~or the crime of driving while
under the influence of alcohol, drugs 'or any other intoxicating substances pursuant to Section

MAy

18-8004, Idaho Code.
Second or more DlJI offense in the last five years? _ Yes ~N()
Location of Occurrence:

//0;2..

;n~t£

_

Felony _ Misdemeanor

Inr /;6rnE

Identified the defendant as (print name) MAi£..O C, oJ ;'\-ILSLA_ Military ID _ State ID Card _ Student ID Card _Driver's License
_ Paperwork found /./Verbal ID by defendant
Witness, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

by:
Credit Cards

identified defendant.

Other:
:-\cLU::tl physical control established by _

Observation by Affiant; __ Observation by Officer,
; ~ .-I.dmission of Defendant to CJFf=TC-<E"iZ ~7D1V'
;

Stlkment of \Vitncss: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ __

·.\(~'./I_'!:::)

.I,;d.1

~,·~.:;ll·~ '·.~··:~i ··,I~>··!I>: .Lh': :~·1·..';,!1-':1:

/!:1

·r'.i!

:L~l,1)LJ (:-I);n ;,ull/.,-',~nc C;!.s<.:,

;t.~c.

P'll::",..;j,;j :.: .:i·::,l,i:·. :~:,:·~.·l": ·)"h~:..c y(~L: :>~:';·..:t'}·,...:-:..~

l;,.k:nci(y;n,; th:lt ;JCCSOil)
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.Dlym?7~

//C:)d i'r1/l)UG-E
f/£;eJH(5.5/c.A/.
j)£r7?vLJ~r
/ttJft1(~ 70 ZJ/2/c/;N-1 /f rno/t.:JrC v£drcc-£ /7'7/(] Hn-u//'./t? ?D/vSv~~!J
At-cvlfr:L. j)~/f1VT IVri5 tllU&t/ n£c.£) ...Jc?,6«:2(cy T£:)r{ ?vrlt-c4

PROBABLE CAUSE FOR
ANTI ARREST:
/f Vc./!/CC-£ Tff"cL;t/ c/I'hfOu/

fiJf2-

vvceF ~. /~./iJVn;::O ~.sr~/(y /f7v~

~~ ~>0

PE~dA,7v/ ;:2£~5Ec::/

)

DUINOTES:

SOBRIETY NOTES:
";( Yes _No
"-)( Yes
No
No
~ Yes
~Yes
No
~Yes
No

Odor of alcoholic beverage
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage
Slurred speech
Impaired memory
Glassylbloodshot eyes
Other:

Gaze Nystagmus
Walk & Turn
One Leg Stand
Accident involved
injury

Pass '<Fail
Pass )(Fail
Pass ?Fail
Yes _><No
Yes )(No

Drugs suspected
Yes ~ No Drug recognition Evaluation Performed
Yes ;<"No
Reason Drugs are suspected: _ _ _ _-LN..:....j.L!A-.....L_ _ _ _-'-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
_ _ _ __

Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. Prior to
testing, defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal and failure of the test as
required by Section 18-8002 and I8-8002A, Idaho Code. The testes) was/were performed in
compliance with Sections 18-8003 & 18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the standards and methods
adopted by the Department of Law Enforcement.
Alco Sensor Serial#
BAC: _ _ by _ Breath Instrument Type: _ Intoxilyzer 5000
---_ Blood andlor _ Urine - Test Results Pending? _ Yes _ No (Attached) v-Refusal
Name of Person administering breath test: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date Certification Expires: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By my signature and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State ofIdaho,
I hereby solemnly swear that the infonnation contained in this document and associated reports and
documents included herein and mad~iStrue and correct to the best of my infonnation

c:

~
,5K)J7, 0:;-

Dated:

/

.
~
t/
SiSDCd: .-----.---- /
/ . r~~ (( (
--- ."--_.._'---_.. _---_._-_."--_. __.-.,--_._._--

:nd belie%:

~

Person ,I...uthorizcd to Administc;r Oarhs
T':[[...;:

,,\\\1\.1111""111
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STATEMENT
JAY P. CLARK LAw OFFICES
160 North 3rd East
P. O. Box 1202
Mountain Home, 10 83647
(208) 587-4500
TO:
Varela, Mateo
1102 Maple Drive
Mountain Home, ID 83647

ITEM

DATE

0413012005
05/3112005

06102/2005
06/03/2005

TRANSACTION

HRS/QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

BALANCE

Balance forward
JPC Fee

0.5

125.00

62.50

0.00
62.50

0.2

125.00

-500.00
25.00

-437.50
-412.50

0.75

125.00

93.75

-31875

0

125.00

0.00

-318.75

0.2

125.00

25.00

-293.75

0.3

125.00

37.50

-256.25

0.3

125.00

37.50

-218.75

I

218.75

218.75

000

Inical consultation
--- JPC Fee, 0.5 @ $125.00 = 62.50
PMT
IPC Fee

Read Discovery
--- JPC Fee, 0.2 @$125.00==25.00

06/03/2005

JPC Fee
Prepare lntial Court Documents
--- JPC Fee, 0.75 @ $125.00 == 93.75

06104/2005

JPC Fee
Letter to DOT (No Charge)
--- JPC Fee $0.00

06/04/2005

JPC Fee
Call to Court
--- JPC Fee, 0.2@ $125.00 == 25.00

06105/2005

JPC Fee
Call to Phil Miller's Office
--- JPC Fee, 0.3 @ $125.00 = 37.50

06121/2005

JPC Fee
Call from client
--- JPC Fee, 0.3 @$125.00=37.50

12/3112005

JPC Fee
Close File
--- JPC Fee $218.75

Balance due in full upon receipt unless prior arrangements made.
Visa, MasterCard & American Express accepted. If not paid within 30
days, interest of 18% per annum may be charged. If you have any
questions or disputes, please calf as soon as possible in order to
protect your billing rights. Thank You!

TOTAL AMOUNT
DUE:

$0.00

,
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Legal Assistant
Erin R. Rembert

Law Offices Of

Telephone

Jay P. Clark

(208) 587-4500

160 North 3rd East Street
Administrative Assistant
Sorina A. Cannon

P.O.Box 1202
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647

Fax
(208) 587-5712

E-Mail
jaypclark@att.net

October 7, 2005
Julia A. Crossland, Deputy Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
525 West Jefferson
P.O. Box 895
Boise, Idaho 83701
RE:

ISB File No. 05-158

Dear Ms. Crossland:
Enclosed are the following documents for your review and consideration in response to
the accusations made by Mr. Egusquiza and accusations made by Mateo Varela:
I. Proposed affidavit of Mateo Varela for him to review and sign, which if he does might
prevent him from being sued for libel and slander.
2. Objection to Defendant's Motion for Suppression Hearing prepared by Mr. Philip R.
Miller, dated July 8th , 2005.
3. Motion to Dismiss prepared by Mr. Mitchell L. Egusquiza, dated July 5 th , 2005.
4. Affidavit of Probable Cause prepared by Ashcraft & Miller, PLLC, Mountain Home
City Prosecuting Attorney, dated May 28 t\ 2005
5. Notice of Hearing prepared by Fourth Judicial District Couti, dated August 18 th , 2005.
6. My consultation notes dated May 31 5\ 2005
7. Motion to continue the Jury Trial. The proposed Order was denied because Mr.
Varela's new counsel of record did not show up for Court on the day of the hearing which
was July 6, 2005, even though Mr. Egusquiza became his attorney of record on June 28 th ,
2005.
8. Notice of Substitution of Attorney prepared by Mr. Mitchell L. Egusquiza, dated June
28 th , 2005.
9. Notice of Service prepared by myself, dated June 23 rd , 2005.
10. Notice of Service from Mr. Philip R. Miller, dated June 24 th , 2005.

Respondent's Exhibit
J
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11. First Supplemental Response to Discovery prepared by Mr. Philip R. Miller, dated
June 24 t \ 2005.
12. Notice of Hearing prepared by myself, dated June

nrd,

2005

13. Motion to Continue prepared by myself, dated June 20 th , 2005.
14. Response to Defendant's Motion to Continue Jury Trial prepared by Mr. Philip R.
Miller, dated June 21 S\ 2005.
15. Notice of Service prepared by myself, dated June 10t\ 2005.

16. Defendant's Response to Plaintiff's Rule 16 Discovery Request prepared by myself,
dated June loth, 2005.
17. Notice of Service prepared by Mr. Philip R. Miller, dated June 3 rd , 2005.
18. State's Request for Disclosure of Evidence and Notice of Alibi prepared by Mr.
Philip R. Miller, dated June 3 rd , 2005.

19. Response to Request for Discovery and Inspection prepared by Mr. Philip R. Miller,
dated June 3rd , 2005.
20. Notice of Appearance and Plea of Not Guilty prepared by myself, dated May 31 51 ,
2005.
21. Notice of Service prepared by myself, dated May 3 JSt, 2005.
22. Request for Discovery prepared by myself, dated May 31 S\ 2005.
23. Letter to Mateo Varela written by myself, dated September 2,2005.
24. Billing statement prepared by myself, dated September I, 2005.
23. Check in the amount of $218.75 written by myself to Mateo Varela, dated June 5 th ,
2005.

Option "4 B" on the Suspension Advisory gives him the right to challenge the refusal by a
request within seven (7) days from May 28 th, 2005. This was explained very thoroughly to Mr.
Varela on May 31 S\ 2005 when he first came into my office.
If you will refer to the notes that I took on that same day during his first consultation, you
will see that one of the first things that I noted was that he had told me that he "wasn't driving."
Based on this factual representation, I told him he may have sufficient grounds to challenge the
refusal if the police also did not have probable cause that he had been drinking and driving. As it
turned out, the police did have clear and convincing evidence that he had been drinking and
driving based on his own admissions to law enforcement and other key facts. See Officer Pete
Burton's Affidavit of Probable Cause.

128

I received the police reports from the State on June 3, 2005, which was the Friday before
the Monday (June 6 th ) when the Court would have had to receive the Request for a hearing to
challenge the refusal. When I saw that Mr. Varela did in fact lie to me, as he first lied to the
Police about not driving, but then later confessed to driving while being intoxicated (after being
confronted with having the truck keys in his pocket and having his cell phone found in the truck,)
he was told at that time, that there was absolutely no way that any judge could find that he would
have sufficient grounds to refuse a test for alcohol.
I also had told him on Friday, June 3 rd , 2005, that the only way he could proceed with a
hearing, would be ifhe were to perjure himselfby lying about the fact that he had not driven
during the time in question, when it was very clear and he admitted to me, that he drove that
night. I told him that I would have to withdraw immediately if he chose to perjure himself as it
was a felony to commit perjury, and if I allowed him to do that then I also would be committing
a felony. Mr. Varela knew very well the legal reasons why there was no way he could prevail, or
should be allowed to proceed to hearing on this issue.
As a standard procedure, a letter had already been sent to the Idaho DOT requesting a
hearing since 90% of the DUI cases involve a license suspension that is reviewable by the Idaho
DOT. This of course was not necessary in this case, and celiainly was not designed as a
substitute for a motion to request a hearing in Magistrate Court.
The following week Mr. Varela came into my office and was desperate to avoid the six
month suspension because he would lose his job. I said I would talk to Philip Miller about it (the
City Prosecutor) even though I told him again that there would be no chance whatsoever to
reverse the suspension if this went to hearing. Sometimes Mr. Miller will agree to drop a refusal
in lieu of a plea to a DUI, but that would have been the only way the refusal could have been
dropped in this case, and no such offer was ever
I also told him I had represented many individuals who had refusals and was very familiar
with the legal standards. Regardless of this, he immediately began to blame me for his problems
and that it was my fault that his license was revoked.
By reviewing the proposed affidavit I prepared for Mr. Varela, I have given him a means
to recant the other misrepresentations that he has told. If you have any other questions about that,
or if Mr. Varela refuses to sign that affidavit, please let me know immediately so I may consider
legal action.

Sincerely,

.

(

/-1

Jay P. Clark
.IPC/elT
C \J P Chlrk Law OfT!ce\Copy orCUEr.'TS\Aclive\1461\1461 Ol\idahostatebar le!ler2 wpd
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Law Offices Of
Lel2.allAdministrative Assistant
Joni Vann

Jay P. Clark
160 North 3 rd East Street

Telephone
(208) 587-4500

Fax
(208) 587-5712

P. O. Box 1202
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647

E-Mail
jaypclark@att.net

September 2, 2005

Mateo Varela
1102 Maple Drive
Mountain Home, Id 83647

Dear Mateo,
Even though you have not requested a refund of the unused portion of your retainer, I am
willing to do so. However, we originally discussed your initial fees were earned upon receipt and
non-refundable.
In reading Mr. Egusquiza's letter, Mr. Egusquiza states that, "I did not feel that Mr. Varela
hired me for anything other then the criminal case ... "
If you believe that to be correct I would like to discuss this matter with you when you come
in to pickup your $218.75 refund.
Please let me know if this would be acceptable to you.
Sincerely,

Jay P. Clark

JPC/jrv
cc: Client file no. 1461.01
C\.IP. Clark Law OfficelCopy ofCLLENTSlActivel 146 111461.0 IILeMer. Varela I.wpd
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
~

I hereby certify that on the

I,)

·f'r

<'...--

L

dayof \'t'D.>,-r-/

j)
I

and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO DISMISS

,2010, I served a true
COMPLAL~T

and

MEMORANTI1J'M IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS by depositing the same in
the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and
addressed and directed as follows:

Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8 th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.

JAY P. CLARK,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. FC-09-05
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY

)

Respondent.

)

Pursuant to Rule 524(b) of the Idaho Bar Commission Rules and Rule 33(a) and
34(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff Idaho State Bar, by and through its
counsel, gives notice that this day, it has served on Respondent, Jay P. Clark, and his
counsel, David H. Leroy the following documents: Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's
First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents.
DATED this

~10 day of ~

2010

IDAHO STATE BAR

{Jruih{6V

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

,.-:~
~ALIl
2-t - day of ~C&

2010, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY upon the
following by first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed and directed as follows:
David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 East State St.
Boise, ID 83712

(/~~

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

Notice of Service of Discovery - 2
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CERTIFICA TE OF MAILL~G

I hereby certify that on the

j

o~

day of

~~

,2010, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY by
depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed,
stamped envelope, and addressed and directed as follows:

Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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BEFORE THE PROFESSION.A.L CONDUCT BOARD
8

OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

9

10

IDAHO STATE BAR,

11

12
13

14

Plaintiff,

Case No. FC 09-05
ORDER DENYING RESPONDENT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS

v.

JAYP. CLARK,
Respondent.

15
16

Pending before the Committee is Respondent Jay P. Clark's Motion to Dismiss

17

Complaint, filed herein on 10 March 2010. The motion was heard by telephone conference call

18

on 8 April 2010 from 3:00 PM to 4:39 PM Mountain Standard Time. No evidence was

19

adduced at the hearing. Both parties made oral argument. The Committee has considered the

20

pleadings and record in this matter as well as the oral arguments of counsel, and the Committee

21

has reached a unanimous determination to deny the motion to dismiss.

22

The Committee is authorized to allow dispositive motions by I.B.C.R. 525(b).

23

Although that rule does not supply the standard oflaw to be applied to dispositive motions, and

24

although that rule expressly provides that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not apply to
ORDER DENYING RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO DISMISS: PAGE 1 OF 2
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disciplinary cases, it is helpful to discuss the moving party's burden in terms of familiar

2

burdens of proof applied in civil matters. Regardless of whether Mr. Clark's motion to dismiss

3

is treated as an LR.C.P. l2(b)(6) motion to dismiss, as Bar Counsel has urged in its 1 April

4

2010 oppositional pleading, or if Mr. Clark's motion is treated as a motion for summary

5

judgment, the motion to dismiss should be denied. The Idaho State Bar has adequately alleged

6

causes of actions, and as to each count there exist substantial issues of material fact justifying a

7

hearing. The well prepared pleadings and memoranda highlight that many facts in this case are

8

vigorously contested. This case requires an evidentiary hearing in order for an adjudication to

9

be made.

10

Therefore, the Respondent's motion to dismiss is denied.

11

DATED this 8th day of April 2010.

12
13
14

~!n~~
Committee Chairman
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CERTIFICA TE OF MAILING
,

I hereby certify that on the

day of

~

,2010, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER DENYING RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO
DISMISS by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a
separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed and directed as follows:

David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 East State Sreet
Boise, ID 83812
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.

JA Y P. CLARK,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

File No. FC 09-05

PLAINTIFF'S PRE-HEARING BRIEF

COMES NO\V, Plaintiff Idaho State Bar (ISB), by and through its counsel Bradley G.
Andrews, and submits this Pre-Hearing Brief.
This is a disciplinary case that arises from grievances submitted to the Idaho State Bar by
Brenda Wright and Mateo Varela. Mrs. Wlight's grievance forms the basis of Count One and
Mr. Varela's grievance and the circumstances relating to his representation by Respondent form
the basis of Counts Two through Five.
The parties have previously submitted memoranda regarding a number of issues in this
case raised by Respondent's Motion to Dismiss. Plaintiff's Opposition to Respondent's Motion
to Dismiss Complaint (Filed Under Seal) was filed on April 1, 2010. The Committee filed its
Order Denying Respondent's Motion to Dismiss on April 9, 2010.
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This Pre-Hearing Brief will seek not to repeat the information contained in Plaintiff's
Opposition to Respondent's Motion to Dismiss. However, a summary of the material facts that
are admitted or expected to be proved at hearing follows.
Count One alleges that Brenda and Perry Wright (the Wrights) were current clients, or in
the altemative former clients of Respondent. The count alleges that if the Wrights were current
clients, Respondent violated LR.P.C. 1.8(a) and (b). If the Wrights were former clients, the
count alleges that Respondent violated I.R.P.C. 1.9(c). The count also alleges that Respondent
violated LR.P.C. 8.4(c).
In May 2005, the Wrights paid Respondent $25 to review and explain an amendment to
the Wright 1993 Revocable Living Trust ("Trust") that Mr. Wright had been asked to sign for his
ailing father, Melvin E. Wright ("Melvin"). The Wrights spent approximately one hour with
Respondent discussing how Melvin came by his wealth and how many children were in the
family.

Respondent also advised the Wrights that when they received an inheritance from

Melvin or distribution from the Trust they should cash in the stocks and reinvest them.
Respondent informed the Wrights that he had a friend, Eric Cooper, who was an investment
broker for A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc. ("A.G. Edwards") in Boise, and that Mr. Cooper could
assist the Wrights.
In 2005, the \Vrights lived in company-provided housing next to the Simplot feed lot in
Grandview, Idaho, where Mr. Wright worked as a laborer. The Wrights were not well educated
and were inexperienced in the law. They both had serious health problems. In 2004, Mr. Wright
had been iII with prostate cancer and kidney stones and had become prescription drug dependent.
He also had an alcohol problem. Mrs. Wright was on psychotropic medications, was physically
fragile, and was not always lucid.
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Melvin died in late July 2005. The Wrights had a second meeting with Respondent after
1\1elvin's death to have him review and explain another amendment to the Trust they had
received. They paid Respondent another $25 for that representation.
In September 2005, Mr. Wright received an inheritance or distribution from the Trust of
$135,000 in stocks and cash. He received $35,000 in PG&E stock and $100,000 cash. Based on
Respondent's recommendation, the Wrights opened ajoint account at A.G. Edwards and retained
Mr. Cooper to invest and manage Mr. Wright's inheritance. In December 2005, Mr. Cooper
referred the Wrights to Respondent when they inquired about buying a small farm. Mr. Cooper
informed the Wrights that Respondent was familiar with such potential properties.
In December 2005, Mr. Wright was on the verge of losing his job and company supplied
housing with Simplot due to his illness and excessive drinking. At the time, Mr. Wright was also
abusive of Mrs. Wlight. Mrs. Wright was concerned about their housing and based upon Mr.
Cooper's recommendation, contacted Respondent about buying property. Respondent informed
Mrs. Wright that he owned prope11y in Elmore County that he would sell them.
In late December 2005, Mrs. Wright went with Respondent to view the property and
dwelling. Mr. Wlight was unable to go with them. Mrs. Wright did not like the property and so
informed Respondent. A few days later Respondent contacted Mr. Wright and indicated that he
would make them a good deal on the property because Respondent owed his father money. The
Wrights then discussed purchasing the property, but decided against it.
Mrs. Wright later became upset with Mr. Wright's excessive drinking, tenuous job
situation and abuse, and decided to buy Respondent's property. On December 29, 2005, Mrs.
Wright signed a Purchase and Sales Agreement ("Agreement") and wrote Respondent a check
for $30,000 as a down payment on the property. The Agreement designated Mrs. Wright as a
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IDaITied woman, purchasing the property as her sole and separate property, despite the fact she
was not. The funds for the down payment came from the Wrights' joint A.G. Edwards account.
The Agreement listed the seller of the property as C&H Properties, LLC, and Respondent was
designated as Manager of that LLC. The Agreement also provided that closing would be on
January 9, 2006, at Guaranty Ti tIe, Inc. in Mountain Home and that the balance of the purchase
price was due at that time. The Agreement also included a provision strongly encouraging the
buyer to seek independent legal counsel to assist in the sale. However, neither Respondent nor
the Agreement fully explained the terms of the transaction to Mrs. Wright in a manner that she
could reasonably understand.
Mr. Wright was unhappy that Mrs. Wright had signed the Agreement. On January 2,
2006, Mr. Wlight was arrested for domestic violence against Mrs. Wright and jailed. On January
5,2006, Mr. Wright was released from jail with a no-contact order and moved into a local motel.
On January 6, 2006, 1.11". Wright confronted Respondent about the sale of the house and
demanded to know how the sale OCCUlTed with only his wife's signature.
Respondent made arrangements to take Mrs. Wright to Boise to pick up the $70,000
check from A.G. Edwards' office for the purchase of the property.

On January 8, 2006,

Respondent's legal assistant drove Mrs. Wright to Boise to pick up the check.

Before they

arrived, however, Mr. Wright had phoned A.G. Edwards and placed a stop-payment on the
$70,000 check. Given that and due to the domestic dispute and protection order, A.G. Edwards
required that both account holders sign an authorization to release any funds from the account
before it would release any funds.
Respondent then prepared an Agreement to Disburse $70,000 for the Wrights' signatures.
On January 9, 2006, Respondent and his legal assistant woke Mrs. Wright at home to sign the
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Agreement to Disburse. \Vhen -Mrs. Wright balked at signing, Respondent informed her that she
had better sign because the $30,000 down payment was non-refundable, despite the fact that that
was not specifically included as a written term of the Agreement. Mrs. "Wright then signed the
Agreement to Disburse. Respondent and his assistant then went to Mr. Wright's motel and
attempted to persuade him to sign the Agreement to Disburse, but he was too intoxicated and did
not sign it. On January 10, 2006, Respondent and his assistant went to Mr. Wright's motel. He
was intoxicated, but signed the Agreement to Disburse. Respondent faxed the Agreement to
Disburse to Eric Cooper at A.G. Edwards with the notation, "I believe this document makes it
very clear that they both want to purchase the home with these funds as requested."

:Mr. Wright

was admitted to the hospital later that same day for alcohol abuse.
On January 1l, 2006, A.G. Edwards disbursed $70,000 to Respondent from the Wrights'
account. On that same date, Respondent executed a Warranty Deed conveying the property to
the Wrights as husband and wife. No closing at Guaranty Title ever took place. The Warranty
Deed was recorded by Respondent in Elmore County on January 17, 2006, but had to be
subsequently corrected.
On January 13, 2006, when Mrs. Wright received the disbursement notice from A.G.
Edwards, she attempted to stop payment on the $70,000 check by phone as indicated by the
disbursement notice. However, Mrs. Wright was informed by someone at A.G. Edwards that the
check had already been issued to Respondent on January 1l, 2006 and A.G. Edwards could not
stop payment. Mr. Wright was fired from his job at Simplot that same day and Mrs. Wright
received a notice to vacate the company housing. After the Wlights moved to the new property,
they discovered that the plumbing was not fully functional and the new house did not meet code.
They also discovered many other problems with the structure, electrical system, doors, and the
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well. When Mrs. Wright conveyed these problems to Respondent, he informed her that the sale
was final and that she had bought the house "as is."
The property had not been appraised or inspected. The Respondent did not fully explain
the terms of the transaction, did not place the Wright's $30,000 initial payment in escrow, and
did not provide a horne disclosure statement as required by Idaho law. There was no closing, no
title insurance, and no confirmation of title.
The following Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct apply to Count One:

Rule 1.8(a) and (b): Conflict of Interest: Current Clients: Specific Rules
(a)
A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a client or
knowingly acquire an ownership, possessory, security or other pecuniary interest
adverse to a client unless:
(1)
the transaction and terms on which the lawyer acquires the interest
are fair and reasonable to the client and are fully disclosed and transmitted
in writing in a manner that can be reasonably understood by the client;
(2)
the client is advised in writing of the desirability of seeking and is
given a reasonable opportunity to seek the advice of independent legal
counsel on the transaction; and
(3)
the client gives informed consent, in a writing signed by the client,
to the essential terms of the transaction and the lawyer's role in the
transaction, including whether the lawyer is representing the client in the
transacti on.
(b)
A lawyer shall not use information relating to representation of a client to
the disadvantage of the client unless the client gives informed consent, except as
permitted or required by these Rules.
Commentary

[5]
Use of information relating to the representation to the disadvantage of the
client violates the lawyer's duty of loyalty. Paragraph (b) applies when the
information is used to benefit either the lawyer or a third person, such as another
client or business associate of the lawyer. For example, if a lawyer learns that a
client intends to purchase and develop several parcels of land, the lawyer may not
use that information to purchase one of the parcels in competition with the client
or to recommend that another client make such a purchase. The Rule does not
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prohibit uses that do not disadvantage the client. For example, a lawyer who
leaIllS a government agency's interpretation of trade legislation during the
representation of one client may properly use that information to benefit other
clients. Paragraph (b) prohibits disadvantageous use of client information unless
the client gives informed consent, except as permitted or required by these Rules.
See Rules 1.2(d), 1.6, 1.9(c), 3.3, 4.1(b), 8.1 and 8.3.

Rule 1.9(c): Duties to Former Clients
(c)
A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter or whose
present or former firm has formerly represented a client in a matter shall not
thereafter:
(1)
use information relating to the representation to the disadvantage
of the former client except as these Rules would permit or require with
respect to a client, or when the information has become generally known;
or

(2)
reveal information relating to the representation except as these
Rules would permit or require with respect to a client.
Commentary
[8]
Paragraph (c) provides that information acquired by the lawyer in the
course of representing a client may not subsequently be used or revealed by the
lawyer to the disadvantage of the client. However, the fact that a lawyer has once
served a client does not preclude the lawyer from using generally known
infonnation about that client when later representing another client.
Counts Two through Five relate to Respondent's representation of Mateo Varela.
Respondent has admitted all of the factual allegations contained in Count Two, which also relate
to Counts Three through Five. The admitted facts are that on May 28, 2005, Mateo Varela was
cited with driving while under the influence of alcohol. Mr. Varela was not physically inside the
vehicle he was accused of driving at the time of his arrest. According to the Mountain Home
Police Department incident report, Mr. Varela was intoxicated and had the keys to the vehicle in
question. Mr. Varela initially denied driving the vehicle, but later told the officer, "Take me, I
drank and drove home." Mr. Varela failed the field sobriety tests. He refused the breath test and
was served a Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing ("Notice of Suspension").
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The Notice of Suspension stated that pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002, :Mr. Varela's
Idaho driver's license would be suspended for refusal to submit to an evidentiary test for alcohol
concentration offered by the arresting officer. The notice also stated that "[Mr. Varela had] the
right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Elmore County Magistrate Court for
a hearing to show cause why [he] refused to submit to or complete evidentiary test and why [his]
dIiver's license should not be suspended."

Therefore, the request for hearing was to be

submitted to the Elmore County Magistrate Court no later than June 4,2005. However, because
June 4,2005 was a Saturday, the request was to be submitted by Monday, June 6,2005.
On May 31, 2005, Mr. Varela retained Respondent to represent him in the DUI case. Mr.
Varela informed Respondent that he did not want to lose his driver's license and therefore
wanted to request a show cause hearing before the Elmore County Magistrate Court.
Respondent filed, on Mr. Varela's behalf, a plea of not guilty, requests for discovery,
responses to the State's discovery requests and a motion to continue. However, Respondent
failed to submit a written request for a show cause hearing to the Elmore County Magistrate
Court by June 6, 2005.
On June 10,2005, Respondent faxed to the Mountain Home City Prosecuting Attorney's
Office a letter he had written to the Idaho Transportation Department (lTD). On the fax cover
sheet, Respondent stated to Prosecutor Phil Miller that the attached letter requesting a hearing on
Mr. Varela's license suspension was sent "in error to the Idaho Transportation Department on
June 6, 2005." Respondent asked whether the prosecutor would object to a hearing even though
Respondent had not requested a hearing with the Elmore County Magistrate Court.
On June 20, 2005, the Prosecutor responded to Respondent's request that he consent to a
hearing. The Prosecutor stated that "failure to properly present a request for a refusal hearing
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before the court results in the court losing jurisdiction over the matter." The Prosecutor did not
agree to waive the jurisdictional requirement.
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Varela terminated Respondent's representation and retained
attorney Mitchell Egusquiza. On June 28, 2005, Mr. Egusquiza filed a Notice of Substitution of
Attorney.

On July 6, 2005, Mr. Egusquiza filed a Motion for Hearing in Elmore County

requesting a hearing pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002 to determine whether Mr. Varela's
license should be suspended for refusal to submit to an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration.
On July 22, 2005, the Court denied Mr. Egusquiza's motion for a hearing on Mr. Varela's
license suspension. The motion was not granted because a hearing had not been requested by
June 6, 2005, pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002. The Court also ordered the suspension of Mr.
Varela's driver's license and all driving privileges for 180 days.
The following Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct apply to Count Two:

Rule 1.2: Scope of Representation
(a)
Subject to paragraphs (c) and (d), a lawyer shall abide by a client's
decisions concerning the objectives of representation and, as required by Rule 1.4,
shall consult with the client as to the means by which they are to be pursued. A
lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as is impliedly authorized to
carry out the representation. A lawyer shall abide by a client's decision whether
to settle a matter. In a criminal case, the lawyer shall abide by the client's
decision, after consultation with the lawyer, as to a plea to be entered, whether to
waive jury tIial and whether the client will testify.
(c)
A lawyer may limit the scope of the representation if the limitation is
reasonable under the circumstances and the client gives informed consent.

Rule 1.3: Diligence
A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a
client.
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Rule 1.4: Communication
(a)

A lawyer shall:
(1)
promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with
respect to which the client's informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e), is
required by these Rules;

(2)
reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the
client's objectives are to be accomplished;
(3)

keep the client reasonably informed about the status of the matter;

promptly comply with reasonable requests for information;
including a request for an accounting as required by Rule 1.5(f); and
(4)

(5)
consult with the client about any relevant limitation on the
lawyer's conduct when the lawyer knows that the client expects assistance
not permitted by the Rules of Professional Conduct or other law.
(b)
A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to
permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.
Count Three relates to Respondent's violation of I.R.P.C. 8.4(c) by making
misrepresentations regarding the filing of the hearing request. According to Respondent, his
office sent a "standard procedure" letter to the ITD by mistake, based on the assumption that Mr.
Varela failed the breathalyzer exam, when in fact Mr. Varela refused to take the exam.
Respondent admits that he sent a letter to the lTD on June 6, 2005, requesting a hearing on Mr.
Varela's license suspension. Respondent also admits that on June 10,2005, he faxed a copy of
that letter to the prosecutor and asked whether the prosecutor would object to a hearing in
magistrate court, notwithstanding Respondent's failure to file the request in a timely manner with
the court. Respondent informed Mr. Varela, after the filing deadline, that the request must be
filed with the ITD and that the lTD would then notify the magistrate court.

Those

representations are not consistent, and at least one of those representations is not true.
Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct 8.4( c) applies to Count Three and provides:
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Rule 8.4(c) Misconduct
It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.
Count Four of the Complaint relates to Respondent's failure to communicate the basis of
the fee to Mr. Varela and failure to return unearned fees to Mr. Varela.

Mr. Varela was not aware of the basis or rate of Respondent's fees and did not sign any
fee agreement. No fee agreement was included with Respondent's response to the grievance and
although Respondent has not responded to Plaintiff's discovery, Respondent did not produce any
written fee agreement in conjunction with the motion to dismiss.
On July 19,2005, Mr. Egusquiza, Mr. Varela's substitute counsel, wrote Respondent and
requested a refund of Mr. Varela's retainer monies paid. Respondent replied on July 22, 2005,
asking for an explanation why Mr. Varela would be entitled to a refund of a "non-refundable
fee."

Respondent did not enclose a fee agreement.

Then after the grievance was filed,

Respondent sent Mr. Varela a letter on September 2, 2005, stating that Mr. Varela could pick up
an itemized statement and partial refund at Respondent's office.

It is inexplicable why the

itemized statement and refund check were not mailed with that letter. Two weeks later, instead
of mailing the statement and refund check to Mr. Varela as required by LR.P.C. 1. 16(d),
Respondent sent Mr. Varela another letter asking him to schedule an appointment to pick up the
check. Mr. Varela was not required to meet with Respondent in order to obtain his refund check
and declined to do so.
Moreover, in his October 7, 2005 response to Bar Counsel, Respondent attached a copy
of the purported refund check, payable to 1\1r. Varela. That check was dated June 5, 2005,
approximately a week after Respondent was retained and prior to his termination, i.e. before
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Respondent could have known a refund was requested. In any event, I.R.P.C. 1.16(d) required
Respondent to retum all unearned fees to Mr. Varela upon termination and his failure to do so
constituted professional misconduct.
The Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct applicable to Count Four are:

Rule l.S(b): Fees
(b)
The scope of the representation and the basis or rate of the fee and
expenses for which the client will be responsible shall be communicated to the
client, preferably in writing, before or within a reasonable time after commencing
the representation, except when the lawyer will charge a regularly represented
client on the same basis or rate. Any changes in the basis or rate of the fee or
expenses shall also be communicated to the client.

Rule 1.16(d): Declining or Terminating Representation
(d)
Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the extent
reasonably practicable to protect a client's interests, such as giving reasonable
notice to the client, allowing time for employment of other counsel, surrendering
papers and property to which the client is entitled and refunding any advance
payment of fee or expense that has not been earned or incurred. The lawyer may
retain papers relating to the client to the extent permitted by other law.
Count Five relates to Respondent's conduct that was prejudicial to the administration of
justice in violation of LR.P.C. 8.4(d). It relates to an affidavit provided to Bar Counsel's Office
in conjunction with Respondent's response to Mr. Varela's grievance.
Respondent admits that in his October 11, 2005 letter to Bar Counsel, responding to Mr.
Varela's grievance, he included a proposed affidavit for Mr. Varela's signature. Respondent
stated in his letter to Bar Counsel that it was being presented to Mr. Varela "for him to review
and sign, which if he does might prevent him from being sued for libel and slander." The
affidavit consisted of statements by Mr. Varela that Respondent had essentially not erred in his
representation. The affidavit prepared by Respondent for Mr. Varela's signature would have
required Mr. Varela to recant the allegations of Respondent's professional misconduct which Mr.
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Varela stated in his grievance to the ISB and which form the basis for Counts Two through Four
of the Complaint. Although Respondent contends that the affidavit was simply a demand letter
that he sent in an effort to avoid a lawsuit for slander and/or libel, the affidavit's language
demonstrates that it was intended to pressure Mr. Varela to participate in the possible dismissal
of his grievance or risk separate legal action. Bar Counsel sent the affidavit to Mr. Varela and
Mr. Egusquiza and they related their objections to the affidavit and Respondent's conduct.
Mr. Varela does not control whether his grievance is dismissed by Bar Counsel.

As

disciplinary counsel for the ISB, Bar Counsel investigates all grievances filed and determines
whether there is clear and convincing evidence of professional misconduct. After a grievance is
filed, the grievant's participation or refusal to participate may be relevant, but is not dispositive.
LR.P.C. 8.4Cd) prohibits attorneys who are the subject of disciplinary proceedings from asking
the grievant to discredit their prior statements to effect a dismissal of those proceedings. See
Peoples v. Bennett, 810 P.2

nd

661 (Col. 1991). Respondent's conduct was prejudicial to these

disciplinary proceedings and violated LR.P.C. 8.4(d), which provides:

Rule 8.4(d) Misconduct
It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(d)

engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice.

?rdRespectfully submitted this _7
_ _ day of May, 2010.

(h A '/(21L9-J;v.

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
c-L

I hereby certify that on the

is,- day of May 2010, I served a true and correct copy of

the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S PRE·HEARING BRIEF upon the following by U.S. mail, to the
Respondent's address and Respondent's counsel as filed with the Idaho State Bar, and directed
as follows:

David Leroy
Leroy Law Offices
P.O. Box 193
Boise, ID 83701
Jay P. Clark
P.O. Box 1202
Mountain Home, ID 83647

ra(~J!tf:1--------

Bradley G. Andrews\LJ
Bar Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

L1,>'"t_-

day of

COHect copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S

",I; " / /

,

2010, I served a true and

PRE-HEAR~G BRIEF by depositing the same

in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and
addressed as directed as follows:
David H. Leroy
Attorney for Respondent
1130 East State Street
Boise, ID 83812
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

S~Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and COHect copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounselfDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 \V. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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DAVID H. LEROY
Attorney at Law
1130 East State Street
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone: (208) 342-0000
Facsimile: (208) 342-4200

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
IDAHO STATE BAR,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

v.

)
)

JAYP. CLARK,

)

Defendant.

File No. FC 09-05
NOTICE OF WITHDRA WAL AND
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL

)
)
)

COMES Now David H. Leroy, attomey of record for the Defendant herein and hereby
gives notice of his withdrawal as counsel of record for the above named Defendant, Jay P. Clark,
attorney at law, whose address is P.O. Box 1202, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647, telephone
number (208) 587-4500, upon the ground and for the reason that:MI. Clark has tenninated
counsel's services.
Upon information or belief, :Mr. Clark will substitute in as counsel of record for himself or 'Will
supply the name of an alternative representative for all subsequent proceedings in the matter. In
the absence of new counsel of record, Mr. Clark should be directly informed. of and served \'>'vith
all related and pending matters and documents. :Mr. Clark is aware of the May 20th and 21 S\ 2010
hearing date set herein.

NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL AND SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - 1
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DATED This

k

day of May, 2010.

David H. Leroy,

A~+ey at Law

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

\o.llr-

I hereby certify that on this
day of May, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing Defendants Motion to Dismiss Complaint to be sent by facsimile to the following:

Bradley G. Andrews
Idaho State Bar Counsel
P.O. Box 895

Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 334-2764

Jay P. Clark
P.O. Box 1202

Mt Home) Idaho 83647
Fac imile: (208) 587-5712

~

NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL AND SUBSTITUTION OF COlJNSEL - 2
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CERTlFICATE OF MAILING
,~

I hereby certify that on the

1

v~

I.:

day of

\.",

.

~ \I'\.;; _ , /

'\

correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF WITHDRAW AL

,

2010, I served a true and

A~1)

SlJBSTIUTION OF

COUNSEL by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a
separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as directed as follows:
David H. Leroy
Attomey at Law
1130 East State Street
Boise, ID 83812
Jay Phillip Clark
Attomey at Law
PO Box 1202
Mountain Home, ID 83647
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

(

.

~'--"'-'

= \, \~l~,,---,/

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I fmther certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon
Bar CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said
copy to Office of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

)

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,

)
)

)

Case # 09-05

)

)

v.

JA Y P. CLARK,
Respondent.

PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST

)
)
)
)
)

COl\1ES NOW, Plaintiff and by and through its counsel of record, Bradley G. Andrews,
and discloses the following hearing witnesses.
1) Brenda Wright

2) Melvin Perry Wright
3) Eric Haff

4) Eric Cooper
5) Jay Clark
6) Mateo Varela
7) Mi tchel1 Egusquiza
8) Phillip Miller

PLAINTIFF'S WITlvESS LIST - I
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9) Aaron Bazolli
Consistent with the First Amended Scheduling Order, this list includes potential known
rebuttal witnesses and omission of a witness from this Witness List shall not by itself be grounds
for exclusion of a witness at hearing. In addition, Respondent has not submitted his response to
Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents served on
January 11, 2010. Because of that, Plaintiff reserves its right to supplement this witness list as
may be necessary.

DATED this

(~

PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST - 2

day

Of_-+-I#1--"--'-I-_____ 2010.
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CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the

tulA.

day of ----,f-;l_Lv_fi-rtr_.

f-, _ _ _ _

2010, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S \VITNESS LIST upon the following by U.S.
mail, addressed as indicated below:
Jay P. Clark
Law Offices of Jay P. Clark, PLLC
P.O. Box 1202
Mt. Home, ID 83647

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST - 3
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL C01\TDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

)

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,

)

)
)

Case # 09-05

)

)

v.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST

)

JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)

CO:MES NOW, Plaintiff and by and through its counsel of record, Bradley G. Andrews,
and submits its Exhibit List and marked trial exhibits.
Consistent with the First Amended Scheduling Order, the omission of an exhibit from
this Exhibit List shall not by itself be grounds for exclusion of an exhibit at hearing. In addition,
Respondent has not submitted his response to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories and Request
for Production of Documents served on January 11, 2010. Because of that, Plaintiff reserves its
right to supplement this exhibit list as may be necessary.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST - 1
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DATED this

,D ~ day of ---!Ll..-ii-1vf---+------ 2010.

Bra ley G. Andrew
Bar Counsel

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby celiify that on the

10V-

(,-~_f\_vr..:...-__ 2010, I served a true

day of __

and con-ect copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST upon the following by U.S.
mail, addressed as indicated below:
Jay P. Clark
Law Offices of Jay P. Clark, PLLC
P.O. Box 1202
Mt. Home, ID 83647

fn~~~

Bradley G. Andrew~
Bar Counsel

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST - 3
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EXHIBIT LIST
Idaho State Bar v. Clark
File No. FC 09-05
May 10,2010

Date

Description

Exhibit

1

Second Amendment To Trust

05/04/05

2

Purchase and Sales Agreement (executed)

12/29/05

3

Purchase and Sales Agreement (not executed)

4

Copy of Brenda Wright's Check Register

12/29/05

5

Idaho Repository Register of Actions
(State v. Wright)

01102106

Offered

Admitted

01106

Notice of Hearing
CR-2006-4
Order for Modification of No Contact Order
CR-2006-4

6

Fax Cover Sheet & Agreement to Disburse $70,000 in
Funds, Jay Clark to Elic Cooper - A.G. Edwards

01110106

7

Letter, A.G. Edwards to Melvin and Brenda Wright
(with Brenda Wright's notes)

01/11/06

8

Fax Cover Sheet & Real Estate Documents, Jay Clark to
Eric Haff (with Eric Haff's notes)

01120106

9

Letter from Elic Haff to Eric Cooper with Confirmation

01/23/06

10

Commitment for Title Insurance, Guaranty Title

01124106

1
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Exhibit

Date

Description

11

Letter from Guaranty Title to Brenda Wright

01/27/06

12

Letter from Eric Haff to Jay Clark

01/25/06

13

Letter from Jay Clark to Eric Haff

01125106

14

Letter from Jay Clark to Eric Haff

01125/06

15

Letter from Eric Haff to Jay Clark

01125/06

16

Letter from Elic Haff to Perry and Brenda Wright

01126/06

17

Invoice for Legal Services, Hyde & Haff, P.L.L.C

02/21/06

18

Letter from Eric Haff to Brenda Wright

03/17/06

19

Proposal - Bowman's Inc. of M.H. to Brenda Wright

03/17/06

20

Bowman's Inc. Receipt - $4,000 received from Brenda
Wright

21

Chimney Service Report, Mountain Home Chimneys

09/16/06

22

Carr's Home Lumber Co. Purchase Order

03109106

23

King Hill Irrigation District Statement to C&H Properties

04/27/06

24

Letter from Eric Haff to Melvin and Brenda Wright

06/19/06

25

Letter from Eric Haff to Jay Clark

06119106

Offered

Admitted

03/06

2
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I

Exhibit

Description

Date

Offered

Admitted

06123/06

26

Letter from Jay Clark to Eric Haff

27

Letter from Elmore County Assessor to Melvin and
Brenda Wright

28

Letter from Jay Clark to Perry and Brenda Wright with
enclosures

01/26/07

29

Letter from Brenda Wright to Eric Haff

01/30107

30

Letter from Eric Haff to Jay Clark

06/08/07

31

Copy of Articles of Organization, C&H Properties, LLC
and Idaho Secretary of State cover sheet

11/21106

32

Letter from Elmore County Assessor to the Wrights with
2007 Assessment Notice

05/30107

33

Elmore County Zoning Permit - C&H Properties

06/15107

34

Amended Warranty Deed

06/18/07

35

Letter from Jay Clark to Guaranty Title with enclosures

06/20107

36

Letter from Eric Haff to Melvin and Brenda Wright

06/21/07

37

Letter from Brad Andrews to Jay Clark

03/12108

38

Bar Complaint, Brenda Wright to Bar Counsel's Office

07/20107

39

Letter from Jay Clark to Brad Andrews

04/04/08

12/5/06

3
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Date

Description

Exhibit

40

Mountain Home Police Department Incident Report and
enclosures

05128/05

41

Affidavit of Refusal to Take Alcohol Test

05128/08

42

LD.T. Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary
Testing

5128108

43

Affidavit of Probable Cause for Arrest,
CR-200S-22S2

05128/05

44

Jay Clark's Notes

05/31105

45

Notice of Appearance and Plea of Not Guilty,
CR-200S-22S2

05/31/05

46

Request for Discovery and Notice of Service,
CR-200S-22S2

05/31/05

47

Response to Request for Discovery and Notice of Service,
CR-200S-22S2

06/03/05

48

State's Request for Disclosure of Evidence and Notice of
Alibi,
CR-200S-22S2

06/03/05

49

Notice of Service,
CR-200S-22S2

06/10/05

50

Defendant's Response To Plaintiff's Rule 16 Discovery
Request,
CR-200S-22S2

06110/05

51

Fax Letter from Jay Clark to Philip Miller

06/10/05

Offered

Admitted

4
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Date

Description

Exhibit

)~

Letter from Philip Miller to Jay Clark

06/20/05

53

Motion To Continue and Notice of Service,

06/21105

~')

Offered

Admitted

CR-2005-2252

54

Response To Defendant's Motion to Continue Jury Trial,

06/21/05

CR-2005-2252

55

06/23/10

Notice Of Hearing,
CR-2005-2252

56

First Supplemental Response to Discovery,

06124/05

CR-2005-2252

57

Notice of Service,

06/24/05

CR-2005-2252

58

Notice of Substitution of Attorney, (Mitchell Egusquiza)
06128/05

CR-2005-2252

59

60

Motion for Hearing Regarding License Suspension,
CR-2005-2252

07/05/05

Motion to Dismiss,

07/06/05

CR-2005-2252

61

Order Denying Motion and Order to Continue,

07/06/05

CR-2005-2252

62

07/07/05

Amended Affidavit of Mateo Varela,
CR-2005-2252

63

Objection to Defendant's Motion for Suppression Hearing,

07111/05

CR-2005-2252

5
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'It
Exhibit

I

Description

Date

64

Order Suspending Dliving Privileges Under Section 188002, Idaho Code,

07121105

65

Order Denying Motion for Hearing Regarding License
Suspension,
Case No. CR-200S-22S2

07122/05

66

Notice of Hearing,
CR-200S-22S2

08/18/05

67

Idaho Repository Register of Actions,
State v. Varela, CR-200S-22S2

05/07110

68

Letter from Mitchell Egusquiza to Jay Clark

07/19/05

69

Letter from Jay Clark to Mitchell Egusquiza

07/22/05

70

Bar Complaint, Mateo Varela to Bar Counsel's Office

08/15/05

71

Letter from Mitchell Egusquiza to Office of Bar Counsel

08/12/05

72

Letter from Julia Crossland to Jay Clark

08/26/05

73

Letter from Jay Clark to Mateo Varela

09/02/05

74

Letter from Jay Clark to Mateo Varela

09/16/05

75

Letter from Jay Clark to Julia Crossland

09/23/05

76

Letter from Jay Clark to Julia Crossland with copy of
$218.75 check, Statement dated 09/01/05 and Affidavit of
Mateo Varela

10107105

Offered

Admitted

6
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Exhibit

Date

Description

77

Letter from Julia Crossland to Mateo Varela

10/12/05

78

Letter from Mitchell Egusquiza to Julia Crossland

10/25/05

79

Letter from Mateo Varela to Julia Crossland

10125/05

80

Letter from Brad Andrews to Jay Clark
ISB No. 03-047

07123/04

81

Letter from Julia Crossland to Jay Clark
ISB No. 04-015

08/05/08

82

Letter from Julia Crossland to Jay Clark
ISB No. 05-088

08/07/08

83

Letter from Julia Crossland to Jay Clark
ISB No. 05-139

08/07/08

Offered

Admitted

!

7
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LARRY D. PURVIANCE
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
llaydcn, ID 83835
Telephone: (208) 635-5388
Facsimile: (208) 635-5389
Gar No.: 4999

BEFORE TIlE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

FILE NO:

rc 09-05

LDliliO STATE BAR,

NOTICE OF A'PPEARANCE
p la:intift~
v.

JAY P. CLARK,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . Respondl-l1t.

. - . _ - - 1_ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COMES NOW, the Respondent JAY P. CLARK and gives notice that he IS now
represented ill this matter by attomey LARRY D. PURVIANCE.
Respondent requests that, hereinafter, all further communications, documents, pleac.lings
and papers, be sent to the above address.
DATED this

~ayofMay, 2010
LARRYD. PURVIANCE
Attorney l()r Defendant

I HEREBY CER'rIFY that a true and correct copy of {he t()regoing was served as J()llows
on the J ~ of May 2010, to the following:
Bradley G. Andrews, Bur Counsel
P.O. Box 895, Boise, ID R3701

(208) 334-2764
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LARRY D. PURVIANCE
Attomey at Law
2151 l-Iayden Avcnue
Hayden, lD g3835
Telephone: (208) 635-5388
Facsimile: (208) 635-5389
Bar No.: 4999

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

.FILE NO: l'C 09~05

IDAllO STATE BI\R,

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
P1aintifT,
v,

JAY P. CLARK.,

Respondmt.

- - - - - - - . -.._--

COMES NOW, the Respondcnt JAY P. CLARK and give$ notice that he lS now
represcntcd in this matter by attomey LARRY D. PURVIANCE.
Respondent requests that, hereinafter, all further communications, docllments, pleadings

and papers, be sent to the ahove address.
DATED this

~iay of May, 2010

p

()

<j::J~\~_
LARRY D, PURVIANCE
Attomey for Dei'L,"l1dant

Notice of Appearance

- 1

H.

-
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4i0514 ?DD2 /002

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served as follows
on thc l'L()fMay 2010, to the following:
Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
P.O. Box 895
Boise, TD 83701
TeI: 20R-334-4500

Fax No.: (208) 334-2764

Thomas W. Whitney
Attomey at Law
Whitney & Whitney) LLP
604 S. Washington, Suite 1
Moscow, TD 83843
-rei: 20R-882-6872

Notice of Appearance

-2
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CERTIFICA TE OF :MAILING

,"'\ '1i

.i\

day of ::. f'oili
2010, I served a true
q
and COlTect copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEARANCE upon the following by first class
I hereby certify that on the

Icy!
.\
,-

mail, postage paid, addressed, and directed as follows:
Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 837001
Lan-y D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas \V. Whitney, ChaIiman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington St., Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professi onal Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

~~~, ~ \\0'\

-

-

- -

\ -------..Ia-~

~'f"

f7

': ' d' -

Sue Nelson
\J
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

STIPULATION TO VACATE HEARING AND SET A SCHEDULING CONFERENCE - 3
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LARRY D. PURVIANCE
Attomeyat Law
2151 Hayden A venue
Hayden, ID 83835
Telephone: (208) 635·538R
Facsimile: (208) 635-5389
Bar No.: 4999

BEFORE THE PRo.FESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STA Tb BAR

FILE NO: Fe 09-05
IDAHO STATE BAR,

MOTION TO CONTINUE
Plaintiff,

v.
JAY P. CLARK,
Respon~_en_t_._ _--,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COMES NOW, the Respondent JAY P. CLARK, by and through his attomey of record
LARRY D. PURVIANCE, and respectfully requests that the hearing in this matter, currently set

n,r May 20 and May 21,2010, be continued at least 30 days.
This request is based

OIl

the fact that Respondent's counsel has just appeared in this

matter and needs additional time to familiarize himself with the fads of the case and review the
volumjnoLl~

records so that Respondent can be provided with adequate representation.

DATEDth;s

12

day of M.y, 2010

r

~()

~~H--Attorney for Defendant

Motion to Continue

-1
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and eOlTect GOpy of the foregoing was served as r()llows
on the ILofMay 2010, to the fc)llowing:
Bradley G, Andrews
Bar Counsel
P.O. Box gY5

Boise, TD 83701

Fax No.: (208) 334-2764

Tel: 208-334-4500
'j'hamas W. Whitney
Attomey at Law
Whitney & \Vhi1ney, LI Y

604 S. Washingtol1, Sui te 1
Mosc.;ow, If) 83g43
Tel: 208-882-6872

Motion to Continue

-2
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CERTIFICA TE OF l\1AILING
I hereby certify that on the

I;:;ji,day Of~

2010, I served a

true and COlTect copy of the foregoing MOTION TO CONTINUE upon the following by
email, addressed, and directed as follows:
Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 837001
bandrews@isb.idaho.gov
Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
lpurviancelaw@gmail.com
Thomas W. Whitney, Chariman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington St., Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
tww@thitneyllp.com
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Lme7@cox.net
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
th
828 8 Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501
dick@cafinancialservices.com

&~\U1 ~~t7

-u'---

Sue Nelson
'"
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

Motion to Continue - Page 3
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Professional Conduct Board
Idaho State Bar
PO Box 895
Boise, ID 83701

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.
JAYP. CLARK,
Respondent.

ISB FC No. FC 09-05

)
)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF
SCHEDULING
CONFERENCE CALL

}

A conference call for scheduling has been set for Monday, May 24, 2010, at 4:00
p.m. (MDT) regarding the above-referenced matter.

Participating in the conference call will be Attorney for Respondent Larry D.
Purviance, Bar Counsel Bradley G. Andrews, Hearing Committee members Thomas W.
Whitney (Chairman), Linda M. Edwards, and Richard G. Clifford; and Sue Nelson, Clerk
of the Professional Conduct Board, who will initiate the call.

DATED this

I'q~ day of _--'f't\,.-----o=<.G...""-',b~.!~)'---_ _ _- , 2010.

~

Sue Nelson, Clerk
Professional Conduct Board

194

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby celtify that on the

I

a-D-I

day of \v\.

a L
c...I

~

)

, 2010, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SCHEDlJLING COJ\TIRENCE CALL by depositing the same in
the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as
directed as follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas W. ,\Vhitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
CounselfDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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o 8 2010

2
3
4

5
6

7

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
8

OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

9
10

IDAHO STATE BAR,

11

12
13
14

Plaintiff,

Case No. FC 09-05
SECOND AMENDED SCHEDULING
ORDER

v.

JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

15
16

A telephonic scheduling conference was held in this case on 24 May 2010.

17

Participating in the telephone conference call were committee members Thomas Whitney,

18

Linda Edwards, and Richard Clifford, Bar Counsel Bradley Andrews, Respondent's counsel of

19

record Larry Purviance, and Sue Nelson of the Idaho State Bar. Pursuant to Idaho Bar

20

Commission Rule 511 (f), the schedule for this matter shall be as follows.

21

1. The hearing on the formal complaint shall occur on 29 July 2010 at 10:00 AM at the

22

offices of the Idaho State Bar in Boise. The hearing is scheduled for two days. The

23

20 May 2010 hearing was vacated upon the motion of the Respondent, there being

24

no objection from the Plaintiff.
SECO)',']) AMENDED SCHEDULL"\TG ORDER: PAGE 1 OF 3
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1

2. Discovery disclosures by each party shall be concluded by 14 June 2010.

2

3. Each p3.1iy shall file a witness list as follows: Office of Bar Counsel on or before

3

19 July 2010, Respondent on or before 23 July 2010. The parties are encouraged to

4

include known rebuttal witnesses in their submissions, recognizing that the need for

5

certain rebuttal witnesses may not become apparent until testimony is received, and

6

recognizing the need for each party to avoid compromise of its trial strategy.

7

Omission of a witness from a party's witness list shall not by itself be grounds for

8

exclusion of the witness at the final hearing.

9

4. Each party shall file an exhibit list and marked trial exhibits as follows: Office of

10

Bar Counsel on or before 19 July 2010, Respondent on or before 23 July 2010. Bar

11

Counsel's exhibits shall begin with "I" and be numbered sequentially. The

12
13

14
15
16
17

18

Respondent's exhibits shall begin with "A" and be similarly labelled in a sequential
manner. Omission of an exhibit from a party's exhibit list shall not by itself be
grounds for exclusion of the exhibit at the final hearing.
5. The parties are encouraged but not required to enter into a written stipulation
regarding as many undisputed facts as possible prior to the final hearing.
6. The parties are encouraged but not required to apprise the Committee in writing
prior to the hearing regarding any known evidentiary objections or motions in

19
limine so that the hearing time may be efficiently utilized; however, neither party is

20
hereby limited regarding filing motions in limine or making evidentiary objections
21

at the final hearing.

22
7. No final pre-hearing conference was requested.

23
8. If additional pre-trial motions are filed, the moving party shall be responsible for
24
SECOJ'..11) AMENDED SCHEDlJLING ORDER: PAGE 2 OF 3
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coordinating a date for hearing with the Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board of

2

the Idaho State Bar. The hearing for any motion shall be by telephone conference

3

call unless otherwise ordered by the Committee.

4

DATED this 7th day of June 2010.

~~~

5
6

Thomas W. Whitney
Committee Chairman

7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24
SECOND AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 3 OF 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

5»T>--

day of

copy of the foregoing SECOND AMEl"I'DED

r

'

2010, I served a true and correct

SC~DULING ORDER by depositing the same in the

U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as
directed as follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard O. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
Counsel/Deputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P. O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

.i

V

24 2010

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff

v.
JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ISB File No. FC 09-05
STIPULATION TO VACATE HEARIl\G
AND SET A SCHEDULING
CONFERENCE

COMES NOW, Plaintiff and Respondent, and stipulate to vacate the hearing in this case
scheduled on July 29 and 30, 2010 at the offices of the Idaho State Bar in Boise, Idaho. The
parties also stipulate to conduct a telephonic scheduling conference at the convenience of the
Hearing Committee and counsel to reschedule the hearing.

The parties' stipulation is based on the following. Two of the primary witnesses for the
Plaintiff, Mr. Eric Haff and Mr. Eric Cooper, have both advised Bar Counsel that they are
unavailable for the dates scheduled for hearing. l\1r. Haff will be out of the country and Mr.
Cooper will be out of to\\'11.

STIPULATION TO VACATE HEARING A1vD SETA SCHEDULING CONFEREI.,TCE - 1

200

In addition, consistent with the scheduling order, Respondent's discovery responses to
Plaintiff were due June 14, 2010. On June 17, 2010, Respondent's counsel indicated to Bar
Counsel that there had been an unexpected delay in retrieving Respondent's file from prior
counsel, and as a consequence, Respondent's counsel requested and Bar Counsel af:,'Teed to an
extension to respond to discovery, given the unavailability of witnesses and the parties'
af:,'Teement to reschedule the hearing. Plaintiff granted Respondent an extension to respond to
discovery until July 9, 2010, in part because of the parties' agreement to this stipulation.

For these reasons, the parties stipulate to the Hearing Committee's entry of the Order
attached hereto.

L- '{C:-

\ -,

Dated this ---------, of -----------~ 2010.

Dated this

-tv-- ,of ~.
d \l, tf\::C.2.? 1O.

1;1 Y

.. I

-

\

D

La 1 1- • Purviance
Attorney for Respondent

STlPUL4T/ON TO VACATE HEARING AND SETA SCHEDULING COllFERENCE - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF l\1AILING
I hereby certify that on the

1--L(\:::.

day of

~

2010, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing STIPULATION TO VACATE HEARlNG AND SET A
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE upon the following by first class mail, postage paid, addressed,
and directed as follows:

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 W. Hayden Ave.
Hayden, ID 83835

Br~ib,~

Bar Counsel

STIPULATION TO VACATE HEARI1vG AiVD SET A SCHEDULLVG CONFERENCE - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

6ilft,-

day of

~ 0:/

copy of the foregoing STIPULATION TO V

,2010, I served a true and correct

ATE HEARING ANTI SET A SCHEDl.JLING

CONFERENCE and ORDER by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed
in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as directed as follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chariman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington St., Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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!.~ONDUCT 80fls'±t~

-STATE BAR
J.<
'U'L 0,tJ:>

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P. O. Box 895
Boise,ID 83701

(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CO:NTIUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

ID.A.HO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff

)
)
)

ISS File No.

)

ORDER

v.

)
)

JAYP. CLARK,

)

Fe 09-05

)
)

Respondent,

The Hearing Committee has considered the Stipulation filed by the parties on June 24 ,

2010, and based upon that Stipulation vacates the hearing in this matter scheduled for July 29
and 30, 2010 and

\\Jill

conduct a telephonic scheduling conference at the earliest convenience of

the Hearing Committee and counseL

The Clerk \\111 coordinate the telephonic scheduling

conference.

DATED this

2nd

day of _ _J_u_ly____ 2010.

Th~~~

Professional Conduct Board

ORDER-]
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CERTIFICA TE OF :MAILING

Qh-tY

viLe( /
2010, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing O~ER ~pon the fOl[oJng b~ first class mail, postage paid,
I hereby certify that on the

day of

"),

addressed, and directed as follows:
Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 837001
Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chariman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington St., Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8 th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

ORDER- 2
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Professional Conduct Board
Idaho State Bar
PO Box 895
Boise, ID 83701

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.

ISB No. FC 09-05

)

)
)

NOTICE OF
CONFERENCE CALL
FOR SCHEDULING

)
)

JAYP. CLARK,
Respondent.

)

A conference call for scheduling has been set for Tuesday, August 24, 2010, at
10:00 a.m. (MDT).
Participating in the conference call will be Attorney for Respondent Larry D.
Purviance, Bar Counsel Bradley G. Andrews, Hearing Committee members Thomas W.
Whitney (Chairman), Linda M. Edwards and Richard G. Clifford and Sue Nelson, Clerk
of the Professional Conduct Board, who will initiate the call.

DATED this

c;-l'
I -

\.

~

day of_---::;......
~~&-'vJL.~"""'d_)-----, 2010.
( ~
~~..)

\

Sue Nelson, Clerk
Professional Conduct Board
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

I'a"i~
(

~J )

day o f . ~"

copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF CON'FERE

, 2010, I served a true and correct

EcILL FOR SCHEDlJLING by depositing the

same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and
addressed as directed as follows:
Larry D. Purviance
Attomey at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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!JCT 1 9
2
3

4
5

6
7
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
8
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
9

10

IDAHO STATE BAR,

11

12
13
14

Plaintiff,

Case No. FC 09-05
THIRD AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER

v.
JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

15
16

A telephonic scheduling conference was held in this case on 24 August 2010.

17

Participating in the telephone conference call were committee members Thomas Whitney,

18

Linda Edwards, and Richard Clifford, Bar Counsel Bradley Andrews, Respondent's counsel of

19

record Larry Purviance, and Sue Nelson of the Idaho State Bar. Pursuant to Idaho Bar

20

Commission Rule 511(f), the schedule for this mattershaU be as follows.

21

22

1. The hearing on the formal complaint shall occur on 2 December 2010 at 9:00 AM at
the offices of the Idaho State Bar in Boise. The hearing is scheduled for two days.

23

2. Discovery disclosures by each party shall be concluded by 12 November 2010.

24

3. Each party shall file a witness list as follows: Office of Bar Counsel on or before
THIRD AMEI\TDED SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 1 OF 3
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18 November 2010, Respondent on or before 22 November 2010. The parties are
2

encouraged to include known rebuttal witnesses in their submissions, recognizing

3

that the need for certain rebuttal witnesses may not become apparent until testimony

4

is received, and recognizing the need for each party to avoid compromise of its trial

5

strategy. Omission of a witness from a party's witness list shall not by itself be

6

grounds for exclusion of the witness at the final hearing.

7

4. Each party shall file an exhibit list and marked trial exhibits as follows: Office of

8

Bar Counsel on or before 18 November 2010, Respondent on or before

9

22 November 2010. Bar Counsel's exhibits shall begin with "1" and be numbered

10

sequentially. The Respondent's exhibits shall begin with "A" and be similarly

11

labelled in a sequential manner. Omission of an exhibit from a party's exhibit list

12
13

14

15
16

17
18

shall not by itself be grounds for exclusion of the exhibit at the final hearing.
5. The parties are encouraged but not required to enter into a written stipulation
regarding as many undisputed facts as possible prior to the final hearing.
6. The parties are encouraged but not required to apprise the Committee in writing
prior to the hearing regarding any known evidentiary objections or motions in
limine so that the hearing time may be efficiently utilized; however, neither party is
hereby limited regarding filing motions in limine or making evidentiary objections

19
at the final hearing.

20
7. No final pre-hearing conference was requested.
21

8. If additional pre-trial motions are filed, the moving party shall be responsible for

22
coordinating a date for hearing with the Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board of
23
the Idaho State Bar. The hearing for any motion shall be by telephone conference

24
THIRD AMENTIED SCHEDULING ORDER: PAGE 2 OF 3
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1

2

call unless otherv,'ise ordered by the Committee.
DATED this 19th day of October 2010.

~~~

3
4

Thomas W. Whitney
Committee Chainnan

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the_-=-P-C.I'""fV\_--__ day of

O~

, 2010, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing THIRD AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER by email and by depositing the
same in the U.S. mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and
addressed as directed as follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden,ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow,ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston,ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
Counsel/Deputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

. "1%
Nuv
1.02010
t

'"

,...,

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,
v.

)
)
)
)
)

)

JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

Case # 09-05

PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST

)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, Plaintiff and by and through its counsel of record, Bradley G. Andrews,
and discloses the following hearing witnesses.

1) Brenda Wright
2) Melvin Perry Wright

3) Eric Haff
4) Eric Cooper
5) Jay Clark

6) Mateo Varela
7) Mitchell Egusquiza
8) Phillip Miller

PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST - I
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9) Aaron Bazolli
Consistent with the Third Amended Scheduling Order, this list includes potential known
rebuttal witnesses and omission of a witness from this Witness List shall not by itself be grounds
for exclusion of a witness at hearing.

DATED this

//1 f--

day of _-_fl_I___
bz_/'_'-____ 20 lO.

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

PLAINTIFFS WITNESS LIST - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the

/'3 '!'f-

day of

ifcr;/trvd;-l2/l~

2010, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST upon the following by U.S.
mail, addressed as indicated below:
Larry Purviance
Attorney for Respondent
2151 Hayden Ave.
Hayden, ID 83835

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

l

PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF M.AILING

'"

"

(~
I hereby certify that on the_-,Ic-i-=--s
__ day of ~<..(! v~.XetA...,}
.

,2010, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at
Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as directed as
follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas W. Vlhitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow,ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum,ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
Counsel/Deputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley O. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

)
)
)

IDAHO STATE BAR,
Plaintiff,

)

Case # 09-05

)

)

v.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST

)
)
)
)
)

JAY P. CLARK,
Respondent.

COMES NOW, Plaintiff and by and through its counsel of record, Bradley O. Andrews,
and submits its Exhibit List and marked trial exhibits.
Consistent with the Third Amended Scheduling Order, the omission of an exhibit from
this Exhibit List shall not by itself be grounds for exclusion of an exhibit at hearing.
fr- ...:~

DATED this

/1),' ~ day of /rttr'~/I1/J~/

Bradley O. An rews
Bar Counsel

2010.

C

PLALlYTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST - J
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the /

9 F£~

day

of~n (5{/-£ ;:~-~[y/

2010, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST upon the following by U.S.
mail, addressed as indicated below:
Larry Purviance
Attorney for Respondent
2151 Hayden Ave.
Hayden, ID 83835

7,

)JJI

/.J A-!~~~
/

( d._/'J.i---t.~u.{'dr;"'v-vrBradley G. And;ews
Bar Counsel

t

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST - 2
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EXHIBIT LIST
Idaho State Bar v. Clark
File No. FC 09-05
November 18,2010

Exhibit

Description

Date

1

Second Amendment To Trust

05/04/05

2

Purchase and Sales Agreement (executed)

12/29/05

,.,

Offered

Admitted

01/06

.)

Purchase and Sales Agreement (not executed)

4

Copy of Brenda Wright's Check Register

12/29/05

5

Idaho Repository Register of Actions
(State v. Wright)

01/02/06

Notice of Hearing
CR-2006-4
Order for Modification of No Contact Order
CR-2006-4

6

Fax Cover Sheet & Agreement to Disburse $70,000 in
Funds, Jay Clark to Eric Cooper - A.G. Edwards

01110106

7

Letter, A.G. Edwards to Melvin and Brenda Wright
(with Brenda Wright's notes)

01/11/06

8

Fax Cover Sheet & Real Estate Documents, Jay Clark to
Eric Haff (with Eric Haff's notes)

01/20106

9

Letter from Eric Haff to Eric Cooper with Confirmation

01/23/06

10

Commitment for Title Insurance, Guaranty Title

01/24/06

1
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•

e
I

Exhibit

Description

i

Date

Admitted

II

11

Letter from Guaranty Title to Brenda Wright

01/27/06

12

Letter from Eric Haff to Jay Clark

01125/06

13

Letter from Jay Clark to Eric Haff

14

Letter from Jay Clark to Eric Haff

01/25/06

15

Letter from Eric Haffto Jay Clark

01/25/06

16

Letter from Eric Haffto Perry and Brenda Wright

01/26/06

17

Invoice for Legal Services, Hyde & Haff, P.L.L.C

02/21/06

I

Offered

I

I
I

01125/06

I

18

Letter from Eric Haffto Brenda Wright

03117/06

19

Proposal- Bowman's Inc. ofM.H. to Brenda Wright

03117/06

20

Bowman's Inc. Receipt - $4,000 received from Brenda
Wright

21

Chimney Service Report, Mountain Home Chimneys

09116/06

22

Carr's Home Lumber Co. Purchase Order

03/09/06

23

King Hill Irrigation District Statement to C&H Properties

04/27/06

24

Letter from Eric Haffto Melvin and Brenda Wright

06/19/06

25

Letter from Eric Haffto Jay Clark

06119/06

I

03/06

2
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e
Exhibit

e
Description

Date

26

Letter from Jay Clark to Eric Haff

27

Letter from Elmore County Assessor to Melvin and
Brenda Wright

28

Letter from Jay Clark to Perry and Brenda Wright with
enclosures

01/26/07

29

Letter from Brenda Wright to Eric Haff

01130107

30

Letter from Eric Haffto Jay Clark

06/08/07

31

Copy of Articles of Organization, C&H Properties, LLC
and Idaho Secretary of State cover sheet

11/21106

32

Letter from Elmore County Assessor to the Wrights with
2007 Assessment Notice

05/30107

33

Elmore County Zoning Permit - C&H Properties

06/15107

34

Amended Warranty Deed

06/18/07

35

Letter from Jay Clark to Guaranty Title with enclosures

06/20107

36

Letter from Eric Haffto Melvin and Brenda Wright

06/21/07

37

Letter from Brad Andrews to Jay Clark

03112108

38

Bar Complaint, Brenda Wright to Bar Counsel's Office

07/20107

39

Letter from Jay Clark to Brad Andrews

04/04/08

Offered

Admitted

06/23/06

12/5106

3
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e
Exhibit

If
Description

Date

Offered

Admitted

i

40

Mountain Home Police Department Incident Report and
enclosures

05/28/05

41

Affidavit of Refusal to Take Alcohol Test

05/28/08

42

I.D. T. Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary
Testing

5/28108

43

Affidavit of Probable Cause for Arrest,
CR-2005-2252

05/28/05

44

Jay Clark's Notes

05/31/05

45

Notice of Appearance and Plea of Not Guilty,
CR-2005-2252

05/31/05

46

Request for Discovery and Notice of Service,
CR-2005-2252

47

Response to Request for Discovery and Notice of Service,
CR-2005-2252

I

I 05/31/05

06/03/05

I
48

State's Request for Disclosure of Evidence and Notice of
Alibi,
CR-2005-2252

06/03/05

49

Notice of Service,
CR-2005-2252

0611 0105

50

Defendant's Response To Plaintiffs Rule 16 Discovery
Request,
CR-2005-2252

0611 0/05

51

Fax Letter from Jay Clark to Philip Miller

06/10105

4
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Exhibit

Description

Date

52

Letter from Philip Miller to Jay Clark

06/20/05

53

Motion To Continue and Notice of Service,
CR-2005-2252

06/21/05

54

Response To Defendant's Motion to Continue Jury Trial,
CR-2005-2252

06/21105

55

Notice Of Hearing,
CR-2005-2252

06/23110

56

First Supplemental Response to Discovery,
CR-2005-2252

06/24/05

57

Notice of Service,
CR-2005-2252

06/24/05

58

Notice of Substitution of Attorney, (Mitchell Egusquiza)
CR-2005-2252

06/28/05

Motion for Hearing Regarding License Suspension,
CR-2005-2252

07/05/05

59

60

Offered

Admitted

I

I

I

07/06/05

Motion to Dismiss,
CR-2005-2252

I

61

Order Denying Motion and Order to Continue,
CR-2005-2252

07/06/05

62

Amended Affidavit of Mateo Varela,
CR-2005-2252

07/07/05

63

Objection to Defendant's Motion for Suppression Hearing,
CR-2005-2252

07111/05

5
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Exhibit

I

Description

I

Date

Offered

II

Admitted
I

I

64

Order Suspending Driving Privileges Under Section 188002, Idaho Code,

07/21/05

65

Order Denying Motion for Hearing Regarding License
Suspension,
Case No. CR-2005-2252

07/22/05

66

Notice of Hearing,
CR-2005-2252

08/18/05

67

Idaho Repository Register of Actions,
State v. Varela, CR-2005-2252

05/0711 0

68

Letter from Mitchell Egusquiza to Jay Clark

07119/05

69

Letter from Jay Clark to Mitchell Egusquiza

07/22/05

70

Bar Complaint, Mateo Varela to Bar Counsel's Office

08/15/05

71

Letter from Mitchell Egusquiza to Office of Bar Counsel

08/12/05

72

Letter from Julia Crossland to Jay Clark

08/26/05

73

Letter from Jay Clark to Mateo Varela

09/02/05

74

Letter from Jay Clark to Mateo Varela

09/16/05

75

Letter from Jay Clark to Julia Crossland

09/23/05

76

Letter from Jay Clark to Julia Crossland with copy of
$218.75 check, Statement dated 09/01/05 and Affidavit of
Mateo Varela

10/07/05

I

I
I

6
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e
Exhibit

77

---

Description

Letter from Julia Crossland to Mateo Varela

Date

I

I Offered I

I

Admitted !

10/12/05
i
I

78

Letter from Mitchell Egusquiza to Julia Crossland

10/25/05

I
I

79

Letter from Mateo Varela to Julia Crossland

10/25/05

80

Letter from Brad Andrews to Jay Clark
ISB No. 03-047

07/23/04

I

I

81

Letter from Julia Crossland to Jay Clark
ISB No. 04-015

08/05/08

82

Letter from Julia Crossland to Jay Clark
ISB No. 05-088

08/07/08

I

I

83

Letter from Julia Crossland to Jay Clark
ISB No. 05-139

08/07/08

7
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CERTIFICATE OF IvlAILING

\1\

I hereby certify that on the_!.-o
_ _ _ day of 'J1 Jj
i c)--\::L

11

~_'\..../

'

2010, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at Boise,
Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as directed as follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden,ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow,ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum,ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston,ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
CounseliDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P. O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
In the Hearing of Jay P. Clark
ISB FC No. 09-05:
Eric Haff,

)
)
)
)

SUBPOENA

----------------------------)
THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR TO:
ERIC HAFF Hyde & Haff, P.L.L.C., 200 N. Fourth Street, Ste. 200, Boise, ID 83702

By authority of Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524, YOU ARE HEREBY
COMMANDED TO APPEAR before the Professional Conduct Board of the Idaho State
Bar at the Idaho State Bar Law Center, 525 W. Jefferson Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on
Thursday, the second (2nd) day of December 2010 at 9:00 a.m. and to be continued on
Friday, the third (3rd) day of December 2010, as a witness in the above- entitled matter.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time
specified above, that you may be held in contempt of the Professional Conduct Board and
subject to penalties provided by law, as set forth in Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524
(a)(1).

Subpoena - 1
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DATED this

Sue Nelson, Clerk
Professional Conduct Board

Subpoena - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

JL

day of

-,--fl_~
____ 2010, I served a true

and accurate copy ofthe foregoing SUBPOENA by hand delivery, directed as follows:

Eric Haff
Hyde & Haff, P.L.L.C.
200 N. 4th St., Ste. 200
Boise, ID 83702

Bradley G. Andre
Bar Counsel

Subpoena - 3
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RETURN OF SERVICE AFFIDAVIT

--'-ALA-s--'-""..---=C-1'_41_IL_-=C7==--,_L--L
_____, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. I am over the age of 18, and I make this affidavit on personal knowledge and

belief.
(:; , 2010, I served the original of the
foregoing SUBPOENA by hand delivery upon Eric Haff.

DATEDthisli-day

State of Idaho
County of Ada

~oV~~

2010.

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me the 1

5~ay of~~ 2010 at

Boise, Idaho.

b~~'\-W

Notary Public for Id 0
Residing in Boise
My Commission expirestr

d-d- -- ffo,l.\

Subpoena - 4
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LARRY D. PURVIANCE
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, TD R3R35
Telephone: (208) 635-5388
Facsimile: (208) 635-5389
Bar No.: 4999

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE fl)AHO STATE BAR

FILE NO: FC 09-05
IDAHO STATE BAR,

RESPONDENT'S \VlTNESS LIST
Plaintiff,

v.
JA Y P. CT ARK,

Res ondent.

COMES NOW., tile Respondent JA Y P. CLARK, by and through his attorney of record,
LARRY D. PURVIANCE, and discloses the following healing witnesses:
1) Jay Clark
2) Erin Rembert, former employee of Jay Clark, 208-941-g701
3) Brenda Wright

4) Melvin Perry Wright

5) J. Eric Cooper of AG Edwards, 290 Bobwhite Court, Boise, TD 83704
6) Tasha Hopper, former renter of Jay Clark

7) Patrick Dickson, 205 S. Davis Street, Hammett,

In

208-587-8484

8) Stacy Dickson, 205 S. Davis Street, Hammett, ID 208-587-8484
9) Mateo Varela

Respondent's Witness List
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10) Mitchell Egusquiza, attorney, 208-587-4438
11 ) Joanne Martinez, Guaranty Tit!e, 20S·Sg7 -9091
12) Jo Gridley, Elmore County Assessor, Mountain Home, II)
13) Carol Wood, Elmore County Assessor, Mountain llome, ID
14) Eric Haff, Hyde & Haft: 208-343-1855
15)Bowman Plumhing, President/C.EO/Owner, 208-587-5129
16) Mark Young, Appraiser, 208-322-1400

17) Rose Plympton, Elmore County Tax Collector
1 fl) Phillip Miller, Ashcraft & Miller 208-587-9797
19) Offiee Pete Burton, Mountain Home Police Department
20) Ronald Bergh, 208-863-9836
21) Chris Melgaard, 208-890-0880
22) Doug Wootis, 227 S. Davis Road, Hammett, ill
23). Sue Woods, 227 S. Davis Road,.
Hammett,
. ID
24) Gregory Holz, reallor; 208-409-5026
25) Staey Dickson; Hammett neighbor; 208-587-8484
26) Scott Summer, attorney & Hammett neighbor; 208-455-8692
27) Matthew Conrad, c/o Ada County Jail
28) Luke Conrad, 420 Date Street, Mountain Home, TD
29) Colleen Marks, surveyor, 5300 Hill Road, Boise, ID
30) D. David Lorello, real estate attomey, 208-779-mW5

Respondent's Witness Ust
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Pursuant to the Third Amended Scheduling Order, this list includes potential known
rebuttal witnesses. Omission of awilness from this List shall not, by itself, be grounds
for exclusion of a wltness at hearing.

....

_--------

LARRY D. PURVIANCE
Attorney for DcIendant

I HEREBY CERTlFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was selved as tollows
on the~fNovcmbcr 2010, to the following:
Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
P.O. Box S95
Boise, TD R3701
Tel: 208-334-4500

Fax No.: (208) 334-2764

Thomas W. Whitney
Attorney at Law
Whitney & W11itney, LLP
604 S. Washington, Suite 1
Moscow, Tn 83843
Tel: 208-882-6872

Respondent's Witness List
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

r,'1,3~
0,

1\

day of \~t$kH

.M

11

)::.~'-" ,2010, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing RESPONDENT'S WITNESS LIST by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at
Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as directed as
follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow,ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy ofthe aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
Counsel/Deputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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LARRY D, PURVlANCE
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avel1UC

?~DCJ4

222010

Hayden,lO 83835
Telephone: (201$) 635-53gg
Facsimile: (208) 635-5389
Bar No.: 4999

BEfORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE lDAHO STA'fE BAR

FILE NO; Fe 09-05
IDAHO STATE BAR,

RESPONDENT'S E"-.'1IIDIT LIST
Plaintiff,
v.

JAY p, CLARK,
Res ond(;''llt.

COMES NOW, the Respondent JAY P. CLAI~K, by and through his attorney of record,
LARRY D. PURVIANCE, and hereby submits his Exhibit List and marked trial cxhibils.
Pursuant to the Third Amended Scheduling Order, the omission of an exhibit from this
Exhibit List shall not, by itself, bc grounds for exclusion of an exhibit at hearing.

DATED this ~ ofNovcmbcr, 2010

LARRY D. PURVIANCE
Attorney for Defendant

Respondent's Exhibit List
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RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT LIST
Idaho State Bar v. Clark

File FC09-05

i

Exhibit

~~."

November 22, 2010
-'....
.1'.' ....•

>~.

-, ..

Date

Description

A

Mark Young Appraisal of 227 S. Davis Rd

1/17/06

B

Mark Young Appraisal of 227 S. Davis Rd

1/26/09'---

Receipts of Improvements made by Jay
Clark to 227 S. Davis property

2005

0

Mountain Home Annex Advertisement re:
Jay Clark's Records

1/9/08

E

Brenda Wright medical records from Elmore
Medical Center

F

Articles of Incorporation for C&H Properties

G

Marks Land Surveyors survey of 227 S.
Davis Road for Brenda Wright
.. _Letter from Jay Clark to Elmore Co Tax
Collector

... _-

C
.

Admitted

Offered

..

.... ,-,

,._, ...

".",.~

._-, ....

-".,......

~

1/27/06
,.,.,

~-

-

. .

......-

'

8/21/09

----

.~."....

H
I

1-·_·_········

-

12/19/06
k_ ......... '._'

Affidavit of Erin Rembert

J

Email from Erin Rembert to Jay"Clark re:
Brenda Wright

4/13/07

Email from stacy Dickson to Jay Clark

10/29/09

L

Letter from Jay Clark to Idaho
Transportation Department re: Varelo
hearing request

6/6/05

M

Photographs taken of 227 S. Davis Road-

11/12/10

K

1-._--"

........ _--

3/4/10

I

1-:--'" . ..

........

1/28/04

-.-

--.

."

"",.,,,,

_.

.,

."'-'--

(digital)
~"'

N
--"~',"'

-'"
'.

~'H

_
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that a tme and correct copy of the foregoi.ng was served as follows
the ~ofNovemher 2010, to the following:

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
Tel: 208-334-4500
Thomas W. Whitney
Attorney at Law
Whitney & Whitney, LLP
604 S. Washington, Suite 1
Moscow, II) 831543
Tel: 208-8fG-6872

Respondent's Exhibit List

Fax. No.: (208) 334-2764

Fax: (208) 441-9575
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

:J'3J

day of

'['~k:{-,'\.tv" tt-k\. /, 2010, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT LIST by depositing the same in the U.S. mail at
Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as directed as
follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow, ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
Counsel/Deputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P. O. Box 895
Boise,ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
In the Hearing of Jay P. Clark
ISB FC No. 09-05:
J. Eric Cooper,

)
)
)
)

SUBPOENA

----------------------------)
THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR TO:

J. ERlC COOPER, Cooper Financial Services, 8880 'V. Northview St., Boise, ID
83704-6963
By authority of Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524, YOU ARE HEREBY
COMMANDED TO APPEAR before the Professional Conduct Board of the Idaho State
Bar at the Idaho State Bar Law Center, 525 W. Jefferson Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on
Thursday, the second (2nd) day of December 2010 at 9:00 a.m. and to be continued on
Friday, the third (3rd) day of December 2010, as a witness in the above- entitled matter.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time
specified above, that you may be held in contempt of the Professional Conduct Board and
subject to penalties provided by law, as set forth in Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524
(a)( 1).

Subpoena - 1
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Sue Nelson, Clerk
Professional Conduct Board

Subpoena - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

L ~day of

)1 W

2010, I served a true

and accurate copy of the foregoing SUBPOENA by hand delivery directed as follows:

1. Eric Cooper
Cooper Financial Services
8880 W. Northview St.
Boise, ID 83704-6963

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

Subpoena - 3
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RETUR.c~

OF SERVICE AFFIDAVIT

.....:4
......
· ....L"-k~S"'-1..li-·'M,-.
_l_·r'L-_----'G'--_I_/.,;_L.____, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. I am over the age of 18, and I make this affidavit on personallmowledge and
belief.

zZ- , 2010,

I served the original of the

foregoing SUBPOENA by hand delivery upon Eric Cooper.

DATED this

State of Idaho
County of Ada

22-

day of

AlDV~8lv1....

2010.

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me the

~day of \t'\\.rt),»-(\~~010 at

Boise, Idaho.

rJ~- .~

~~~daW

\-\
\

5~~

~

Residing in Boise
"
.
~ d~· /)~
My Commission expires

y

Subpoena - 4
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Bradley G. l~illdrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P. O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
In the Hearing of Jay P. Clark
ISB FC No. 09-05:
Mateo Varela,

)
)
)
)

SlJBPOENA

----------------------------)
THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR TO:

MATEO VARELA 1689 Shoreline Dr., Boise, Idaho 83702
By authority of Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524, YOU ARE HEREBY
COMMANDED TO APPEAR before the Professional Conduct Board of the Idaho State
Bar at the Idaho State Bar Law Center, 525 W. Jefferson Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on
Thursday, the second (2nd) day of December 2010 at 9:00 a.m. and to be continued on
Friday, the third (3rd) day of December 2010, as a witness in the above- entitled matter.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time
specified above, that you may be held in contempt of the Professional Conduct Board and
subject to penalties provided by law, as set forth in Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524
(a)(1).

Subpoena - 1
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DATED this

d)~

. day of

(\ftY-l\f\\

1>4 , 2010.

Sue Nelson, Clerk
Professional Conduct Board

Subpoena - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the

(LJ/~day of

01 f}'Ij

2010, I served a true

and accurate copy of the foregoing SUBPOENA by hand delivery directed as follows:

Mateo Varela
1689 Shoreline Dr., #419
Boise, ID 83702

Br~:&{b

Bar Counsel

Subpoena - 3
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RETURN OF SERVICE AFFIDAVIT

---,A,-·-=-~_-",,--:1,_~
__t1..__G
__JI.-_L_ _, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. I am over the age of 18, and I make this affidavit on personal knowledge and
belief.

2 2-

, 2010, I served the original of the

foregoing SUBPOENA by hand delivery upon Mateo Varela.

DATED this ~ day of

State of Idaho
County of Ada

/vfJ/f)vJ8t.:'"'L

2010.

)
) ss.
)

c\ '\

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me the nO'.

\(\v,,)" \j~j\~1
k ,,~
- LOlO at

day of \

'J\

Boise, Idaho.

J

Notary Public for Idah
Residing in Boise
.
My Commission expires ~dJ'

)Lf
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P. O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
In the Hearing of Jay P. Clark
ISB FC No. 09-05:
Mitchell Egusquiza,

)
)
)
)

SUBPOENA

-------------)

THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR TO:
MITCHELL EGUSQUIZA 700 North 3rd East, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
By authority of Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524, YOU ARE HEREBY
COMMANDED TO APPEAR before the Professional Conduct Board of the Idaho State
Bar at the Idaho State Bar Law Center, 525 W. Jefferson Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on
Thursday, the second (2nd) day of December 2010 at 9:00 a.m. and to be continued on
Friday, the third (3rd) day of December 2010, as a witness in the above-entitled matter.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time
specified above, that you may be held in contempt of the Professional Conduct Board and
subject to penalties provided by law, as set forth in Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524
(a)(1).

Subpoena - 1
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DATED this

Sue Nelson, Clerk
Professional Conduct Board

Subpoena - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
.

~

I hereby certify that on the ~ day of

'11 !IV

2010, I served a tme

and accurate copy ofthe foregoing SUBPOENA by regular mail directed as follows:

Mitchell Egusquiza
Egusquiza Law Office
700 North 3rd East
Mt. Home, ID 83647

Bar Counsel

Subpoena - 3
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RETURN OF SERVICE AFFIDAVIT

..::...A--,--,LA_S--,1'~,--(~_L_G_"7I_>_fA-______ , being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. I am over the age of 18, and I make this affidavit on personal knowledge and
belief.

4, 2010,

2. On

I served the original of the

foregoing SUBPOENA by regular mail upon Mitchell Egusquiza.

DATED this

State of Idaho
County of Ada

19- day of ;Vovtrfl1 6l..--¥L

2010.

)
) ss.
)
(- -JV\

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me the

i ~11 'day of~~"-'L!.~~=-2010 at

Boise, Idaho.

Notary Public fo~Idhl1o
Residing in Boise
My Commission expires
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P. O. Box 895
Boise,ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576
BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR
In the Hearing of Jay P. Clark
ISB FC No. 09-05:
Brenda Wright,

)
)
)
)

SUBPOENA

-------------)

THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR TO:
BRENDA WRIGHT c/o Eric Haff, Hyde & Haff, P.L.L.C., 200 N. Fourth St., Ste.
200, Boise, ID 83702

By authority of Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524, YOU ARE HEREBY
COMMANDED TO APPEAR before the Professional Conduct Board of the Idaho State
Bar at the Idaho State Bar Law Center, 525 W. Jefferson Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on
Thursday, the second (2nd) day of December 2010 at 9:00 a.m. and to be continued on
Friday, the third (3rd) day of December 2010, as a witness in the above- entitled matter.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time
specified above, that you may be held in contempt of the Professional Conduct Board and
subject to penalties provided by law, as set forth in Idaho Bar Commission Rule 524
(a)(l).

Subpoena - 1
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'\I,

DATED this

[c(- dayof\\~~

2010.

Sue Nelson, Clerk
Professional Conduct Board

Subpoena - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

I 9{"'l day of

,---

rvr 0-1

----~------

2010, I served a true

and accurate copy of the foregoing SUBPOENA by hand delivery, directed as follows:

Brenda Wright
c/o Eric Haff
Hyde & Haff, P.L.L.C.
200 N. Fourth St., Ste. 200
Boise, ID 83702

Bar Counsel

Subpoena -3
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RETURN OF SERVICE AFFIDAVIT

..!..f...!.h:4S_.::.>.L1')_f'a_,_Il-.=:..-_G_'
_____
VL
, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. I am over the age of 18, and I make this affidavit on personal knowledge and
belief.

J'1 ,

2010, I served the original of the

foregoing SUBPOENA by hand delivery upon Brenda Wright clo Eric Haff.

DATED this

State of Idaho
County of Ada

~ day of !N(;v£N'\~

2010.

)
) ss.
)

q-n"

\L"~

,,-' ....."'.-\,·,."h,,,,.· 2010 at
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me the --f---ilc-,_dlay 0 f\\
\;\,v'\;'"
Boise, Idaho.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing in Boise
My Commission expires ~. d:d-::2:<Jl~
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Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel
Idaho State Bar
P.O. Box 895
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 334-4500
ISB No. 2576

BEFORE THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BOARD
OF THE IDAHO STATE BAR

IDAHO STATE BAR,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
v.

JA Y P. CLARK,
Respondent.

Case No. FC-09-05
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY

Pursuant to Rule 525(k) of the Idaho Bar Commission Rules and Rules 33(a) and
34(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, PlaintiffIdaho State Bar, by and through its
counsel, gives notice that this day it has served on Respondent, Jay P. Clark, through his
counsel, Larry D. Purviance, the following documents:

Plaintiffs Response to

Respondent's Requests for Admission .
.r>['

DATED this

vi i

f·day of

..

l0.l lfr/fbt0-

2010

IDAHO STATE BAR

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

I

Notice of Service of Discovery - 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

')

,:7\

,.J./-,

l/'

Ii

L'

day of ll1t·'f ,:'7-1Y../f./

2010, I served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY upon the
following by first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed and directed as follows:
Larry D. Purviance
Attorney for Respondent
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835

Bradley G. Andrews
Bar Counsel

. /)

Notice afService of Discovery - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the

"

eX

y""-:-\'\.

fi
day of \f\
''\.~, 2010, I served a true and correct

copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY by depositing the same in the U.S.
mail at Boise, Idaho, each enclosed in a separate, sealed, stamped envelope, and addressed as directed
as follows:

Larry D. Purviance
Attorney at Law
2151 Hayden Avenue
Hayden,ID 83835
Thomas W. Whitney, Chairman
Professional Conduct Board
604 S. Washington Street, Ste. 1
Moscow,ID 83843
Linda M. Edwards
Professional Conduct Board
P.O. Box 5070
Ketchum, ID 83340
Richard G. Clifford
Professional Conduct Board
828 8th Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Sue Nelson
Clerk of the Professional Conduct Board

I further certify that I served a true and correct copy of the aforesaid document(s) upon Bar
CounsellDeputy Bar Counsel for the Idaho State Bar by personally delivering said copy to Office
of Bar Counsel at the Idaho State Bar, 525 W. Jefferson, Boise, Idaho.
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